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synopsis

A fully decentralized autonomous real-time cybersecure privacy network with enterprise-grade
certificate authority (user identity), privacy protections (including pseudonymity), and energyefficient network-native embedded blockchain for global e-commerce is described. Unlike the
cyberattack vulnerability of financial and blockchain transactions executed over the Internet using
TCP/IP, the HyperSphere employs a new communication protocol with military-grade hypersecurity–
the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP). The SDNP protocol combines autonomous
dispatcher-based packet routing and fragmented data transport of anonymous data packets over a
meshed network with hop-by-hop dynamic encryption and state-based concealment techniques to
repel packet hijacking, man-in-the-middle attacks, and metadata surveillance of network traffic. The
HyperSphere cloud comprises an ad hoc dynamic array of cloud portals called 'HyperNodes',
downloaded software hosted on global server clouds, local ISPs, and personal devices, representing a
heterogeneous hybrid network of its users, i.e. the 'people's network', whereby HyperNode users
participate as resource providers to execute transactions, perform computing, and transport data for
HyperSphere merchants and service providers.
As compensation, HyperNodes participating in the successful completion of HyperContracts mint
network-native eco-friendly digital utility token useful in purchasing HyperSphere services and
tradable in digital currency exchanges. The process of minting is network-native, using (OSI Layer-3,
Layer-4) data transport in the cloud to generate cryptographically unique HyperNode hop codes
(HHCs)– hashed data required as Proof-of-Performance to adjunctively generate new digital currency
using one-trillionth (10–12) the energy required by Bitcoin mining.
All token transactions are recorded on multi-tree (non-communal) perpetual blockchains called
dynamic directed acyclic graphs (DyDAGs) with ownership established through a private identitytrust-chain linked to a user's identity and root CA-certificates. Transactional integrity, privacy, and
blockchain security are protected by numerous innovative mechanisms limiting access to a
blockchain on a need-to-know basis, including blockchain replicant blockchain observer segments
(RBOS), one-time transaction token (OT3) proxies, blockchain defragmentation, pseudonymous
transactions, auxiliary sidechains (for documentation), and more...
In the HyperSphere, merchants and service providers are able to access vast global resources at
superior cost efficiencies to securely and privately conduct e-commerce including cloud
communication, cloud computing, disaggregated cloud storage, cloud connected (IoT, V2X) devices,
and e-services including financial transactions and blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS). The HyperSphere
and SDNP protocol stack, licensed to the non-profit HyperSphere Foundation, represents an extensive
portfolio of inventive matter including US and international patents, issued and pending.
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The HyperSphere – a Real-time Cybersecure Privacy Network with
Embedded DyDAG Blockchain for Global e-Commerce
Evgen Verzun & Richard K. Williams
Abstract– An innovative and highly advanced cybersecure ‘privacy’ network for global e-commerce, realtime communication, and cloud
computing– the HyperSphere, is introduced. Featuring military-grade ‘hypersecure’ data transport, enterprise-grade certificate authority
(identity verification), and network-generated eco-friendly cryptocurrency, the HyperSphere mitigates security, transactional, and privacy risks
of the Internet while enabling a self-contained economic environment for commercial and private transactions and e-services using its own
network-generated cryptocurrency. The HyperSphere comprises a global dynamic ad hoc heterogeneous network of ‘HyperNodes’, software
downloaded onto servers, PCs, and smartphones delivering resources to merchants and businesses while earning HyperNode owners (resource
providers) payment in network utility tokens. HyperNodes operate metamorphically, changing adaptively into authority nodes, task (process)
nodes, or name-server nodes as required to execute HyperContract tasks and services, and to apportion HyperNode payments ratably in
accordance with its contributions. Unlike conventional PoW, HyperSphere employ lightweight multi-tree blockchains comprising dynamic
directed-acyclic-graphs (DyDAGs), introduced herein for the first time, uniquely designed for rapid execution, robust dynamic security, cloaked
distributed consensus, attack resilience, and inherent privacy protection. Using replicant blockchain observer segments (RBOS) and a cloaked
jury-of-peers with limited access to blockchain provenance, the HyperSphere is able to mitigate double spending, prevent fraud, and repel
attacks while prohibiting backtracing and privacy leakage. In the HyperSphere, network security is wholly unique: Using hypersecure technology
originally developed and deployed in professional communication, the patented “secure dynamic network and protocol” (SDNP) offers
anonymous packets of fragmented data dynamically routed over an ever-changing ‘meshed’ network, minimizing propagation delays while
confounding surveillance, thereby rendering packet sniffing, hijacking, network surveillance, and man-in-middle attacks meaningless.
Index Terms– Network, real-time, security, cybersecure, privacy, blockchain (BC), decentralized, dynamic, cryptocurrency, digital currency,
utility token, trust-chains, e-commerce, e-services, cloud computing, disaggregated data storage, real-time communications, cloud connected
devices, Internet-of-Things (IoT), Internet-of Everything (IoE), OSI model, data packets, artificial intelligence (AI).

I. INTRODUCTION
HE advent and recent rapid expansion of digital signatures
[1], distributed ledgers [2], blockchains [3] [4], and
cryptocurrency [5] comprise the adaptation and repurposing of
cryptographic transactional technology [6] to everyday
business and personal life, a surprising (and largely unexpected)
info-tech development with potentially profound commercial
[7], personal, and sociological ramifications [8] [9]. Advocates
purport crypto-based commerce represents a uniquely
transformative technology promising transactional integrity of
credible business contracts and personal agreements without
requiring a legal authority or governmental agency to
participate in an exchange. These so-called “smart contracts” or
crypto-contracts digitally facilitate, verify, and/or enforce the
negotiation or performance of a contract [10] without third
parties, thereby allegedly protecting privacy and personal
information of its participants.
The potential application of crypto-contracts is diverse and
may include electronic notary services [11], electronic purchase
agreements and supply chain management [12],
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bank-less money transfers [13]; blockchain recording of
property deeds [14]; and lawyer-less execution of wills, trusts,
and estates [15] [16]. By removing the need for a central bank
or certification authority to achieve ‘trusted’ transactions and
contracts [17] [18], transaction speed and efficiency improves

while contractor expense is reduced (or eliminated altogether),
driving down transactional costs while improving business
profitability. Specifically, decentralizing legal [19] and
financial [20] authority and processes offers the potential
benefits of fostering competition, improving service, lowering
fees, and inviting innovation in risk adverse industries.
In financial services for example, blockchain technology
offers a compelling option to replace monopolistic, autocratic,
arcane, and even obsolete federated practices of big banks with
flexible decentralized alternatives. By eliminating reliance on a
central authority, blockchain technology can improve the
integrity and transparency of financial transactions involving
secure payments [21] [22], money transfers [23], e-commerce
[24] [25], and insurance [26].
Ironically risk adverse industries such as banking, reticent to
adopt new technologies or embrace blockchains, remain
notoriously vulnerable to cyber attacks, putting at risk client
information, personal identity, wire transfers, online
transactions, and theft of account assets. Although financial
institutions offer comfort that most (but not all) financial
transactions are insured, the ultimate cost of bank crime, fraud,
and theft is invariably born by the consumer, camouflaged as
inexplicable service fees and rising expenses.
Aside from its potential benefit to the financial services
sector, blockchain technology is already proving useful for tech
startups, facilitating both a channel for marketing and a flexible
means for fundraising. Decentralized blockchain based
contracts represent a potentially powerful disruptive market
force, enabling small and medium sized businesses (SMBs) to
effectively compete against much larger corporations [27] by
facilitating supply chain management and contracts [28][28];
audit-ready records; process automation [29] [30] and by
connecting entrepreneurs to clients and capital funding [31]
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[32]. Decentralization also addresses concerns that large
corporations could control access of big data [33], insuring that
no one company has exclusive access to or control of market
data. As such, blockchains offer the potential for democratizing
business.
As an alternative to venture capital and debt financing,
blockchain-based cryptocurrency offerings including both
private placements and public ICOs (initial coin offerings) have
been used successfully for fund raising for startups, for funding
product development, and for marketing [34] [35] [36]. One
advantage of cryptocurrency offerings over venture capital is
that the issuer needn’t relinquish control or ownership of the
company to fund development or growth.
In their exuberance, some blockchain advocates believe since
a blockchain comprises an immutable ledger, that blockchain
technology should be used to combat fraud, security and
privacy attacks. The implication of this premise is that the
blockchain itself is secure and immune to hacking. But is this
accolade meritorious, or is the blockchain just replacing today’s
vulnerabilities with newer ones?
II. NETWORK VULNERABILITIES & DEFICIENCIES
Despite its limitless potential, the ultimate commercial and
sociological destiny of blockchain technology depends on
reaching widespread acceptance and user adoption. Successful
market penetration relies on several factors– utility,
convenience, cost, and most significantly on “trust”, i.e. user
perception of blockchain security and privacy. Because
blockchain transactions occur over the Internet, network
security and personal privacy represent real threats and valid
concerns for blockchain transactions, the same as any online
activity.
Amid an incessant barrage of news reports of data breaches,
cyber-attacks, and surveillance reports, the Internet’s lack of
security and deficient privacy provisions are notorious.
Confounded by the cavalier treatment of client personal
information by social media, merchants, credit bureaus,
insurance agencies, and financial institutions, the Internet not
only provides a platform for cyber criminals to hone their trade,
but also represents a convenient medium for ‘profiling’ targets,
i.e. collecting information in order to maximize cyber attack
damage. To perform a proper risk assessment for blockchain
technology, we must first look at the kinds of security methods
employed to protect banking, Internet, and e-commerce
transactions, and the types of attacks these known security
measures can reliably repel.
With a proverbial plethora of ‘experts’ and vendors claiming
to hold the secret keys to mastering security and insuring
privacy, one must question why the number, frequency, and
magnitude of cyber-attacks are growing, not diminishing. The
answer is at least in part, network vulnerability is a multi-factor
problem with varied root causes including reliance on
antiquated systems, unsecured communication links (intrusion
points), the willful release and promotion of personal data and
private information on and by social media, target behavior
predictability, and in general a pervasive (if not religious) overreliance on encryption as the sole means for securing data and

transactions.
Because security and privacy attacks come in many forms, no
unified taxonomy can be employed to arrange or classify the
subject matter. That said, it is convenient to group attacks into
several classes of vulnerabilities (A) trust attacks, (B) network
attacks, (C) data breaches, and (D) blockchain attacks.
A) Identity Fraud & Trust Attacks
Trust attacks can be considered an attack of imposters, where
perpetrators (or their devices) pretend to be someone they are
not, usurping the identity, authority, and access privileges of
their target to engage in illicit transactions or to install malware
into devices disguised as valid applications or utilities.
Oftentimes trust attacks are performed immediately following
network and communication attacks in order to capitalize on
stolen information before anyone notices. Spying and personal
profiling are also often used to gather information as a prelude
to imposter exploits including the use of network attacks and
packet sniffing, or through physical device interventions using
malware including spyware, key loggers, login exploits, etc.
The monetization of identity theft also represents another type
of trust attack, using fake credentials to divert funds (wire
fraud) or fraudulently pay for purchases (transactional fraud).
1) Money Wire Fraud
Surprisingly, because of their antiquated methods, financial
institutions are particularly susceptible to trust attacks. For
example, present day bank wire transfer systems such as the
widely used Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) [37] employ half-a-century old
technology– systems predating the smart phone, the Internet,
and even the personal computer. These outmoded methods are
wholly incapable of supporting the rigorous demands of today’s
international commerce, contending with modern cyberattacks, and even in preventing financial accidents.
In particular, SWIFT and other bank wire transfer systems
lack the ability to detect misdirection of wire transfers except
by manual checking. They also lack the capability to trace and
recover misdirected funds once they are wired. In such attacks,
perpetrators typically schedule their attacks for long weekends
and holidays when bankers are not working. By the time
employees return to work, the wire is unrecoverable. In recent
SWIFT attacks, cyber criminals absconded 2B$ USD worth of
wire transfers, highlighting the extreme vulnerability of such
systems [38] [39]. More recently, Deutsche Bank reported
accidentally sending $35B to a clearinghouse [40], lacking
proper safeguards to detect or prevent the erroneous transfer.
Despite the frequency of successful cyber attacks, bank fraud,
and undetected human errors, the global banking industry’s
response has been simply to bandage, rather than to replace its
existing systems.
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2) Transactional Fraud
Banks face additional vulnerabilities in executing electronic
payments as well, including both online purchases and credit
card transactions involving point-of-sale (POS) terminals.
Early attempts to unify merchant and credit card industries in
adopting a common platform such as the Secure Electronic
Transaction or SET protocol [41] [42] failed because of specific
encryption vulnerabilities and high computational costs. With
consolidation unviable, the payment processing industry
bifurcated into two separate classes, one class dealing with
online transactions, and a second dealing with credit card and
point-of-sale transactions, each with their own distinct
susceptibilities.
For online transactions, security today employs an XMLbased protocol known as ‘3-D Secure’ [43] [44] [45] to ensure
process integrity. Surprisingly, this protocol relies on secure
socket layer (SSL) cryptography [46], a method banned [47] by
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for well-known and
highly publicized vulnerabilities [48]. One such scheme, the
"Padding Oracle On Downgraded Legacy Encryption,” or
POODLE attack [49] comprises a fairly simple man-in-the
middle exploit requiring only 256 SSL-3.0 requests to reveal
each successive byte of encrypted messages.
Point-of-sale (POS) transactions, in contrast, execute and
process credit cards transactions in accordance with the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard with the
acronym PCI DSS [50] [51]. POS transactions face numerous
attack risks including the need to secure memory (data at rest),
communication (data in transit), application code (software),
and configuration information. POS attacks include skimming,
using physical or software-based card readers to steal data
contained within a credit or debit card, or by subverting the data
transmission process between the POS and the issuing bank.
One unique aspect of credit card processing is the large
number of stakeholders involved in every transaction,
comprising in-part: consumers, merchants, the acquiring bank,
card issuer, card brand companies, payment processors,
payment gateways, software vendors, and hardware vendors. A
large stakeholder population also opens numerous avenues for
criminal attacks and fraud as well as inviting delayed
transaction times and high processing costs (typically 4-5% of
a payment). POS data in transit employs Transport Layer
Security (TLS/SSL), an upgrade to SSL-3.0 certificates [52]
allegedly offering improved resiliency to attack. Despite its
extensions (improvements to patch vulnerabilities), the
protocol is still subject to two-step POODLE attacks (degrading
the security through friendly transactions before attacking) and
even worse, to the notorious Heartbleed bug [53] [54], and to a
UNIX specific vulnerability Shellshock or BashBug, a
particularly insidious infection that creates a UNIX shell
functioning as a command language interpreter. If exploited
successfully, the hack could allow an attacker to gain control
over the targeted computer [55] [56]. Although patches have
been employed to plug known TLS vulnerabilities, the
possibility of new and undiscovered transport vulnerabilities
looms ever present.

This [bug] is a serious vulnerability. Some might argue that
it [Heartbleed] is the worst vulnerability found (at least in
terms of its potential impact) since commercial traffic
began to flow on the Internet [53].
Joseph Steinberg
Forbes, 10 Apr 2014
3) CA-Certificate Fraud
Since the Internet is intrinsically unsecure, imposters can
misrepresent their identity to commit fraud and malfeasance
with anonymity and impunity. To mitigate imposter fraud when
using the Internet– trust, security, and identity are established
cryptographically using ‘digital certifications’, electronic
documents issued by Certificate Authorities or CAs.
Through public key infrastructure (PKI) based cryptography,
CA-certificates promise confidentiality of message content,
establish content integrity to detect and thwart tampering, and
authenticate the identity of the communicating party or device.
In public key cryptography, messages encrypted with the public
key can only be decrypted (read) using the private key, but
messages encrypted with the private key can be decrypted with
either the public or private key [57]. The key owner keeps the
private key secret, and distributes the public key freely,
enabling a variety of authorization strategies to be realized over
an unsecured network, theoretically without the need for
securing the network itself.
Establishing trust over a PKI involves exchanging a CAcertificate through a handshaking process the first-time devices
connect. For example, the secure browsing protocol ‘hypertext
transport protocol secure’ or HTTPS [58] relies on digital
certificates to ensure that a browser downloads files and images
only from trusted CA-certified secure ‘ports’. During
handshaking, the requesting browser contacts a web server on a
secure network port and sends a certificate signing request or
CSR. In computer networking a port is a network connection’s
terminus and an associated gateway into a computer or mobile
device operating system. Not to be confused with physical
device ports, a network port is a software-based logical
construct identifying a specific service or process, e.g. IETF
designated port 443 for secure HTTP connections. In response
to the CSR, the host server’s port responds to the user’s browser
with a X.509 public key certificate [59] containing a public
encryption key, the host server’s identity, and a digital
signature.
This digital signature comprises a cipher of the public key
created by encryption using the corresponding private key. The
browser, then checks whether it can open the file thereby
confirming the host server holds the corresponding private key.
Once verified, the host server will be considered trustworthy in
all subsequent communiqués. The X.509 certificates may be
self-signed or may be issued from a respected third-party
certificate authority such as Comodo, IdenTrust, Symantec,
DigiCert, and others. It is presumed that if a commercial CA
issues the root certificate, all the intermediate digital certificate
issuers are also trustworthy, with trust established during the
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certificate authentication procedure. In a man-in-the-middle
trust attack (see Figure 1), an imposter inserts a node into the
communication network between communicating parties and
attempts to subvert the certificate authentication procedure by
introducing false credentials into the exchange.
Aside from using digital signatures, another cryptographic
tool used in various CA certificate authorization protocols is the
cryptographic hash function [60], a mathematical operation that
unidirectionally maps data of arbitrary size into a fixed-sized
encrypted output. The hash process allows two ciphertext files
of differing origins or heritage to be compared without knowing
or revealing their plaintext sources. The hash process is highly
non-linear, where even a miniscule perturbation in source data
results in a profoundly different hash. By comparing hash files,
it can be concluded with high confidence that if the hash files
match, the source files must be identical. Moreover (with minor
exception), it is impossible to recover the source input from the
hash output. CA exchanges involving both encryption and hash
files therefore afford greater security than digital signatures
alone. Regardless of the certificate verification procedure used,
trust is established by the integrity of a Certificate Authority
revealing its true identity during the CA handshaking
procedure. Since browser sessions trust previously established
CA-certificates implicitly, i.e. without repeating the CA
handshaking procedure, an imposter or hijacker once
infiltrating a client’s trust zone can conduct valid transactions
with all of a client’s related devices undetected. As such, selfsigned CA-certificates are considered risky because the issuer
may in fact be a fraud, criminal, bad state actor, or digital
miscreant. To reduce CA-certificate fraud risk, a ‘trust chain’
[61] [62] is established between the client and a respected
Certificate Authority through a cascade of intermediate CAcertificates.
Since only the ‘root certificate’ issued by the respected thirdparty CA is self-signed, the risk of undetected fraud is reduced.
The root CA issuer is responsible for performing identity
checks on all CSRs to confirm their integrity. Fraudulent CAcertificate issuers, once identified, have their root certificate
revoked, thereby canceling the validity of all certificates they
issued, and all progeny thereof. The revocation process can be
painful, disrupting valid clients and applications while failing
to stop the malware’s spread [63].
Metaphorically speaking, the Internet’s abject reliance on
certified trust is a double-edged sword, efficiently and
expeditiously establishing connectivity for trusted transactions
but unable to detect or discern when a security or trust fraud
risk is present.

Fig.1: Man-in-the-Middle trust attack of certificate authentication

In essence, through trust chains frauds once detected can be
expunged from engaging in Internet transactions. Frauds that go
undetected, however, enjoy carte blanche access privileges,
representing significant risk to personal and corporate finance,
personal privacy, and even to national security. For example, a
tally of digital certificates stolen from the Dutch “trusted”
Certificate Authority DigiNotar jeopardized over 500 domains,
including “the CIA, MI6, Mossad, Microsoft, Yahoo, Skype,
Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft's Windows Update service”
[64].
According to one IT security expert report [65] “That's where
the problem lies. There are hundreds of such trusted CAs in our
browsers, and each of them can produce certificates for any
website on the Web. That means if any of them gets hacked,
and their private key released into the wild, a hacker can create
a certificate for any website they want, and all browsers will see
it as valid.” Worse, they can make fake certificates for any use,
including signing email, encrypting VPN connections,
installing software, and more.
So why steal a CA-certificate? Generally, trust attacks can be
sub-categorized into three broad classes (a) malware diffusion
including spyware and denial-of-service exploits (b) economic
frauds, and (c) cyber warfare [66]. According to
Hackmageddon’s cyber attack statistics for March 2018 [67],
the underlying motivation for these attacks comprised 76.5%
for cybercrime, 19.4% for cyber espionage (commercial and
governmental), 3.1% for cyber warfare (active attacks), and 1%
for hacktivism (digital anarchists).
Malware diffusion using valid digital signatures is
surprisingly prevalent. In fact, the pervasive infectious outbreak
of the notorious cyber weapon Stuxnet occurred using valid
signatures of at least two companies operating in the Hsinchu
Science and Industrial Park in Taiwan [68]. The certificate (see
Figure 2), likely stolen using a dedicated Trojan horse such as
Zeus, facilitated a zero-day exploit that infected computers
across the globe. Zero-day exploits are especially dangerous
because the malware goes live immediately active upon
infection, i.e. on ‘day zero’, giving its target no time to develop
a patch to prevent damage and to stop infection of other devices.
While documentaries like “Zero Days” (2016) sound like sci-fi
and spy novels, the story is based on actual events.
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illicit transactions over the Internet, sometimes even disguised
as beneficial antivirus software [73].

Fig.2: Stolen CA-certificate used to sign the Stuxnet malware pandemic

Because they are immediately infectious, zero-day exploits
can infect a device’s operating kernel even without a digital
signature. In September of 2013, cyber criminals deployed
malware using a digital certificate signed by Adobe impacting
three MacOS and Windows applications. In response, Adobe
had to revoke the certificate and update all of its clients’
software. Six months later, a new variant of the Zeus Trojan
designed to avoid detection was discovered, signed by a stolen
digital certificate belonging to Microsoft. In 2015 two more
respected Taiwan high-tech companies had their digital
certificates stolen, including one taken from the tech giant
Foxconn used to orchestrate the Duqu 2.0 hacking of the
Russian security firm Kaspersky [69]. In each instance, the
perpetrators used a different certificate, suggesting the ease by
which illicit CA-certificates can be obtained. Even risking
detection, the zero-day exploit used a signed certificate to
ensure re-infection of patched or cleaned (wiped) devices.
CA-certificate theft can occur is numerous ways– through
spying, network attacks, or by malware. “If a computer is
infected by a backdoor Trojan, the attacker may gain full access
to the compromised computer and will be able to control it. The
attacker will therefore be able to steal any information found on
the computer” [70]. Aside from Zeus (also known as
Trojan.Zbot) other malware designed to steal both private keys
and digital certificates include Downloader.Parshell,
Infostealer.Snifula,
Backdoor.Beasty
Trojan.Spyeye,
W32.Cridex, Trojan.Carberp & W32.Qakbot, to name a few.
As an alternative to theft, fake code-signing CA-certificates
can be created through counterfeiting [71] and purchased online
over the dark Web for nefarious campaigns. To create a
counterfeit certificate at the behest of a client, unscrupulous
shop owners use digital identities stolen from a legitimate
company (or its employees) to order a valid CA certificate from
a respected CA-certificate issuer. In most cases, duped business
owners and CAs are completely unaware that their data was or
is being used in these illicit activities.
Regardless of how fraudulent CA-certificates are obtained,
cyber criminals use them to diffuse malware [72] and to commit

4) Malware Infections
Malware infections deliver and install malicious code into
target devices in order to commit crime, gather information (see
Figure 3), or deny services. In the early days of computing,
memory devices such as floppy disks, CDs, and USB-drives
carried viruses. Ever since the 1988 Morris worm attack [74],
the first recorded malware exploit delivered over the Internet,
the cloud has become the medium of choice to infect computing
and mobile devices. Not only did it result in the first felony
conviction for cybercrime, it exposed the intrinsic vulnerability
of the Internet and email to attack– alarming users while
inspiring hackers.
While fairly easy to detect and expunge, the Morris worm
revealed the potential chaos an effective denial-of-service
attack could render. Thirty years later, network infectious
agents have evolved significantly in capability and in stealth,
employing a wide variety of attack vectors including email [75];
web browsers (HTTP-exploits) [76] [77]; file (FTP) downloads
[78] [79]; ad-blockers [80], system cleanup software [81];
software updates [82] and installers; java scripts [83]; Acrobat
and PDF readers [84]; media files and Flash players [85], and
personal messengers. Most network delivered malware exploits
also employ fraudulent CA-certificates (described previously)
in order to establish trust, avoid detection, and gain access.
Others gain access through adware [86], when a user connects
to a malicious URL [87] [88], or in typosquatting [89] when a
user mistypes the name of a valid URL and is diverted to a
hostile site.
Installed malware operates in various ways. In denial-ofservice attacks, fork bombs, ransomware [90], lethal viruses,
and many zero-day exploits, the target knows immediately of
the infection because of overt system failures or messages. In
interactive exploits like phishing, login exploits, keyloggers,
and scareware, a user is tricked to willingly enter personal
private information, unknowingly revealing it to a nefarious
party. In spyware, rootkit, eavesdropping, data scrapers, and
backdoor attacks, the malware surreptitiously invades the target
using evasion methods to ‘cover its tracks’, avoiding detection
and erasing all evidence as to its presence and its source.

Fig.3: Spyware personal data collection

Still another class of time-delayed malware including time
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bombs and logic bombs waits unnoticed till the conditions arise
to release its payload, either to damage the target device or to
launch a pandemic against other devices. More advanced attack
vectors called Frankenstein malware exploits [91] deliver
hostile components in a series of innocuous looking “benign
binaries” disguising their true malicious intent. After delivery,
the component pieces are collected and reassembled, i.e.
‘stitched’ together to activate the attack.
With the rapid growth of mobile devices and apps, cyber
criminals are turning their attention to attacking smartphones
and tablets, in part because they offer less-sophisticated means
to detect or prevent intrusion, and because they tend to contain
significantly more personal information than the data
commonly stored in PCs. For example, researchers recently
identified an Android Trojan in the wild (dubbed KevDroid)
disguised as anti-virus application [92]. The most recent
instantiation of the malware features severally disturbingly
sophisticated capabilities, including the ability to:







Record phone calls & audio
Steal web history and files
Gain root access (take control)
Steal call logs, SMS, emails
Detect (and relay) a device's location (every 10 seconds)
Collect a list of installed applications

These capabilities allow a criminal, gang, or crime syndicate
to track a person’s whereabouts; monitor their voice, text and
email communications, engage in fraudulent bank transactions,
and commit extortion or blackmail. As such the loss of privacy
through a security breach could seriously endanger a target,
reaching far beyond the realms of cybercrime. As an open
source platform, Android suffers the lion’s share of malware
attacks for any mobile operating system [93] [94]. While the
vast majority of these attacks are delivered through network
connectivity, either WiFi or wireless communication networks,
as a multisource market, unscrupulous mobile phone makers
and OEM manufacturers may also install data tracking, back
doors [95], and malware [96] to surveil client behavior.
Although iOS and iPhones are less susceptible to unwanted
incursion, a variety of attack vectors and iPhone attack
stratagems have been reported [97] [98].
In any device, be it computer or smartphone, protecting the
device from malware requires careful diligence to avoid
infection. Best practices against cyber attacks involve:
 Communicating using secure networks and protocols
 Accepting CA-certificates only from trusted sources while
rejecting unknown vendors and self-signed certificates
 Communicate using only “secure” network ports such as
HTTPS (port 443), SMTPS (port 465), IMAPS (port 993),
FTPS (port 989 for data, port 990 for commands), and
TELNET over TLS/SSL (port 992)
 Limit web browsing, downloads, and financial transactions
to trusted URLs (having a Seal of Approval from respected
Certificate Authorities).
While these practices are prudent, in reality they offer only
limited protection. Because of the porosity of the security

protocols available over the Internet, there is no certain means
to guarantee transactions are truly secure or private. Even using
trusted Certificate Authorities offer no certain way to ensure
trust, or that a fraudulent CA-certificate has not corrupted the
trust chain. Similarly, because of intrinsic SSL and TLS/SSL
vulnerabilities described previously, even secure ports are not
robustly secure and may be hacked.
Assuming that Internet-based attacks cannot be prevented,
virus checkers and firewalls are sometimes used to combat
cyber insurgencies. For global businesses today, however, there
is no realistic means to facilitate a firewall to cover an
international footprint without employing cumbersome high
latency virtual private networks (VPNs). Even worse, virus
checkers are often only able to detect an attack after the
infection has occurred. Advanced attacks like Frankenstein
binary-fragmented malware avoid detection altogether. As
such, preventing cyber attacks over an open public network
such as the Internet remains the focus of numerous research
efforts [99] [100]. Network carried malware constitutes a
serious impediment to trusted commerce and growing risk to
personal privacy and safety.
B) Network Attacks
Network attacks represent the unauthorized access or
surveillance of communication and computer networks to gain
information; redirect packet traffic; interfere with (or impede)
bona fide business, or to commit fraud, theft, and malfeasance.
Denial-of-service (DOS) attacks may be considered a type of
network attack. Network attacks also frequently play a role in
trust attacks including wire fraud, transaction fraud, CAcertificate fraud, and malware diffusion. Network sniffing,
snooping, and spying may participate in profiling, privacy
attacks, and identity theft. Network attacks can best be
understood by considering the communication protocol’s
“layer” on which a specific attack targets.
1) Open Source Interconnectivity (OSI Model)
The term “layer” refers to the name given to a class of
functions in the 7-layer OSI model [101] [102]. OSI, an
acronym for Open Source Interconnection, is a conceptual
abstraction and hierarchical construct used to codify packetswitched communication between and among networkconnected electronic devices. Standardized in a 1984 ISO
publication entitled the “Open Systems Interconnection
Reference Model”, the OSI model facilitates interoperability of
diverse systems and components without regard to the
component’s implementation, underlying technology, or
manufacturer, so long that the model’s protocol is observed.
Packet switched technology describes communication
segmented into data packets traversing the network in discrete
packets rather than comprising a continuous analog signal or
transmission (such as radio broadcasts). As such, the OSI model
does not apply to circuit-switched telephony such as POTS (the
plain old telephone system), even though in rural areas packet
switched and circuit switched networks may co-exist and
require certain limited-function bridging capability. The
flexibility and universality of the OSI model, arguably rescued
from irrelevance by the widespread adoption of the
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Application

F

Physical Medium

’transmission control protocol’ or TCP/IP protocol stack [103]
[104], is largely responsibility for the success of the Internet.
Today, as a decentralized open-source network, the Internet
seamlessly connects a myriad of devices including computers
and servers; mobile telephony (such as smartphones and
tablets), data storage (drives), and cloud-connected devices
used in smart homes, smart factories, etc. referred to as Internetof-Things or by the acronym IoT [105] [106].
Network connectivity is now migrating into commercial and
private transportation including cars, trucks, tractor-trailers,
ships, trains, and even commercial aviation. Networks include
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) awareness and safety features,
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) connectivity for telephony and
infotainment, vehicle-to-device (V2D) as passenger hotspots,
vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) for pedestrian safety, and vehicleto-grid (V2G) for traffic flow management. Collectively, the
foregoing may be considered as V2X, meaning vehicle-toeverything [107].
The concept of ubiquitous connectivity has since expanded
into the broader topic of Internet-of-Everything (IoE) [108] to
include people, data, processes, and things, for example
including machine-to-machine (M2M), business-to-business
(B2B), and business-to-consumer (B2C), etc. Because of the
Internet’s layered protocol construct, it is unnecessary to know
the details of a how a connected device operates to support it.
In the OSI model, a network and its corresponding activities are
partitioned into platform independent abstraction layers [109]
[110].
In operation, each layer relies on processes performed by the
layers below it, and performs services for the layers above it.
As such, a particular layer doesn’t care how lower layers
execute their tasks so long that data is exchanged with the layer
directly below it in accordance with its protocol. Similarly, the
same layer is not concerned with how upper layers utilize or
create data so long that it supports them, delivering and
receiving data in accordance with the protocol. In this manner,
a predetermined division of labor and functional
communication is realized for each layer without requiring
detailed knowledge of any other layer.
Using abstraction layers in an open architecture promotes fair
competition, giving SMBs unbridled commercial access to the
burgeoning Internet and World Wide Web while thwarting any
one company, technology, or government from dictating policy
or usurping control. No registration or central authority
approval is required to connect to the Internet. Simply by
adhering to agreed abstraction layers in accordance with the
open systems interconnection OSI model, a device can reliably
negotiate and subsequently communicate with other networkconnected devices with no knowledge of the other devices.
In detail, the seven OSI layers collectively comprise a
‘protocol stack’ representing the physical interface, either
electrical signals, electromagnetic waves, or light, along with
data processing hardware and software used to interpret and use
the signals. In operation, data is passed to and from a

#

Layer Name

Function/Feature

7

Application

APIs, BC, PKIs, login Telnet, file transfer FTP,
trust CA-cert/L7, email IMAP, SMTP,
computing DCOM, networking DNS, DHCP,
NTP, TLS/SSL

6

Presentation

Cryptographic encapsulation, compression,
trust CA-cert/L6, encoding, translation, images
EBCDIC/ASCII, PDF, MPEG, document security

5

Session

4

Transport

Transport reliability and handshaking
(TCP/UDP), port addressing, transport security
selector (SSL/TLS)

3

Network

IPv4/IPv6, IP routing, IP addressing, traffic
control, time to live, ICMP, PIM multicast

2

Data Link

Media Access Control (MAC) connectivity in
accordance with Ethernet, WiFi, 3G/LTE, 4G,
5G, DOCSIS3 protocols, security WEP, WPA2

1

Physical
(PHY)

Signal transmission as symbols (or bits)
including timing control, synchronization,
digital (electronic), radio, microwaves, light

Session initiating, authentication, trust CAcert/L5, authorization, full/half duplex,
session restoration, SOCKS, tunneling PPTP

7-Layer OSI protocol stack for Internet communication

network-connected device, which in turn may utilize its own
separate and unique abstraction layers dedicated to realizing
applications in computing [111], databases [112], robotics
[113], IoT [114], security, or as general hardware abstraction
layers (HAL) [115]. The Internet’s protocol stack can also be
linked to business services [116], or to other non-tech
industries, financial transactions, banking, shipping, and more.
As described in Table 1, the 7-Layer OSI model includes two
lower layers for connecting a device to a network over a
physical medium, two middle layers for controlling packet
routing over the Internet, and three top layers for managing
network applications. During communication between two
devices, data from the application layer is encrypted then
passed down the stack, encapsulated into an IP datagram with
transport instructions and IP address routing, then transmitted
over the PHY layer to the second device using the Data Link
Layer-2 specific protocol. Once delivered to the packet’s
destination IP address and port, the packet is validated,
decrypted then passed to the application layer for execution.
Although the 7-layer abstraction model is generic, its most
common realization is the TCP/IP network stack, an acronym
for transmission control protocol / Internet protocol.
As shown in Figure 4, even though the only physical
connection occurs on the PHY Layer-1, each communicating
device pair operates virtually on a layer-by-layer basis, where
transport Layer-4 communicates to the other device’s transport
Layer-4, session Layer-5 communicates to it corresponding
Layer-5, and so on, embedded in structured data packets. Each
layer exhibits its own security vulnerabilities [117], especially
Layer-7 data comprising a packet’s payload, the contents of
which may include user ID information, passwords, login files,
executable code, and blockchain data or cryptocurrency.
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Fig.4: OSI representation of the Internet’s TCP/IP communication stack and data packet with corresponding vulnerabilities

2) PHY & Data Link Layer Vulnerabilities
The PHY Layer-1 and Data Link Layer-2 provide the
physical means by which any device can be connected onto a
private or public packet switched network such as the Internet
The vulnerability of this “Last Link” connection to the device
depends on the type of network connection used and whether
the link is public or private. For example, if network access is
made through an Ethernet cable plugged into a cable modem
(CM) located in a personal residence, intercepting the signal
can be challenging, especially if the CM communicates over
fiber with the cable modem terminating system (CMTS) in the
company’s hub office using an advanced protocol such as
DOCSIS-3 rev-C. On the other hand, if a caller’s Last Link
connection involves a public WiFi “hotspot” or a cellular
network, many means exist to intercept microwave signals and
reconstruct information from the transceiver packets [118]
[119], especially if an older router or a low performance (2.5G
or 3G) legacy cellular connection is used [120] [121].
For example, in packet sniffing, a cybercriminal monitors
data traffic to analyze or steal data [122]. Referring to the data
packet shown in Figure 4, the observable data contained in
intercepted IP packet includes the Layer-2 MAC addresses of
the sender’s device; the Layer-3 source and destination IP
addresses of both communicating parties (essentially their
identities); the data transport protocol (UDP, TCP) employed;
and the Layer-4 port number of the sending and receiving
devices describing the type of service being requested.
Collectively, this data is referred to as ‘metadata’.
The IP datagram also contains the Layer-7 Internet payload,
either in encrypted or unencrypted form. The payload often
carries personal information and may contain valuable private
assets such as account numbers, passwords, login information,
cryptocurrency, and CA-certificates. If the file is unencrypted,

a cyber-pirate can easily read the payload’s contents. If
encrypted, payload security depends on the level of
cryptography used. Since computing capability is growing
steadily, many cryptographic methods previously secure are
now easily broken using ‘brute force’ attacks. For example, to
ensure rapid processing required by low-latency high-speed
wireless routers, WiFi encryption standards WEP, WPA, and
are necessarily lightweight having low cryptographic strength
and, as such, are easily broken. In 2017, WiFi’s most popular
encryption WPA2 was broken using a Key Reinstallation
attACK, (or KRACK attack) [123]. Uninformed users relying
solely on WiFi encryption for insuring wireless privacy and
security are naively unaware of the risks they are taking using
public hotspots.
In general, packet sniffing is more dangerous executed
locally over the Last Mile (the connection between the cloud
and the local router), or over the Last Link (the connection
between the local router and the client’s device). Local attacks
are more effective because (i) packet traffic is limited, (ii)
device MAC addresses are available within the same subnet,
and (iii) the attack can be combined with spying methods. For
example, if a hacker packet sniffing WiFi traffic in a café (in
person or via a hacked security camera) sees someone taking
out their credit card to make an online purchase, they can
capture and record all the WiFi packets during the observed
transaction, and later extract the credit card data to commit
transactional fraud.
Other packet sniffing attacks may involve pattern
recognition, looking for packet sequences indicative of an
ongoing session (a communication dialogue) occurring
between two parties where the sniffed data involves an entire
sequence of packets, i.e. packets repeatedly using the same IP
addresses. In sidejacking, packet sniffing is used to steal
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cookies from a previous web transaction. Such cookies often
include login credentials in unencrypted form. Once such attack
called Firesheep involved using a public WiFi network to
commandeer a stranger’s Facebook session, gaining access to
sensitive data and sending viral messages and wall posts. In an
evil twin attack, an imposter launches a rogue WiFi access point
to fool wireless users into connecting a laptop or mobile phone
to its tainted hotspot by posing as a legitimate provider.
The access may be used for monitoring packet traffic or to
request fraudulent credit card payments. WiFi based local area
networks (LANs) employing the Address Resolution Protocol
are subject to a combined Layer-2 plus Layer-3 attack vector
called ARP spoofing, where a perpetrator sends fake messages
to a LAN associating their MAC address with the target’s IP
address. Confused, the router mistakenly forwards a valid
message intended for a victim’s IP address to the attacker
instead. The attacker can behave as a passive gateway, only
sniffing the data, or as a man-in-the middle attack modify the
data before forwarding it without the target detecting any
intrusion.
Aside from piracy, local intrusions are able to launch
effective Layer-2 denial-of-service attacks employing the
aforementioned ARP spoofing, rerouting all messages to a nonexistent MAC address or alternatively by launching a
distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attack by overwhelming
a router with fake messages from multiple senders, also known
as a ‘MAC flooding attack’. By creating excessive traffic
congestion, a perpetrator is able to overwhelm its resources
preventing bona fide communications, transactions, and
commerce– possibly even crashing a device’s physical port
connection (referred to as a Layer-1 DoS attack). In fact, denialof-service attacks can be perpetrated on any of all seven OSI
layers [124]. DoS attacks can also be executed in blockchain
attacks (described later) to prevent peer repudiation of
fraudulent cryptocurrency transactions or double spending.
3) Network & Transport Layer Vulnerabilities
While local attacks focus on PHY and Data Link physical
medium vulnerabilities, cloud attacks involve Network Layer3 and Transport Layer-4 vulnerabilities. Network based attacks
are often generically referred to as Man-in-the-Middle attacks
because the attacker interjects themselves into the middle of a
transaction, either as an imposter using IP spoofing, by packet
hijacking, or combined with a trust attack using a fraudulent or
stolen CA-certificate.
In network vernacular, identity deception is referred to as IP
spoofing [125] an imposter deception in which IP datagrams are
routed to the wrong IP address without the target realizing the
misdirection. Imposter exploits can be executed as Layer-3
attacks comprising IP address spoofing or DNS server spoofing
or combined with Layer-2 MAC address deception in ARP
spoofing (described previously). In DNS server attacks, DNS
address request replies are modified to redirect traffic to the
wrong IP address, useful for packet hijacking and virus
propagation. In IP address spoofing, the content of the IP source
address in the IP header is falsified either to intercept traffic or
to launch a reflected DDoS attack.

In ‘reflected’ distributed denial-of-service attacks, the target
receives more requests than it can process. To avoid detection
of the attack’s source, the identities of ‘botnet’ antagonist
devices generating fake requests are disguised by IP spoofing.
Botnets comprise a group of malware-infected servers
controlled by a central cyber attacker. The service attack can be
further exaggerated by amplification [126] whereby domain
name servers (DNS) and network time protocol (NTP) are
tricked into collectively and concurrently sending message
requests. Smurf attacks comprise an ICMP (ping) request sent
to every node in the subnet using the target’s IP address
whereby all the replies are directed toward the target.
The term ‘amplification’ is apt, as each malware server
creates one to two orders-of-magnitude more traffic than it
sends itself. DDoS attack mitigation is difficult, requiring the
use of deep packet inspection (DPI) to rapidly identify the
sincerity of an incoming request before allowing packet routing
to occur into a subnet [127]. Although compute intensive, DPI
has been used in a cluster of scrubbers to repel a DDOS attack
up to 470 Gbps. Because of the magnitude of massive DDoS
attacks, it is unclear what role AI can play in discerning and
repelling such affronts [128] [129].
IP address spoofing can also be executed as part of a trust
attack involving Layer-4 SSL certificate or Layer-7 CAcertificate. Disguised as a source known to the receiver, an
anonymous perpetrator convinces the target that the false IP
address is valid by exchanging a stolen CA-certificate. Once the
parties exchange CA-certificates, the victim sincerely executes
transactions with full trust of the imposter, which may include
theft of cash or property, encouraging fraudulent transactions,
or delivering malware. In another method, after the fraudulent
certificate is exchanged, the session is rerouted to a malicious
server.
Alternatively, the exploit may include the delivery of
spyware, traffic monitoring, or data forwarding as part of target
profiling as a prelude to a more significant cyber attack against
the target or against the company or its successful business
partners. In packet hijacking shown in Figure 5, a
cybercriminal introduces a malicious pirate node into network
communication between two parties, intercepting all packet
traffic without either party knowing their messages are passing
through an undetected intermediary. A hijacking exploit
requires only a single act of deception to establish a pirate node
as a valid participant.

Fig.5: Internet IP packet hijacking exploit
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In this exploit, the pirate node having an IP address |Party-P|
sends a message to party-A as bait, claiming to be party-B. To
do so, the IP datagram header uses the destination IP address of
|Party-A|, but replaces the packet’s source IP address with
|Party-P| for |Party-B|. If party-A doesn’t realize the IP address
of the incoming packet is the pirate and not party-B (and why
should it?) then the attack is halfway home. Because in standard
Internet routing a receiving device always replies to the source
address of incoming packets, if the incoming packet fools its
recipient, party-A will naturally reply to party-P thinking it is
communicating with party-B’s server.
The pirate node then faithfully forwards the received packet
contents to party-B identifying itself as party-A but using its
pirate IP address |Party-P| as the IP source address. Party B then
replies to the party-P pirate address convinced it is party-A
rather than an imposter. At this juncture both parties send and
receive messages to one another not realizing all traffic is
actually passing through an intermediary, the pirate server. The
pirate can then (at a time of its choosing), execute nefarious
actions either by using the information passed in the packets’
payloads to commit fraud, theft, or insider trading. More
aggressive cybercriminals can, at the risk of discovery, overtly
change the content of the messages.
An audacious variant of this stratagem has been perpetrated
using faux cell phone towers to monitor and intercept wireless
network communications [130] [131]. Numerous other attacks
on wireless telephony and 4G LTE data communication
affecting security, user privacy, and disruption of services have
been recently identified [132]. The attack vectors relate to three
critical procedures of the protocol, namely attach, detach, and
paging operations. For example, in an authentication relay
attack an adversary is able to spoof the location of a legitimate
user to the core network without possessing appropriate
credentials.
Network attacks can also be executed over the Transport
Layer-4. These attacks may comprise an attack of SSL
vulnerabilities (described previously), or may employ port
interrogation, i.e. constantly sending information to various
port numbers of the same IP address in order to construct a
profile of the device, to identify open ports, or to discover
backdoors. Transport layer stratagems can also be used to
launch effective local denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, by
attacking a specific vulnerable port with requests [132]. In fact,
so common are DoS attacks on port-80, the unsecured HTTP
daemon in charge of background process servicing web
browser port requests, that port-80 is now being officially
decommissioned as an approved port by ICANN [133], the
agency in charge of Internet names, numbers, and reserved port
registration.
Other port assaults involve combinational exploits involving
both Layer-4 and Layer-7. One class for example attacks the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). The role of the BGP is to
determine packet routing based on paths, rules, and policies of
a network administrator [134]. Running as a service over a TCP
connection [135] on port 179, the BGP is a simple finite state
machine that keeps track of each peer-to-peer session by a state
variable tracking where the process is– either in idle, connect,

active, open sent, open confirm or established states.
Packet propagation employs a routing table and a set of rules
to decide how and where to forward a packet. If the routing
instructions are corrupted reliable delivery is affected. The BGP
process faces a number of vulnerabilities, including
configuration errors, fraudulent instructions (original or
modified), compromised routers, routing by miscreants, as well
as packet sniffing and content injection. The goal of a BGP
attack includes disruption of communication, deception, and
unauthorized disclosure.
Another Transport-Application Layer combinational attack
involves Regional Internet Registries or RIRs. One such
stratagem involves using ‘zombie blocks,’ using unused and
forgotten blocks of Internet addresses to execute nefarious
transactions free of monitors. Rather than hijacking the packets
themselves, the perpetrator hijacks IP space itself simply by
changing the WHOIS file in the RIR registry to their own name
server. The commandeered IP space can then be used for
SPAM, DoS attacks or deceptions. A similar ruse involves
routing packets into bogon (fake) IP space, to an IP address that
should never appear in an Internet routing table. Combined with
packet hijacking, messages and data can be redirected to a
‘black hole’ never to be seen again. Another Transport Layer-4
attack involves interfering with the TCP handshaking procedure
[136]. Using this attack vector, TCP connection packets are
overwritten with fraudulent data as part of a Telnet or FTP
exchange. In such scenarios, the problem of identifying
fraudulent FTP and Telnet transactions is handled only by the
transport-layer ‘transmission control protocol’ (TCP) and
nothing else.
Cloud related attacks could also involve surveillance, the
monitoring of network traffic by nation-states for national
security purposes, by corporations for protection of intellectual
property, and by crime-gangs and cartels for competitive
advantage over competing organizations. In contrast to spying–
covertly obtaining privileged and sensitive information,
surveillance is openly observing the actions of an individual or
a group in order to understand or manage them [137] [138].
Surveillance may be limited to gathering metadata or involve
the more aggressive practices of hacking, code breaking, and
CA-certificate fraud.
4) Application Layer Vulnerabilities
The upper “application” layers of the OSI model collectively
comprise the Session Layer-5, the Presentation Layer-6, and the
Application Layer-7. In operation the Session Layer and the
Presentation Layer collaboratively work to support distributed
processing capabilities to Application Layer-7. Unlike Layer-4,
whose job is to deliver packets of bits to ports and services
without regard their content, the Session Layer-5 is responsible
for preserving the embedded ‘structure’ of this raw data during
transport using an abstract “transfer syntax”. Layer 5 also
manages creating, releasing, and aborting connections, as well
as hosting dialogue-control facilities of synchronization and
checkpointing. Presentation Layer-6 is responsible for
converting the Session layer’s transfer syntax into concrete
‘application syntax’ specific to the operating system of each
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host device, e.g. Windows, UNIX, MacOS, and Linux,
including Linux derivatives Android and iOS [139]. An attack
on one or more of these layered operations is considered an
application layer attack.
Unlike physical-medium and network layer attacks,
application layer attacks generally involve first executing a trust
attack using a stolen or fraudulent CA-certificate to establish
communication or system privileges. Because these upper
layers rely on certified trust of communicating parties
established through a cryptographic CA-certificate (or a trust
chain of multiple CA-certificates), without first procuring a
fraudulent digital certificate, an upper layer attack will likely
not prevail. Once, however, the attacker has procured and
exchanged fake certificates with its target, the upper layer
attack can proceed, generally starting with Layer-5 and working
its way up the protocol stack.
In a Session Layer-5 attack, a fake CA-certificate is used to
authenticate the attacker’s identity and to open a valid session
using a fraudulent session token thereby bypassing the Layer-5
security provisions. The fake session token can be stolen in
several ways including a man-in-the-middle attack, session
sniffing, or a blind hijacking, i.e. injecting malicious commands
into the data stream. Another certificate theft method employs
a Trojan horse to “manipulate calls between the main
application’s executable code (e.g. the browser) and its security
mechanisms or libraries” [140]. In an SSH downgrade exploit,
the attacker tricks the client and server to use a less secure
protocol before continuing with their attack.
The malicious session can then be used to gather information
or to commit fraudulent transactions. Opening a fake session
may also be employed to execute a Session layer malware
attack, delivering system malware including zero-day exploits,
time bombs, viruses, or worms (described previously). Without
a successful Layer-6 incursion to steal cryptographic keys,
however, a successful Layer-5 campaign will still not enable a
privacy attack, because sans crypto keys a datagram’s secure
Layer-7 payload will remain as illegible ciphertext.
Presentation Layer-6 attacks generally involve stolen
security credentials and encryption keys often using the same
fake CA-certificate used to fool Layer-5 authentication.
Because virtually every Internet data packet relies on
encryption to ensure security and privacy, an attack on Layer-6
and Layer-7 delivered cryptographic keys renders most
communiqués exposed to spying and criminality. Aside from
defeating security and disabling all privacy protections, the
exploit may also involve Presentation Layer-6 malware attacks,
installing malicious code in the form of innocuous looking
utilities including PDF readers, media players, ad-blockers,
disk defrag utilities, etc. One particular strategy for crypto key
theft involves apprehending the distribution of one or more
crypto keys from a third party crypto key server when a
connection is first made. For example, some allegedly ‘secure’
personal messengers distribute keys openly over the Internet. If
the keys are intercepted, the security of “end-to-end” encryption
is compromised.
Application Layer-7 attacks employ a diverse range of
stratagems involving fake identities (CA-certificate fraud and

trust attacks), malicious code (malware and spyware), and a
variety of denial-of-sever attacks. Most Layer-7 attacks start
with deception– using a digital signature, fake SSH keys [141]
or fake CA-certificate to gain access and system privileges.
Once a cyber attacker uses fraudulent security credentials to
pass authentication and gain access to the system or
cryptographic keys, the only protection remaining for Layer-7
applications are the security provisions built-in to these apps.
Many apps however, offer limited or no security provisions,
instead relying wholly on the protocol stack to secure their
content and integrity.
Layer-7 malware attacks [142] [143] can be used to subvert,
cripple, or destroy a system with viruses and worms (such as
Stuxnet), to gather information using spyware [144], phishing,
key loggers, and Trojans, to bypass security by installing
backdoors, to overtly take control of a system such as
ransomware [145], or to surreptitiously gain control of files and
processes. Other attacks involve zero-day exploits [146] or to
use fileless malware infections [147]. Data drive attacks can
also be used to steal personal information, steal credit card and
banking data, or perform theft of cryptocurrency. Downloading
of personal photographs and private documents may also be
used to perform extortion or blackmail. The attack can also
involve installing content or software of unknown content or
purpose, generally activated through some active process or
application [148] [149]. In some cases, cyber criminals may
utilize special software called ‘crypters’ to protect their
malware from antivirus utilities [150]. Similar cyber attack
methodologies are adaptable to cell phones [151] [152]
including back doors, ransomware, botnets, and spyware [153].
Attack vectors include downloads from malicious websites;
encrypted malicious payload downloads; and stealth malware
designed to circumvent detection including anti-security, antisandbox, and anti-analyst techniques.
Another means by which cyber criminals are able launch an
effective application layer attack is through root access, to gain
access to system administration rights of a device, server, or
network [154]. Root access can be gained through covert means
such as Trojans [155] or by injecting malicious adware [156] to
infect a large population, to steal information, and to earn
money as credit for fraudulently installing apps. So rather than
gaining unauthorized access to one user’s account, by hacking
the system administrator’s login, significant access and
privileges become available to the cyber pirate without the
knowledge of those using the system. Since the system
administrator acts as a system’s police, there is no one to catch
their criminal activity – in essence for systems or networks with
corrupted administration there is no one able to police the
police.
Such attacks on personal computers, servers, and on mobile
phones are referred to as pirate administration or infiltration
attacks. The task for cyber criminals is made easier by the
practice of jail breaking or ‘rooting’ [157], where a user
modifies the operating system of a mobile phone to give
themselves administrative privileges. The phone, once rooted,
loses its defensive abilities against malware [158]. In extreme
cases, the attacker can usurp complete control of the device.
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This scenario is especially worrisome in IoT and V2X
transportation applications, where an effective cyberattack
could take control of an autonomous vehicle, intentionally or
inadvertently causing life threatening conditions or accidents.
Denial-of-Service attacks, while possible to execute on any
layer, are most commonly executed on Application Layer-7
because of the myriad of diverse applications on which the
attack can be executed [159] [160] including HTTP, FTP,
IMAP, Telnet, SMPT/POP, IRC, XMPP, SSH, etc. Especially
popular vectors include HTTP attacks on web server processes
and web application attacks on CPU processes. What are the
motivations for a denial-of-service attack? Motivations for DoS
attacks (not ranked in any specific order) include the following
[161]:







Anti-competitive business practices
Anger, criticism, or anarchist activity
Punishment as a response to an action or inaction
Gang, mob, cartel, or government cyber-warfare
Extortion involving a DoS threat
Misdirection to cover other criminality

A DoS attack can also be used in cyber espionage training
and in cyber-warfare (sometimes provoking reciprocal attacks).
Moreover, like any crime, many DoS attacks remain
unexplained.
C) Data Breaches
According to the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, a data breach is “a security incident in which
sensitive, protected or confidential data is copied, transmitted,
viewed, stolen or used by an individual unauthorized to do so.”
[164] While a data breach can occur by hacking network
communication (described previously), most breaches occur
using methods designed to steal or corrupt stored data files.
Stored in corporate or government databases, online in cloud
storage, or in massive storage farms or server farms, such data
may involve active records, regular backup files, archival data,
or catastrophic recovery files.
Data breaches impact every aspect of modern life, both
personal and public [162]. Attacks may be made on financial
records, business transactions, trade secrets and intellectual
property, client lists, personal information, social security and
tax records, government employee records, active military
personnel records, veteran associates records, insurance records
and personal health information, files for social media
platforms, and personal cloud storage containing, pictures, and
other private information. The motive of such attacks can be for
financial gain, for espionage, or for FIG (fun, ideology, grudge)
[163]. In identity theft, for example, social security information,
driver’s licenses, passports, addresses, email addresses, phone
numbers, etc. are stolen and then used to create fake IDs to
commit fraud or theft, to circumvent homeland security
authorities, or are sold to spammers for marketing campaigns.
Incalculable personal and commercial harm has resulted from
security breaches involving access to or theft of commercial and
personal private data. Several notorious cases [164] include the
28.6M files stolen from the Department of Veterans Affairs in

May of 2006. Sony experienced a data breach affecting 77M
PlayStation users in 2011. In October of 2013 Adobe Systems
revealed 130M user records were stolen. Two months later,
Target Corp. reported 130M user records were stolen. In
September of 2014, Home Depot suffered a data breach of 56
million credit card numbers. Adult website Ashley Madison had
the records of 37M of its clients stolen in 2015 followed by
blackmail threats to expose the site’s customer’s identities
unless payment is made. The US government’s civilian
workforce database was hacked in June of 2015 exposing 22M
employees’ personal records. In September of 2016, Yahoo
finally reported that 500M accounts had been breached nearly
two years earlier.
The year 2017 was a particularly a bad year for data breaches.
In March, WikiLeaks started publishing the contents of Vault
7, top-secret files detailing capabilities and activities of the
United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). In July, the
largest known data breach in history, the hacking of the
consumer credit reporting giant Equifax was reported exposing
the personal identity and information of 145.5M consumers. In
October, 235 GB of classified military documents of the USA
and South Korea were stolen. Meanwhile, the WannaCry
ransomware attack [165] crippled computers in 150 countries,
with an economic impact exceeding $4B.
While many of the data breach and data-storage attacks
involved theft of large blocks of memory en masse, others
attacks were more targeted, suggesting spying and profiling
were employed to maximize the attack’s value or impact. A
particularly nefarious database attack is identity usurpation
where perpetrators corrupt or erase a target’s identity in a
database altogether as though they never existed and usurp their
personal identifiable information (PII) [166] Although
hardcopy, backup storage, and unrelated data bases can be used
to reestablish a person’s identity, the recovery process could be
arduous and the financial impact to a person or business
devastating.
In another class of data breach, transactional record attacks
are also possible. For example, an effective transactional attack
on a bank’s database could transfer or misdirect funds from one
bank account to an offshore account then erase all records of
the illicit transfer. Without hardcopy backup, a victim would
have no means by which to prove the theft occurred or that they
ever even owned the money. The same class of database attack
could, at least theoretically, be launched against insurance
databases, against corporations, or against government agencies
such as veteran’s administration, the social security agency, or
federal banks. Blockchains, if secure, may reduce transactional
record fraud by producing indelible ledger chronicling a
sequence of transactions.
Since numerous commercial databases involve proprietary
interfaces and allegedly ‘secure’ protocols, many database
companies promote a false narrative that their database is
incorruptible despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.
Like trust attacks and network attacks, data breaches are made
possible because of an overreliance on cryptography. To break
into a database, there is no need for a perpetrator to crack the
encryption; just steal the account password or circumnavigate
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the security gates. For example, in one database exploit called
SQL injection, an attacker adds Structured Query Language
(SQL) code to a web form input box to gain access to resources
or make changes to data. Through automation, it is believed
professional hackers, so called ‘black hats’, are developing
freeware hacker tools for SQL injection [167] to steal
passwords, inject worms, and access data, potentially exposing
60% of all Web applications using dynamic content. This
vulnerability cannot be avoided because user access to virtually
all databases and storage files today occurs over the Internet, an
intrinsically unsecure communication medium.

Blockchain & cryptocurrency vulnerabilities and deficiencies

D) Blockchain Attacks
Blockchain and cryptocurrency-based e-commerce comprise
a decentralized transactional process using cryptographic

digital-ledger technology (DLT) recordkeeping and distributed
consensus validation. Using cryptography to protect blockchain
content, transactions are broadly purported to constitute
reliable, secure, unhackable processes applicable for
commercial, legal, and personal transactions. Moreover,
because they employ immutable digital ledgers not controlled
by a central authority, blockchain records are not subject to
backdating, record tampering, or post revision.
Blockchain transactions are often characterized by the term
“trustless” systems, a somewhat confusing reference to the lack
of a central authority needed to validate transactions. More
accurately, blockchains don’t eliminate trust– they shift
reliance from a single party to a group of interconnected
computer nodes acting as a jury-of-peers [168] distributing
control and eliminating single point system failure risks.
Despite these beneficial features, in practice numerous attack
strategies have been devised to corrupt blockchain transactions
and steal cryptocurrency, to launch security and privacy attacks,
or to engage in criminality or other malicious online activities
[169]. Other attacks seek to exploit blockchain’s decentralized
trustless consensus as a weakness. Table 2 provides a sample
of blockchain vulnerabilities and deficiencies.
As shown, cyber assaults on blockchains and cryptocurrency
primarily involve financial fraud, security breaches, and
privacy attacks. The attacks can be perpetrated on the network
Layer-3 using sniffing and other means to capture
cryptographic keys, using a DoS attack, or directly corrupting
the blockchain transaction itself. Blockchain attacks can be
grouped into several broad classes including (1) blockchain
fraud, (2) cryptocurrency theft, (3) malware attacks, (4) privacy
leakage, (5) blockchain illegality, and (6) smart contract fraud.
1) Blockchain Fraud
Generally, for economic gain, blockchain fraud comprises
any method obfuscating illicit cryptocurrency activity while
intentionally subverting timely validation of bonafide
transactions. These blockchain attacks typically utilize two
specific types of online malicious activities: double-spending
and record hacking. In double-spending fraud, cryptocurrency
is intentionally spent twice where only one transaction is valid.
To complete the illicit transaction, the perpetrator must avoid
detection using various means such as system disruption,
misdirection, or disguise. In a 51% attack [170], for example, a
group of miners controlling a majority of the network’s mining
hashrate or computing power intentionally impede the peer
consensus process preventing confirmations of bonafide
transactions in lieu of preferentially enabling illicit ones. The
51% majority attack vulnerability highlights a significant
weakness of proof-of-work (PoW) consensus protocols [171]
[172] used to validate transactions in decentralized processes.
Specifically, because parties with the most computing power
can unapologetically usurp control with no vested interest in
protecting the integrity of the cryptocurrency against fraudulent
transactions or out-of-sequence spending, perpetrators
controlling peer consensus are able to commit fraud with
impunity.
Blockchain fraud enables double spending through a variety
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of mechanisms [173] [174] including race attacks, Finney
attacks, Sybil attacks [175], timejacking [176], and variants
thereof. Even without majority control, mining monopolies
[177] can constrain rapid resolution of transactions improving
their odds of launching undetected frauds, especially when the
number of newly generated coins rewarded to miners declines
as a particular currency such as Bitcoin matures, and traders
become more desperate (the so-called Tragedy of Commons).
Considering the benefits of mining monopolies, it is not
surprising that PoW based cryptocurrencies are less
decentralized than previously believed [178].
In blockchain record hacking, a perpetrator corrupts a
blockchain by either inserting unverified fraudulent blocks into
the blockchain, or by creating a hardfork in a blockchain for
nefarious purposes. Once the blockchain is corrupted, unless it
is rejected before the next transaction, the damage is nearly
irreversible. The design-around of a corrupted block is to
launch a hardfork prior to the offending event while rolling back
(cancelling) the main blockchain branch and revoking all
subsequent transactions. Such a remedy is unpopular, extremely
problematic, and possibly illegal in specific jurisdictions
because the cryptocurrency, once spent, is unrecoverable.
Advocates of the hardfork sanction hold the position that a
perpetrator’s benefit should be expunged, i.e. to unwind the
theft, but in so doing it penalizes coin holders having executed
legally valid transactions subsequent to the fraud. Opponents of
the fork include those penalized by the action and philosophical
blockchain purists adhering to the principle of caveat emptor,
that blockchains should remain irrevocable even when fraud
occurs. One notorious and legally contentious example of such
blockchain fraud occurred in the summer of 2016 involving the
DAO cryptocurrency running on the Ethereum blockchain
[179]. DAO lawsuits persist.
Oftentimes record hacking involves a concurrent DDoS
attack to prevent detection and transaction repudiation [180]
[181]. In fact, it has been reported that 74% of all Bitcoinrelated sites suffered a DDoS attack [182]. It is profoundly
ironic that blockchain technology is promoted as a method to
stop denial-of-service attacks [183] when it can’t protect itself
from them.
2) Cryptocurrency Theft
One of the present-day risks of e-commence based on
decentralized currency is the possibility of theft without any
recourse to recover stolen assets. The thefts, totaling hundreds
of millions of dollars, have occurred by attacks on robbing
cryptocurrency mining companies [184], mobile wallets [185],
end-points (devices), and even over WiFi [186]. Other attacks
focus on digital currency exchanges and web hosts. [187].
Many cryptocurrency thefts involve simple password
hacking through malware and spyware (see next section),
misplaced trust through fake CA-certificates, cryptographic key
theft, packet sniffing, reliance on unsecure third parties, use of
fake currency exchanges, or engaging in unsecured online
transactions [188] [189]. In short, an unsecure Internet is not
able to protect cryptocurrency from online theft [190].
One method to execute online theft employs phishing for

cryptocurrency wallets using a login exploit. In this attack, a
cybercriminal redirects the login window to a fake website
where the victim willingly enters their password and login
information, unknowingly passing it to the hacker who
subsequently uses it to log into the real site to steal their funds.
Such exploits depend on a fake SSL certificate. While
preventing login exploits over the Internet is not certain, the
risks can in part be mitigated by employing site-specific unique
passwords, multi-factor authentication, and by carefully
checking all site’s SSL certificate for signature authenticity.
More importantly, the majority of funds should be stored offline
in ‘cold storage’.
3) Malware Attacks
Malware attacks on blockchains represent another risk to
digital currencies. A recent paper presented at the RSA
conference revealed 146 different types of malware designed to
steal Bitcoins [191]. These techniques include Trojans, viruses,
and spyware designed to log personal keystrokes, steal
cryptocurrency wallet passwords, capture screenshots, or even
stream video-screen images live to a hacker. If a target’s
computer is infected, their CPU can be commandeered to mine
new cryptocoins with the high electrical power consumption
and utility bills paid for by the unaware victim. Malware
infections can also sequester devices for use in botnets–
massive networks of malware-infected computers used to
execute attacks on blockchains, cryptocurrency wallets, and the
devices storing them.
Other attacks involve viruses designed to search out the
wallet.dat files containing the private cryptographic keys used
to protect the wallet and its contents. Although the wallet can
be encrypted, if the infection includes a key logger, typing the
password even once gives the hacker the ability to open the
wallet, steal (relocate) the cryptocurrency to their own
accounts, or to change the password to remove owner access.
Once transferred, coin traceability is altogether lost.
Another form of malware intercepts cryptocurrency transfers.
The virus surreptitiously infects a computer waiting silently
until the infected device copies a Bitcoin address whereupon
the malware immediately becomes active to launch its attack by
redirecting the coin transfer to the hacker’s Bitcoin address
[191]. A particularly aggressive attack involves ransomware,
malware demanding payment in Bitcoin or other
cryptocurrency in exchange for unlocking an infected computer
or its files.
An endpoint attack uses malware specifically focused on
interfering with devices participating in a cryptocurrency
exchange such as the purchaser, the merchant, and the
cryptocurrency wallet holding the coins to be exchanged. As
such the attack is performed on the terminus devices, not the
nodes carrying the transaction through the network. Best
practice for mitigation of malware, while imperfect, involves
using firewalls, antivirus software, and offline operation of a
dedicated personal computer.
4) Privacy Leakage
Although originally believed to deliver transactional
pseudonymity protected by cryptographic hash methods, in
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2013 blockchainologists confirmed their ability to extract the
private information from an encrypted blockchain including
names and account numbers [192] [193]. This process, referred
to as ‘deanonymisation’ [194] executes a detailed analysis of a
cryptocurrency’s blockchain using a combination of datadriven pattern recognition (to extract commonalties in blocks),
and analysis of test transactions (to uncover addresses). Since a
full blockchain contains blocks detailing every prior
transaction, there are risks not only that digital assets may be
stolen but also that personal privacy and private financial
information may inadvertently be leaked. Private information
leakage through a blockchain can be leveraged by astute
cybercriminals to profile targets, steal cryptocurrency, engage
in identity theft, or to launch personal attacks. Blockchain
records can also be employed to identify and selectively target
more successful cryptocurrency traders.
The vulnerability of a blockchain to deanonymisation
depends on management policies and personal behavior,
especially in address reuse [195] and web purchases using
cryptocurrency [196]. For example, in the case of online
purchases using cryptocurrency, third-party trackers providing
online analytics and advertising possess sufficient information
to “uniquely identify the transaction on the blockchain, link it
to the user’s cookie, and further to the user’s real identity.”
Moreover, if a purchaser executes multiple online transactions
on the same blockchain, the user’s entire cluster of addresses
can be exposed including all transactions even if the user
employs blockchain anonymity techniques. The analytical risk
is indelible and perpetual, meaning an attack can be mounted
retroactively.
As industries migrate to blockchain records, the risk of
personal privacy attacks through blockchain exploits becomes
increasingly a matter of concern [197], especially as it might
expose consumers to identity theft who are wholly unaware that
their personal information is being stored in a blockchain. This
conundrum has inspired intense research to address the issue of
blockchain privacy leakage and how to mitigate it, including
proposals to bind physical entities to virtual identities as proxies
[198] in an effort to improve accountability while preserving
anonymity. Present proposals, despite their creativity, are
unconvincing, lacking any credible implementation, testing, or
real-world deployment. Transaction resolution speeds of these
privacy-protected blockchains are expected to be unusably
slow.
5) Blockchain Illegality
Because blockchain can embed any type of data into its
blocks, a blockchain could be contaminated with illegal or
objectionable material that may be illegal in specific countries
or jurisdictions [199]. In a decentralized system, arbitrary
content files embedded into a blockchain are not reviewed or
approved by any administrator prior to inclusion. As such, there
exists no means by which to manage a blockchain’s content, to
decide what is appropriate, or to identify and reject
objectionable, questionable, or illegal matter. A number of risks
result from blockchain’s ability to indefinitely store arbitrary
content, including the risk of copyright violations, stolen

intellectual property, malware, privacy violations, politically
sensitive content, religiously offensive material, as well as
illegal and condemned content [200].
Copyright violations involve the distribution, illegal
downloading and unauthorized use of copyrighted material
involving original works of authorship, including musical,
dramatic, literary, artistic, and other intellectual works.
Similarly, stolen intellectual property involves the unauthorized
disclosure, distribution, or use of intangible creative or
inventive assets not already made public, including unpublished
pending patents, trade secrets, confidential work product,
business plans, private contracts, and other private works of
creativity. In any case, since it is impossible to recall or retract
publicly distributed blockchains it is difficult to ascertain the
economic damage caused by the unauthorized release of IP and
creative works on the blockchain. Since most users are unaware
of illegal material contained within a blockchain, some
countries have begun to prosecute infractions based on the
download and use of the unauthorized material rather than
seeking remedy from the perpetrator who uploaded the stolen
material.
Another risk of the arbitrary content field in a blockchain is
the introduction of malware. According to INTERPOL, “the
design of the blockchain means there is the possibility of
malware being injected and permanently hosted with no
methods currently available to wipe this data,” permanently
impacting global cyber-hygiene [201]. Malware infected
blockchains may involve zero-day exploits, time bombs,
Trojans, or difficult-to-detect molecular viruses. Once infected,
blockchain malware is impossible to expunge, representing an
ever-present transactional risk and a continuing annoyance of
triggering anti-viral software alerts.
The injection of politically sensitive or religiously
objectionable material into a blockchain strongly depends on
the country or community affected by the material. Political or
religious views held sacrosanct in one country may be
considered sacrilege in another. Illegal content relating to
religiously offensive content or pornography also vary countryto-country. Since there is no arbitrator to ensure the cyberhygiene of a blockchain, the unknowing import of
cryptocurrency containing illegal or banned material into a
country may result in unexpected or severe legal consequences.
The illegal use of blockchains may also include blackmail,
extortion, trafficking, or comprise threats to a sovereign
nation’s national security and stability.
6) Smart-Contract Fraud
Smart contracts represent a significant potential for both
beneficial and malicious use of blockchain technology. Smart
contracts comprise digital code comprising an executable
computer program indelibly stored in a blockchain [202].
Operating as a sequential state machine [203], the smart
contract executes a sequence of verifiable tasks and distributes
cryptocurrency rewards to a pool of miners based on a
negotiated value for each job. Although the concept of smart
contracts [204] dates back to 1996, it was nearly twenty years
before Ethereum offered the first smart-contract based [205]
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[206] blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS).
By enabling other companies to utilize its platform and
blockchain, Ethereum has differentiated itself from
conventional cryptocurrencies focused on trading [207].
Although BaaS adoption is slow and market penetration
limited, in part due to distrust in new technology and bad press
from reported cases of fraud, a number of exciting potential use
cases have emerged [208], mostly in financial technology
(fintech) including securities, trade financing, derivatives
trading, financial data recording, insurance, and mortgages.
Other possible non-financial applications include digital
identity, record keeping, supply chain management, land title
recording, clinical trial management, and medical research.
Proponents of BaaS suggest that smart contracts can be used
to prevent fraud in business [209] [210] while opponents are
quick point out that smart contracts have been shown to be
susceptible to Ponzi schemes and other fraudulent exploits
[211] [212]. In practice, smart contracts today remain illusively
problematic, facing a myriad of issues including their intrinsic
lack of privacy [213], the inability to expeditiously repel attacks
[214], and a propensity to duplicate errors using flawed drafting
techniques and error-filled code propagating vulnerabilities,
reportedly in 44% of 19,000 Ethereum smart contracts studied
[215]. Ironically, blockchains promoted as a solution to
preventing distributed-denial-of-service attacks [216] are
unable to combat DDoS attacks on Bitcoin exchanges [217]
relying on blockchain technology.
7) Other Deficiencies
Referring again to Table 2, blockchains suffer numerous
other inherent deficiencies affecting their performance. These
weaknesses, once identified, invite cybercriminal attacks.
Notable deficiencies include elongated blockchains, slow
transaction resolution, high mining costs, and environmentally
irresponsible consumption of electrical energy, especially using
coal-powered generation with a large carbon footprint.

energy consumption of all but the top-40 biggest energy
consuming countries on planet Earth [220]. This consumption
[221] [222] has spawned a firestorm of controversy about
energy waste balanced against the potential yet unproven
benefits of cryptocurrency[223] [224] [225].
The issue of energy waste is not likely to be resolved by
present day cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and
their hardforks, since they all rely on a consensus protocol
referred to as Proof-of-Work (PoW). By design, PoW was never
intended to be energy efficient. To the contrary, PoW was
originally invented to protect computer networks against
denial-of-service attacks by forcing the attackers to spend
money, i.e. waste energy, to qualify in connecting to the
network. The idea behind the PoW strategy was simple– if an
attacker must waste money to hack a network, they will redirect
their mischief or malfeasance elsewhere [226]. Despite the fact
that the idea of using a blockchain to realize a cryptocurrency
has already been proposed years earlier, it wasn’t until the
groundbreaking papers (mysteriously published under the
pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto) suggesting the use of PoW
consensus to realize digital cash [227] [228], that the first
cryptocurrency Bitcoin became available ‘in the wild’.
Another feature of cryptocurrency is its inescapable reliance
on blockchain technology to ensure a trusted pedigree required
to prevent fraud and double spending in a decentralized
currency system. To enable verification of the Bitcoin family
tree, traceability extends to its origins including every mining
event producing new coins, every coin transfer, and every
hardfork and softfork stemming from the main blockchain. The
resulting impact of this thorough record keeping is three-fold,
namely (a) the blockchains become excessively long, (ii) the
resolution speed (time needed to confirm the coin’s veracity)
becomes slow, and (iii) if the trade takes too long, its payee will
not do a thorough job on confirming the coin’s validity.

Fig.7: Bitcoin blockchain size (length)
Fig.6: Bitcoin and Ethereum mining energy consumption

Environmentalists warm cryptocurrencies (as realized today)
as an unsustainable and flagrant waste of our planet’s natural
resources. Figure 6 illustrates this problem, depicting the
growth in electrical power consumption for two largest
cryptocurrencies. Although the consumption is only estimated,
as of May 2018, consumption was estimated to be 64.5 TWh
for Bitcoin [218] and 18.3 TWh for Ethereum [219], together
representing approximately 83 TWh, greater than the annual

Incomplete checking invites fraud and double spending
exploits. The longer a blockchain exists in the wild, the more
elongated it becomes and more protracted its checking time
becomes. As shown in Figure 7, the size of Bitcoin blockchain
is now 156.4 GB long [229]. The memory requirement for
Bitcoin is now becoming prohibitive, in that it is too large to
carry or conveniently use. With every global transaction the
length of the blockchain grows incrementally increasing in size
typically between 0.5 to 1.0 MB with each new blockchain
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entry depending on the type of transaction executed [230]. The cybercriminals to improve cyberattack effectiveness [242].
maximum incremental size of each new block is preset to be 1- Similarly, the potential impact of quantum computing on
MB maximum as part of the bitcoin protocol [231] and even security is a proverbial double-edged sword, enabling
now remains a topic of controversy [232].
cryptographers the ability to improve the complexity and
The other major concern with cryptocurrency today is one of efficacy of new encryption methods and algorithms [243] while
scalability. Using Proof-of-Work consensus, the more people simultaneously representing a risk that cyber hackers can
who use a PoW cryptocurrency the longer the blockchain employ the technology to break previously ‘unbreakable’
becomes and the more difficult it is to use. For example, ciphers [244].
hypothetically should Bitcoin
F) Internet-of-Everything
become a global currency
“Cybercrimes are becoming larger and more dangerous
The ‘Information Revolution'
studies reveal it would become
every year, and in the near future the situation will only
is a textbook example of
nearly useless [233] adding
worsen. I think that we should quickly limit the possibility
interdisciplinary synthesis– the
hundreds of gigabytes to the
of their commission. …Over time, we can, for example,
unexpectedly synergistic and
blockchain every day. For the
build a ‘block system’ in which any serious action will
symbiotic
integration
of
sake of argument, assuming it
numerous
unrelated
innovations
require confirmation from users. Such a system would be
requires 150 minutes to fully
of disparate technologies to
almost impossible to crack. However, to work, we will
validate each 8-MB block, if
engender
an
unexpected
gradually have to rebuild the entire Internet.” [253]
the Bitcoin became a global
outcome, greater than the sum of
dominant currency its block
its parts. Elements of the
Steve Wozniak
size would necessarily swell to
revolution include the advent of
RBC interview, 5 Apr 2018
2.4 GB, taking over 51,000
computing, communications &
minutes (over 2 years) to
networking, mobility, and cryptography.
validate [233]. While alternative consensus protocols such as
Computing, evolving rapidly in the 1980s, includes the
Proof-of-Stake [234] have been proposed, they primarily
development of microprocessors, personal computers (PCs),
address issues regarding blockchain attacks rather than
robust operating systems (UNIX, LINUX, MacOS, and
improving speed performance. Even so, such consensus
Windows), high-capacity non-volatile memory (hard-drive,
methods remain exclusively the focus of whitepapers and
flash), and efficient voltage regulation (switching regulators)
academia.
needed to eliminate heat. With accelerating growth in the 1990s
communication and networking included the advent of packet
E) New Technology
The advent of new technology impacts cybersecurity and switched communication and routers (Ethernet, WiFi); email;
blockchain adoption, creating new use cases while cable and optical fiber communication; widespread adoption of
simultaneously engendering new vulnerabilities.
TCP/IP and the 7-layer OSI (open source) protocol stack; the
Internet; HTML; the browser; and the World-Wide-Web.
1) Internet-of-Things (IoT)
Starting at the turn of the century, mobility became important
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) represents the potential for the
with the rise of high bandwidth cellular networks (3G/LTE, 4G,
biggest single adoption use case of communication since the
and soon 5G), color LCD screens, mobile devices (notebooks
introduction of the Internet itself. Unlike computers and mobile
and smartphones) and the widespread adoption of the lithiumdevices that include a user interface (UI/UX) for human
ion battery (Li-ion) used to power the devices. The last decade
interaction, Internet-of-Things are devices that operate
has emerged as the era of ‘connectivity’– the Internet-ofautonomously (or at least semi-autonomously) using a network
Everything. IoE includes the advent of IoT devices,
communication link generally comprising wireless
autonomous vehicles, robotics, drones, and more, all relying on
communication over Bluetooth, Zigbee, or WiFi. Because IoT
distributed control combined with ever-evolving computing
devices are generally low cost, their communication links are
and communication fields.
relatively primitive and vulnerable to attack [235] [236].
Decentralization of distributed systems, however, depends
Proposals to secure such devices include deployment of a
wholly on ‘trust’ to ensure the stability and integrity of the
protective shell or ‘overlay,’ a dedicated shell operating on an
interconnections, the security of communication, and the
IoT dedicated component which limits dumb IoT devices’
privacy of information carried over public infrastructure.
access to the home network and personal information [237].
Electronic trust today relies completely on cryptographic
communication, digital signatures, and CA-certificates to
2) AI and Quantum Computing
Artificial intelligence and quantum computing represent two establish identity in a permissionless network. The widespread
new fields with potentially profound impact on security, emergence of cryptography also has driven steady adoption of
privacy, and cryptocurrency. Artificial intelligence and digital ledger technology, blockchains, and enabled the
machine learning offers the prospect to adaptively analyze realization of cryptocurrency, a fungible medium of exchange
network and device attacks and react with new algorithms to for commerce not controlled by a central authority or relying on
dynamically close the vulnerability [238] [239] [240] [241]. fiat currency. Together these diverse technologies, enabled
The same AI technology is however being weaponized by through a guiding principle of interoperability, gave birth to the
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Internet and the Information Revolution, interconnecting a
diverse range of devices including smartphones and tablets,
personal computers and servers; cryptocurrency miner servers,
gaming consoles; smart TVs; connected cars; factory-robots;
power plants; home appliances; and wirelessly-controlled light
bulbs. The global adoption of the Internet Protocol as the basis
for cellular, WiFi, Ethernet, and cable TV connectivity has
unified communication globally.
Moreover, through the open-source use of TCP/IP and the
OSI’s seven abstraction layers, technologists are able contribute
independently and individually toward realizing and enhancing
global interconnectivity, i.e. the Internet of Everything (IoE),
without demanding they become Experts in Everything (EiE).
The impact is profound– crossing the boundaries of
geographies, countries, languages, and cultures. Today, the
Internet and cloud communication has been elevated from
simple technology into a fundamental human right. Our
addiction to being “connected”, however, is not without risk.
Misappropriating the “Architect’s” self-absorbed diatribe
from the sci-fi futurist epic The Matrix, trust (hope) in our
technology to safely interconnect us all “represents the
quintessential delusion, simultaneously the source of our
greatest strength and our greatest weakness” [245]. Truly,
interoperable connectivity of the Internet, mobile devices, and
IoT, net-connected communication empowers individuals,
businesses, computers, and machines to interact for personal,
commercial, and humanitarian purposes. But increased network
connectivity dares cybercriminals to respond in kind [246],
investing effort, time, and money to perfect an ever-expanding
repertoire of new malware and cyberattack stratagems (see
Figure 8).

Malware today is delivered through a myriad of channels and
attack vectors including email, Java, PDF readers, browsers
[247], cell phone operating systems [248], and even
blockchains. As shown in Figure 9, fraud remains a major
component of cyber attacks today [249], along with theft and
spamming (other). One strategic response to the hacks is to
employ
cryptographic
technology
[250].
Through
cryptography, secure communication can be performed over an
unsecure medium. Unfortunately, the same technology has been
harnessed for criminality and nefarious purposes.
Interoperability has greatly simplified the challenge for hackers
and cybercriminals attempting to invade as many devices and
systems as possible with the least effort.
So, what is the right level of encryption? Too low of a level
of encryption (weak encryption) can easily be broken by cyber
criminals to execute network interventions, privacy attacks, and
theft. Supporting too high a degree of encryption (strong
encryption) enables criminals, gangs, cartels, and terrorists to
operate nefariously in plain sight without detection. In short,
when relying solely on cryptography, there really is no right
level of encryption. Part of the problem is that with encryption
alone, a bad actor is able to disguise their digital identity. Much
the same as using a payphone, over the Internet there is no way
to confirm the other party’s identity. Although CA-certificates
offer protection against amateur imposters, professionals are
able to steal or fake them with alarming consistency (see Figure
10) [251]. Given the diversity of software and hardware
methods now available to attack today’s communication
devices and networks, clearly no single security method is
sufficient as a sole defense or to ensure trust [252]. According
to Steve Wozniak, in order to ensure security and privacy, “we
will gradually have to rebuild the entire Internet,” [253].

Fig.8: Number on new malware specimens discovered annually (millions)

Fig.10: Lifetime of stolen or fraudulent CA-certificates [250]

Fig.9: US reported cybercrime complaints by year

G) Web 3.0, Internet of Blockchains
In 2007, the original use of the term Web 3.0 described a
vision of a ‘semantic web interface’ [254] [255] [256] where
machines readily interpret information semantically and
contextually, finding, combining, and acting upon information
on the Web. More recently, however, the term Web 3.0 has been
recast to mean the Internet of Blockchains [257] [258] [259]
representing a decentralization of the World Wide Web, i.e.
replacing authority mediated read-write access and
concentrated control of a digital oligarchy with a more
“liberated, egalitarian, and fraternal Internet” [260]. The
migration toward a trustless system, one not subject to the
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exclusive profiteering, corruption, and manipulation of
oligopolies and powerbrokers, is expected to be highly
disruptive across all industries. To date, the Web 3.0 ecosystem
comprises over 3,000 variegated cryptocurrencies and tokens
with over 900 decentralized apps.
While the question remains whether there is any need for so
many cryptocurrencies (and even if it is sustainable) [261], the
market’s trend toward decentralization (reducing controlling
influences) and disintermediation (removing go-betweens) is
unstoppable. Affected industries already include online storage
services, messaging, social networks, video and live streaming,
music, and security services with its impact on more regulated
industries such as housing, insurance, banking, and government
services to invariably follow.
While decentralization is a powerful enabler for
democratizing business and improving capital efficiency across
industries, the blockchain is not a panacea for today’s network
security and privacy issues. Although it is trendy to aggrandize
blockchains as a replacement to the Internet with compelling
titles like “Blockchain technology will power Web 3.0 …as the
new Internet”, “Is Blockchain the Next Internet?” or
“Blockchain Is the Internet,” [262] [263] [264] [265],
blockchain technology is in fact not the network of the future,
destined to power the next generation web. In fact, a blockchain
is not a network at all. In that context, a Bitcoin network
[266][267] does not refer to blockchain communication or
protocols, but that Bitcoin processing occurs via applications
communicating over the top of the Internet to form an
application layer-based peer-to-peer ‘overlay’ or OTT network
on which to execute transactions.
Without the Internet [268] (or alternatively a peer-to-peer
network [269]) to transport it, blockchains have no ability
whatsoever to communicate, interact, or transact with other
devices. And although the data carried by a blockchain can be
useful in network management [270] [271], a blockchain is
simply a payload– a data file carried in an IP datagram to be
used on the Internet’s OSI Application Layer-7 [272] [273] or
a related host processor. Similarly, comprising only a passive
string of serial data, a blockchain is not an application, an
operating system, a computational engine, or computer
architecture. Just as blockchains need the Internet for their
transport, they likewise rely on specific hardware-hosted
applications to execute tasks without which blockchains would
be completely passive, incapable of autonomously performing
any tasks whatsoever. Metaphorically, a blockchain ledger is
analogous to viral RNA– it carries information but without
processor support, it has no capability to use the information for
itself or for the behest of others.
Another recently popularized misconception is that
blockchains represent a new class of ‘protocols’ promising to
revolutionize communication and computing. While
blockchains are processed by applications that follow specific
transactional rules, they themselves are not protocols, but
merely data. In networks and computing, a protocol describes
action– formal descriptions of digital message formats and rules
required to exchange messages [274] [275] [276] [277].
Examples include TCP/IP, HTTP, VoIP, FTP, etc. (where the

acronym “P” stands for protocol). This distinction is further
complicated by publications describing so-called “fat”
protocols [278] [279] [280] [281] making extraordinary claims
of blockchain superiority over TCP/IP, asserting the blockchain
“pushes more of the value capture down the stack to the
protocol layer.”
Mixing network operations with unproven economic theory
have met with industry skepticism [282] [283], especially
considering the fact that without the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol
stack, blockchain transactions wouldn’t even be possible. More
accurately, all blockchain transactions occur on Application
Layer-7 [284] [285]. As such the terms “application” and
“protocol” layers in blockchain vernacular do not relate to the
OSI protocol stack but exclusively to blockchain functionality
[286] [287] [288].
Another popular blockchain-tech buzz is that blockchain
technology will secure the Internet from security and privacy
attacks [289] [290] [291]. This assertion too, is erroneous.
Although a blockchain may contain data used to validate a
transaction, this functionality is not executed by the blockchain,
but by a resident host processor. The blockchain cannot protect
the Internet because it relies on the Internet. Likewise, the
blockchain cannot protect an operating system it depends on. It
is a contradiction-in-terms to expect a blockchain to defend the
operating system of a network server when the blockchain uses
the very same operating system for all its transactional
execution. If the computer host or its OS becomes infected by
malware, the blockchain will correspondingly be subject to risk
and attacks, including data corruption, transactional tampering,
and cryptocurrency theft.
And despite claims to the contrary, with nearly one hundred
and fifty reported blockchain attack mechanisms able to pervert
or impede bonafide transactions and even corrupt the
blockchain itself, blockchain integrity and security today is
routinely compromised. Only if the network used to transport
blockchains is secure and every participating device free of
malware, can a blockchain’s integrity (and its associated
transactions) be trusted.
Unfortunately, the Internet is not a secure network. And as
such, blockchain transactions today are (and will continue to
be) placed at risk unless a ‘secure transport medium’ and a
‘trusted identity validation mechanism’ become available.
These security, trust, and privacy issues, compounded with
slow transaction speed, long blockchain lengths, large data
storage requirements, and large-energy waste [292] limit the
ultimate potential of the blockchain and cryptocurrency in their
present incarnations. What is needed is a decentralized
alternative to the Internet and the blockchain that ensures
security, identity, privacy and transactional integrity via
convenient embedded cryptocurrency featuring rapid
transactions and small lightweight blockchains.
III. THE HYPERSPHERE
To overcome the deficiencies of the Internet in securing
communication, ensuring privacy, and supporting trusted
business and e-commerce, we introduce a new, innovative, and
highly-advanced cybersecure ‘privacy’ network for global e-
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commerce supporting realtime communication, data storage,
cloud computing, cloud-connected devices, and e-services– the
HyperSphere.
A) Overview of HyperSphere Features
The HyperSphere is an open-source hybrid-cloud platform
amalgamating the global functionality of the Internet with the
best features of mission critical professional communication,
private networks, VPNs (virtual private networks), dynamic
realtime networks, global telephony, military-grade
cybersecurity, enterprise-grade certificate authority, trusted
transactions, intrinsic privacy protections, and private
blockchains. The HyperSphere is wholly unique in its novel
method of realtime data routing, traffic management,
cryptocurrency generation, and blockchain transactional
execution.
During operation, tasks are performed autonomously and
adjunctively [293], unassisted by network operators. Routing
occurs dynamically based on network conditions without
relying on pre-defined (static) routing tables. Instead, the
HyperSphere represents a fully decentralized system employing
dynamic meshed routing [294] [295] designed to minimize
network propagation delay [296] to securely and rapidly
execute transactions. Combining beneficial features of highreliability fixed and backbone networks [297] [298], dark-fiber
and backhaul [299] [300], wireless [301], and ad-hoc peer-topeer communication [302], with an AI-based de-centralized
marketplace, the HyperSphere dynamically analyzes and
ascertains the best match between network performance and a
client’s performance and cost objectives. Because the
network’s nodal density increases with its number of users, ‘the
more people who use the HyperSphere– the better it performs’,
quite the contrary of fixed network clouds.
The HyperSphere is especially unique in its generation and
use of its network-native (embedded) cryptocurrency. In the
Internet, conventional cryptocurrency is “mined” using costly
and energy-wasting Proof-of-Work puzzle solving such as
nonce-hash [303] [304] [305] or prime number [306] [307]
challenges with uncertain payment and ever-diminishing fiscal
returns to its miners. In stark contrast, cryptocurrency
generation in the HyperSphere is “minted”, created
adjunctively as data packets traverse the cloud as shown in
Figure 11.
Unlike the uncertain return of PoW miners, in minting
HyperSphere resource providers receive guaranteed
compensation for supporting completed transactions, paid in
accordance with pre-negotiated HyperContracts. Because the
coin generation occurs adjunctively with network operation,
virtually no additional energy is spent on minting
cryptocurrency beyond the energy spent completing useful
work needed for communicating or computing tasks.
Other than being energy efficient and ecologically
responsible,
dynamically
generating
network-native
blockchains by data transport in the cloud prevents
counterfeiting.

Fig.11: Tokens minting by HyperNode resource providers

Producing cryptocurrency using dynamic blockchain
synthesis comprises a process of inter-nodal data transport that
cannot be imitated outside of the HyperSphere. And because the
cryptocurrency is network native [308][309], it can be
transferred and retained in HyperWallets and reused in the
HyperSphere without exposing blockchains to the Internet’s
hacking, theft, fraud, and online transaction risks.
HyperSphere access is entirely software-based with no need
for specialized hardware. User interfaces for smartphones,
notebooks, desktop PCs, gaming platforms, smart TVs, IoT etc.
include support for major operating systems including
Windows, MacOS, Linux, Unix, iOS, and Android. Businesses,
corporations, research institutes, and universities can facilitate
HyperSphere access to their private servers and networks via
personal devices, i.e. enabling convenient, cost-effective BringYour-Own-Devices (BYOD) connectivity, while supporting
corporate IT department security provisions and control. A
cluster of devices can also operate as a private network [310]
within the HyperSphere, i.e. as a publicly hosted privatenetwork. HyperSphere users may engage in transactions in
several ways including in the roles of:
 Resource providers– By downloading HyperNode portal
software into one or more devices, individuals, companies,
and institutions provide resources to the HyperSphere and
earn tokens as compensation.
 Merchants & service providers– By creating a HyperSphere
API-generated application or user interface, merchants and
service providers can offer communication, computing,
storage, cloud-connected devices, or e-services and products
to their clients (even if their customers are not HyperSphere
clients).
 Users– As clients of merchants and service providers, users
can utilize the resources of the HyperSphere, paying them in
fiat currency or using earned or commercially acquired
tokens.
Hierarchically, rather than employing software running on
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the Internet as over-the-top (OTT) applications [311] [312]
[313], the HyperSphere co-exists with the Internet, sharing
resources, physical networks, last mile carriers, and data links.
In this sense the HyperSphere essentially operates “on-the-side”
(OTS) of the Internet representing a partially overlapping
heterogeneous peer network. Furthermore, the HyperSphere is
agnostic to last mile connectivity between the cloud and a user’s
device, seamlessly compatible with any medium including
WiFi [314], Ethernet [315], DOCSIS-3 [316], wireless
(3G/LTE, 4G, 5G) [317], etc.
Aside from its superior security and its embedded native
cryptocurrency, as a ‘privacy-network’ the HyperSphere
uniquely employs network-specific pseudonymous identities
[318] [319] [320] [321] to protect personal account information.
Using digitally signatures via CA-certificates to privately
execute transactions, open HyperContracts, deliver network
resources, or trade cryptocurrency, HyperSphere users are thus
able to engage in e-commerce without exposing their true
identity to potential attacks.
As a further precautionary feature, consensus verification of
blockchain transactions employs a unique innovation– a
replicant blockchain observer segment (RBOS), a limited
length blockchain mirror used to validate transactions while
preventing blockchain backtracing and privacy leakage.
Another inventive element, a one-time-transaction token (OT3)
employs a single-use temporary transactional payment
mechanism to prevent a payee’s third-party transaction
processor from gleaning private information from a payor’s
blockchain. In e-commerce, the HyperSphere offers numerous
benefits over the Internet including:
 The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately transport
realtime audio and video content: functionality needed by
service providers offering communication and secure
messenger services.
 The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately transport
high-integrity data files including email; databases; private
media content; and software: functionality needed by
providers of secure email, database services, customer
contact management, and online collaboration platforms.
 The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately dispatch;
manage; and collate the execution of distributed cloud
computing supporting researchers and online cloud
computing providers.
 The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately transport,
store and recall data in disaggregated form, functionality
needed for big data analysis and by purveyors of online and
cloud storage services.
 The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately transport
command-and-control (C&C) instructions for cloudconnected devices while preventing security and privacy
attacks on such autonomous devices: functionality and
privacy features important to IoT device users and service
providers.
 The ability to securely and pseudonymously execute
financial transactions, payments or money wires using
cryptocurrency intermediaries comprising network-native













dynamic blockchains.
The ability to anonymously, securely, and privately execute
a wide variety of e-services for merchants including support
for banking and fin-tech, medical apps, government, etc.
The ability to facilitate the use of pseudonymous data to
facilitate personalized AI-based recommendations without
revealing a user’s true identity or enabling the unauthorized
access or sale of personal or private information. In the
HyperSphere, a user owns their personal data, not the
merchant or the network.
The ability to form a merchant-operated hypersecure private
overlay network securely deployed within the public
HyperSphere cloud, i.e. using fully sandboxed processing to
protect corporate and personal privacy and data integrity.
The ability to dynamically tunnel past a Last Mile subnet to
circumvent denial of service attacks or to access the Internet
without exposing a user’s identity to unsecured networks or
clouds (an ad hoc Last Mile tunnel).
The ability to securely accept, transfer, and hold various
forms of cryptocurrency (including Bitcoins, and Ether) in
private HypWallets using personal CA-certificate identitybased ownership validation and network-based anti-theft
provisions.
The ability to provide Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) to
HyperSphere merchants and startups supporting blockchain
synthesis, processing, transactions, user tokens, etc.
The ability to support cryptocurrency and token offerings as
a platform for a variety of blockchain based companies,
services, and startups.

The foregoing features as articulated describe but a few of the
HyperSphere’s innumerable beneficial hallmarks.
B) HyperSphere Design Architecture
Consistent with the HyperSphere Foundation’s mission to
establish and host the world’s premier trusted network, the
design objective of the HyperSphere is to facilitate an open
source platform for e-commerce supporting a global
community of users while both protecting user privacy and
ensuring transactional integrity. To that end, the HyperSphere
design methodology is based on five fundamental precepts
comprising the attributes of…






Identity
Security
Privacy
Integrity
Responsibility

As a computer network and communication cloud adhering
to these core principles, the HyperSphere’s design offers vastly
superior operational command and control compared to
Internet, peer networks, and corporate clouds. In fact, by its
very nature the Internet relinquishes control to unknown
devices connected to it. Internet servers and routers determine
packet routing, the security methods employed (or ignored) in
data transport, and even who can access or surveil a packet’s
contents or metadata [322].
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As such, any bad actor can through a variety of means subject
other users to theft, privacy invasion, and other malefactions
without consequence, all protected by anonymity of the cloud.
Metaphorically speaking, in this regard the Internet operates as
a ‘payphone’, meaning anyone can communicate anonymously
without disclosing their personal identity information to the
network or to other users. Worse yet, with no ability to confirm
identity or confidently establish trust, imposters can with
relative ease use the Internet to usurp another’s user’s ipseity
without detection. In many cases, Internet attacks can be
launched from IoT devices– the least secure components in a
network [323]. In this way, a refrigerator, smart TV, thermostat,
or dimmable ‘smart’ light bulb can compromise the integrity
and security of an entire network and its users, becoming the
attack vector of choice for discerning cybercriminals.
The HyperSphere, by contrast, explicitly controls network
access by identifying and authorizing every user and attached
component. Through software-based network portals called
HyperNodes, the HyperSphere manages process and call
initiation, controls the handling of different data types (voice,
text, video, software…), directs data packet routing, selects
security concealment algorithms and security credentials, and
validates processes. It also carefully scrutinizes embedded
cryptocurrency transactions, manages network operation to
ensure high quality-of-service (QoS) [324] [325], and carefully
verifies connected device and user identities. In the
HyperSphere, security and privacy are addressed through
separate mechanisms. Rather than augment the Internet’s
TCP/IP communication, HyperSpheric security is achieved by
utilizing its own dedicated communication protocol– the Secure
Dynamic Network & Protocol or SDNP. As such, the
HyperSphere is not subject to traditional Internet security
vulnerabilities and deficiencies.
Previously deployed over private networks for municipalities
and emergency services in Germany, the UAE, and by various
shipping port authorities, SDNP communication operates using
proven field-tested technology with over than fifteen years'
experience in professional and mission critical communication.
Its use in supplying communication services [326] for US Army
soldiers during the Iraq War confirmed the protocol’s capability
of delivering military-grade security over private professional
networks [327] compliant with FIPS140-2 standards [328]
[329]. The HyperSphere’s design objectives as described here
represent a public network open source deployment of that
same technology combined with enterprise-grade certificate
authority and embedded network-native cryptocurrency. A
brief overview of these objectives and how the HyperSphere
addresses the issues, follows here below:
1) HyperSphere Identity
In contrast to the Internet, in the HyperSphere no user is
anonymous– every user, personal or corporate, holds a
corresponding unique HyperSphere identity, privately
protected from other users’ inspection. This personal or
corporate HyperSphere identity permanently interlinks a user’s
devices, HyperNode cloud portals, accounts, and wallets to an
identity-trust-chain comprising HyperSphere network-

generated CA-certificates. The Internet depends on third-party
certificate authorities subject to theft and fraud.
In contrast, the HyperSphere generates its own networknative CA-certificates. As shown in Figure 12, this means all
identity-trust-chains exclusively employ CA-certificates signed
by the HyperSphere’s master certificate, rejecting all selfsigned or third-party certificates as untrusted.

Fig.12: HyperSphere system, private account & root CA-certificates

By interlinking a user’s CA-certificates to a corresponding
identity-trust-chain, stolen or fraudulent certificates will not
match other instances of the user’s CA-certificates, and the
fraud will be detected, rejecting all transactions involving the
fraudulent certificate.
2) HyperSphere Security
While the HyperSphere’s enterprise-grade certificate
authority for identity verification is important, alone it is
inadequate to prevent network incursions. In order to protect
data, maintain transactional integrity, and prevent
cryptocurrency theft or fraud, the HyperSphere employs
military-grade ‘hypersecure’ data transport and multi-tiered
security features made in accordance with its patented Secure
Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP) [330].
Although encryption is employed in packet transport
operations, the SDNP process does not depend exclusively on
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encryption to achieve its superior security protection. Instead,
hypersecure communication combines the principles of
fragmented transport of anonymous data packets together with
dynamic routing and concealment.
In accordance with its protocol, SDNP data transport in the
HyperSphere is secured by (i) limiting the quantity of data
traveling through any single node in the network, (ii)
obfuscating the packet’s true origin and destination, (iii)
concealing the content of data packets, and (iv) limiting the time
in which to break the security provisions and launch an attack
before everything changes (e.g. new security credentials,
algorithms, packet routing, format, and more).
The last described security method of limiting ‘time’, more
accurately described as dynamic routing and concealment, is
especially frustrating and costly to cybercriminals because it
constrains the useful duration of any successful hack to a mere
fraction of a second, after which the attackers must start all over
again. Changes in routing and concealment methods change
perpetually, meaning even in the unlikely event a cyberattack
breaks into a packet, they will be unable to ascertain where the
next successive packet is or how it is being routed. In the
HyperSphere’s meshed network, it is unlikely two successive
packets will ever traverse the same nodes.
And since SDNP data packets carry fragmented data, even if
an attacker is able to break a packet’s cipher (requiring the
perfect execution of a century worth of brute force decryption
in one tenth of second), without the other corresponding pieces
a decrypted packet’s fragmented contents are incomplete,
meaningless, and utterly useless, discouraging further attacks
on the HyperSphere’s cloud and network traffic.
3) HyperSphere Privacy
Privacy is the right to control what information you share and
with whom you share it. A secure network does not
automatically guarantee privacy– ensuring privacy is more
stringent and demanding than simply facilitating security. As
such, the HyperSphere does not rely solely on its SDNP secure
network capability to guarantee private communiqués and files
remain so. Instead, a privacy network must, in addition to
preventing hacking and surveillance, control access to personal
content and private information on a need-to-know basis
utilizing ‘verifiable identity’ to limit access.
Authorization by verifiable identity is especially critical in
preventing imposters from capitalizing on anonymity to
obfuscate their true identity, misrepresent their purpose, or
secretly engage in malicious attacks against a person or
enterprise. In order to function as a privacy network, the
HyperSphere utilizes the principle of confirming user and
device identities during the connection process, i.e. using
network-native CA-certificates to establish trust of persons or
devices before granting user access to privileged information.
Beyond hypersecurity, the HyperSphere’s privacy provisions
protect personal identity and private information through a
sophisticated combination of identity-trust-chains and verified
CA-certificate lineage not possible over the Internet.
Shown in Figure 13, these safeguards include digitally
signed authentication of devices, HyperNodes, accounts,

blockchains (BCs), HyperContract transactions, and wallets,
employing issuing (leaf) certificates distinct from its
intermediate IM parents. Beyond a strong cryptographic
defense, the foregoing methods uniquely employ HyperSpheric
network-native CA-certificates and identity-trust-chains not
subject to counterfeiting.

Fig.13: Personal account CA-certificates including root, intermediate (IM),
and issuing (leaf) certificates for blockchains, devices, wallets …

One downside to identity-based privacy protection is that,
without some means of backup, damaged or lost root CAcertificates may become permanently unrecoverable– a
problem which the HyperSphere addresses with an innovative
solution, the Quantum Sequential Key or QSK, described later
in this manuscript.
4) HyperSphere Transactional Integrity
As a privacy network for hypersecure global e-commerce,
transactional integrity depends on secure network operation,
user authentication/verification, identity-trust-chains, assured
HyperContract execution, and verifiable cryptocurrency
transactions. Ensuring transaction integrity in the HyperSphere
involves several important mechanisms including (i) preventing
the creation of fraudulent (fake) cryptocurrency, (ii) preventing
blockchain attacks intended to perpetrate double spending and
theft, (iii) avoiding destabilization of cryptocurrency value
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impacting the HyperSphere’s utility and cryptoeconomics, and
(iv) ensuring expedient transactional processing and resolution.
5) HyperSphere Responsibility
The final consideration of the HyperSphere is its principled
dedication to personal privacy, fiscal, ethical, and ecological
responsibility. As a fully decentralized network using
fragmented data transport with no network cryptographic
master keys, HyperSphere operation naturally protects its user’s
confidentiality and personal privacy. Because of its dynamic
meshed transport, privacy attacks using packet sniffing,
surveillance, and metadata monitoring are completely
unproductive.
In the HyperSphere, a user, not the network, owns their
private data. Unless a user grants rights to a service provider to
access or distribute it, merchants have no capability to obtain,
know, share (or steal), a HyperSphere client’s personal
information. Moreover, by using pseudonymous leaf CAcertificates, clients can engage in e-commerce without
revealing any personal data whatsoever or risking identity theft.
Combining identity-based CA-certificates with advanced
multifactor and biometric authentication, a user’s accounts,
blockchain, wallet, and personal data are not subject to
inspection, data collection, attack, or usurpation.
Although the HyperSphere is committed to protecting
personal privacy in the lawful use of its network, the
HyperSphere condemns all acts of criminality, financial and
business fraud, privacy attacks, theft, and terrorism. As an
ethical communication network, the HyperSphere supports law
enforcement in accordance with legal jurisdictions of the
session’s terminus HyperNodes, i.e. wherever a transaction
between parties originates or terminates. Because of
fragmented data transport across a meshed network and
stateless node operation, no useful content or metadata is
available except on the terminus nodes.
Environmentally, the HyperSphere represents the world’s
first and most eco-friendly method of cryptocurrency
generation. Unlike PoW cryptocurrencies wasting vast amounts
of energy, consuming precious resources, and exhibiting large
carbon footprints only to solve useless puzzles and games, the
HyperSphere’s cryptocurrency is highly energy efficient, using
data transport through its network as a symbiotic mechanism to
generate new cryptocurrency. As such, the HyperSphere’s
Proof-of-Performance adjunctive synthesis and lightweight
blockchains consume one-trillionth (10-12) the energy of
Proof-of-Work cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum,
and their sidechain derivatives. In comparison to existing (and
hypothetical) token and cryptocurrency generation schemes, the
HyperSphere’s adjunctive method of token minting represents
the world’s first ecologically friendly and environmentally
sustainable cryptocurrency.
As a final point, the potential of the HyperSphere is not
limited to commercial and personal profit-minded projects, but
extends to all socioeconomic groups. For example, the
HyperSphere can be adapted to support research, to facilitate
funding of a new generation of entrepreneurs, and to facilitate
a variety of charitable and philanthropic projects, including its

potential role in will and trust execution and estate planning.
C) HyperSphere Operations
As an autonomous hypersecure communication platform and
computing cloud, the HyperSphere efficiently and securely
enables personal and commercial financial transactions over a
fully decentralized cryptoeconomic system without the need for
banks or central authorities to ensure financial transactional
integrity. To facilitate and maintain such a high degree of
autonomy, the HyperSphere employs a variety of control
elements and transactional methods, many of which are
reported here for the first time. Elements of HyperSphere
operations enumerated below include:
(1) Multi-tree DyDAG blockchains
(2) Decentralized control
(3) HyperSphere merchants and service providers
(4) HyperSphere resource providers (HyperNodes)
(5) HyperContracts
(6) Embedded cryptocurrency (tokens)
(7) HyperSphere marketplace (AI-based)
(8) HyperSphere accounts (HyperNode owners)
(9) Replicant Blockchain Observer Segments (RBOS)
(10) One-Time Transaction Token (OT3) proxies
(11) SQK, a sequential quantum key
The unique functions and beneficial features of these inventive
elements are described in this section. For a more technical
description see the Technology section of the paper.
1) Multi-tree DyDAG blockchains
To ensure the security, integrity, and speed of cryptocurrency
generation and blockchain transactions, a blockchain must be
limited in size and length, and therefore involve limited
membership to avoid uncontrolled growth and prevent intrusion
from unknown users. Existing blockchain technology used by
Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. employs a single public ‘communal’
blockchain with global permissionless participation [331] [332]
[333].
Communal permissionless blockchains are also subject to
privacy leakage, theft, content contamination, and illegality
[334] [335] [336]. The resulting public blockchain is too
cumbersome, slow, and vulnerable to attack [337] [338] to meet
the HyperSphere’s design goals and operational objectives. To
circumvent long blockchain weaknesses and vulnerabilities, the
HyperSphere employs a completely new blockchain structure
and control system for distributed ledger processing,
cryptocurrency transactions, and traffic management– the
dynamic directed acyclic graph, or ‘DyDAG’, developed and
introduced here for the first time. Adapted for dynamic realtime
processes from static graph theory, DyDAG mathematics,
graph theory, and control algorithms are employed extensively
throughout HyperSpheric operations including governance of
dynamic meshed data routing, HyperContract execution, rapid
blockchain transactions, HyperSphere cryptocurrency
generation, and e-commerce.
Contrasted against conventional single-chain ledgers,
DyDAG blockchains shown in Figure 14 are personalized and
multi-tree, thereby limiting blockchain length, reducing storage
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demands, and accelerating transaction resolution rates. Beyond
these obvious performance benefits, DyDAG blockchains are
robust, ensuring tamper-proof consensus for transaction
validation.

Fig.14: Comparing communal global (heavyweight) blockchains to identitybased multi-tree DyDAG blockchains

Unlike the global communal permissionless unitary (singlechain) blockchain in conventional cryptocurrency, the various
trees in the HyperSphere’s DyDAG blockchains are
‘individual’ (not communal), with each blockchain having
personal or enterprise ownership through an identity-trustchain. DyDAG blockchains include both transitory blockchains
or tBC, i.e. limited–life, ledgers used for contract execution,
and perpetual (i.e. permanent) blockchains BC used to
immutably record financial transactions and enshrine legal
records.
Like unitary blockchain implementations, all transactions on
DyDAG blockchains are time stamped, immutably chronicling
a record of sequential transactions not subject to backdating and
revision. Unlike communal unitary public blockchains,
however, since each DyDAG blockchain tree is personalized
and owned by different individual or corporate entities, a
mechanism is required to interlink transacting blockchains and
entities. As depicted, this link is realized by adapting the dualcolumn credit-debt ledger concept of general accounting for
blockchains where every credit corresponds to a debit on
another blockchain.
In the HyperSphere, all blockchain-to-blockchain asset
transfers are executed through HyperContracts specifying the
participants including buyers, sellers, jurors, and alternate
jurors. At contract completion all credit-debit transactions are
recorded, and time stamped as debits on the payor’s DyDAG
blockchain and as credits on the payee’s private blockchain. In
the case of public blockchains, the modified DyDAGs are then
published on the HyperSphere using pseudonyms to protect the
owner’s true identity from hackers and thieves.
Although these pseudonyms do not reveal an owner’s true
individual or corporate identity, in criminal investigations or in
cases of civil litigation, a pseudonymous blockchain owner is
traceable to their true identity. The HyperSphere is also capable
of supporting private blockchains. Unless a buyer waives builtin protective provisions, tokens recorded on private blockchains
are not directly transferable to the HyperSphere’s

cryptocurrency. Instead such tokens should be exchanged
through an independent digital currency exchange into fiat
currency subsequently used to purchase HyperSphere
embedded tokens.
2) Decentralized Control
No person, group, or corporation owns or controls the
HyperSphere, its network, or its operations. Instead, the
HyperSphere Foundation functions as a non-profit
decentralized organization aggregating resources of its
corporate, private, and research constituents. Comprising an
autonomous network of participating members with virtually no
fixed operating costs, merchants and service providers contract
and pay resource providers on an as needed basis, with the
HyperSphere Foundation having no material interest in any
HyperSpheric transactions.
In this manner, the HyperSphere’s network is made of its
resource providers– a heterogeneous community of devices
earning income for their owners mutually interested in
protecting privacy for themselves and the HyperSphere’s user
base. Not to be confused with decentralized applications [339],
as a fully distributed network, packet routing and network
security are executed dynamically without central authority.
Operationally functions are shared among nodes dynamically
dividing the tasks of traffic management, packet concealment
algorithms and methods, and in the issuance of security
credentials and cryptographic keys.
In fact, because network encryption and packet concealment
are state based, no master keys exist whatsoever. Instead
dynamic security is ‘state based’ occurring dynamically hopby-hop as data packets traverse the HyperSpheric cloud.
3) Service Providers & Merchants
As an e-commerce platform, the HyperSphere enables
merchants to engage in realtime cybersecure network
communication and cloud computing with no capital
investment in hardware, infrastructure, R&D, or cyber-security
developments. Rather than depending on privately owned or
contractually obligated leases of servers, VPNs, or dedicated
dark-fiber channel capacity, HyperSphere merchants and
service providers use HyperContracts to solicit and contract
independent resource providers (HyperNode owners) to
facilitate network communication and execute their
transactions.
Using artificial intelligence and machine learning, the
decentralized HyperSphere Marketplace then solicits and
procures the necessary HyperSphere resource providers to
complete each contract. HyperContracts can be ‘hard coded’ by
HyperSphere contract software engineers or generated
automatically or quasi-automatically through API interfaces
and templates, including the use of ‘HyperSphere services’,
utilities created and digitally signed by the HyperSphere as
system validated transactional processes and executable code.
These HyperSphere services, as shown in Figure 15, render
certain commonly performed processes such as token sales,
asset transfers, point-of-sale transactions, and installing
HyperNodes onto devices, creating HyperNode clusters,
signing HypWallets, etc. By utilizing easy-to-use pre-written
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executable code, merchants and service providers can prepare
customized APIs without the need to hardcode interfaces from
scratch, and conveniently decide to pledge compensation by
tokens

Fig.15: HyperContract automated API generation process

4) Resource Providers (HyperNodes)
HyperSphere resource providers deliver communication,
computing and storage capability to merchants in accordance
with performance requirements stipulated in HyperContracts–
electronic contracts offered by merchants describing tasks,
deliverables, and compensation. A HyperSphere resource
provider is any network-connected communication device
hosting operation of a HyperNode– a software-based portal for
accessing the HyperSphere. HyperNodes may be downloaded
from a trusted app store or from the HyperSphere’s website. For
identity validation, HyperNode owners use digitally signatures
to ensure ownership by a specific parental CA-certificate and
identity-trust-chain.
In operation active HyperNodes participating in completed
transactions immediately earn tokens in accordance with their
contributions. Contribution value and compensation depends
not only on market demand, but also on intrinsic capability,
speed, reliability, etc. of the HyperNode’s host device.
HyperNodes are not limited to operation on a single hardware
host but may comprise clusters of devices forming a shared
account linked to a specific perpetual blockchain and parental
CA-certificate. Specifically, in the HyperSphere, resource
providers are subdivided into four tiers of HyperNode owners
based on their performance, speed, capacity, and uptime
capability of their hosts, namely:
 1st Tier: High-speed, high-capacity global server networks
with high availability and extensive node populations, such
as Azure, AWS, GWS, IBM Cloud Services, etc.
 2nd Tier: High-speed, local server clouds with substantial
node populations including ISPs, cable networks, bitcoin
miner farms, local telco’s, etc.
 3rd Tier: Medium-speed, AC-powered computers and CPUs,
maintaining semi-stable cloud connectivity, e.g. PCs, gaming
consoles, smart TVs, routers, etc., and
 4th Tier: Mobile and IoT devices with uncertain or variable
cloud
connectivity
including
notebooks,
tablets,
smartphones, games, appliances, etc.
Merchant access to and pricing of a specific tier of resource
provider is determined by the cost and performance
requirements stipulated in a merchant’s HyperContract and by
the market dynamics of supply and demand. During execution

of a HyperContract, pledged payments (made in tokens) are
recorded on the account owner’s corresponding blockchain.
Upon HyperContract completion and confirmation by a jury-ofpeers, the HyperNode mints tokens in accordance with the
HyperContract’s pledge.
5) HyperContracts
Transactions in the HyperSphere occur using digitally
specified procedures called HyperContracts issued by
HyperSphere merchants and service providers to solicit and
contractually stipulate deliverables from HyperNode resource
providers. Every HyperContract comprises a job specification
and a token reward pledge describing the compensation
reserved, i.e. pledged, for payment to resource providers
participating in the contract’s successful execution (including
jurors and backup nodes). To provide both transparency and to
confound blockchain attacks, the jury-of-peers used for
consensus-based validation includes both public and cloaked
members, observers unknown by the transacting parties until
after the consensus option has been rendered.
To solicit job resources and encourage participation, a
HyperSphere merchant or service provider attaches a reward
pledge to the HyperContract along with the job specification.
The pledge, once attached, is temporarily sequestered, i.e.
locked from use on the merchant’s blockchain and essentially
held in digital escrow pending contract completion or failure,
thereby ensuring payment with the proviso that the contract is
executed.
The merchant next delivers the proposal to the HyperSphere
Marketplace, a decentralized market using AI-based algorithms
executed by HyperNodes. The bidding process is iterative using
various silent auction methods, continuing until all the required
resources including participants, jurors, and backups are
committed. The accepted contract is then executed as specified.
Remuneration is likewise paid in accordance with contractual
obligations.
6) Embedded Cryptocurrency (tokens)
The HyperSphere’s embedded cryptocurrency and utility
token, is a fully fungible medium of commerce with capability
of
 Being traded, i.e. bought or sold, in independent digital
currency exchanges,
 Being minted by resource providers (HyperNodes) as earned
compensation for completing tasks and fulfilling
HyperContracts, or
 Being used to engage and pay resource providers
(HyperNodes) for completing tasks and fulfilling
HyperContracts, the cryptocurrency being recycled into new
tokens (having new digital cryptographic identities).
As shown in Figure 16, tokens can be generated in two ways,
either through minting or by recycling (melting). In this process,
the payment pledge of a HyperContract is ratably apportioned
among participating HyperNodes then used to synthesize new
tokens. After contract execution and consensus, the pledge is
unlocked and recorded as a debit on the HyperNode owner’s
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personal blockchain. In the case of token recycling, the pledge
is entered onto the blockchain and held until HyperContract
completion. Thereafter, the token is melted, i.e. reissued with a
new cryptographic code, recycling the old coin into a new one.
In either minting or recycling, participating HyperNodes
automatically generate new tokens at the time of contract
completion. Once generated, tokens can be sold, transferred, or
moved into wallets.

9) RBOS– Replicant Blockchain Observer Segments
To manage transactional integrity while preventing personal
identity theft or leakage from an account owner’s blockchain,
the HyperSphere uses a unique and inventive method referred
to as a replicant blockchain observer segment (RBOS),
introduced here for the first time. Comprising a limited length
copy of a host’s blockchain, the RBOS is sufficiently long to
authorize a transaction but too short to enable backtracing of
prior history or inadvertently result in privacy leakage.
An example of the use of an RBOS for juror consensus in
HyperSpheric transactions is shown in Figure 17. Any given
transaction can employ more than one RBOS to support any
size jury-of-peers. After a transaction’s completion, its
corresponding RBOS is destroyed and the hashed blockchain
recorded, protecting privacy while ensuring transaction
integrity and traceability while preventing double spending.

Fig.16: Tokens synthesis methods including minting and melting

7) HyperSphere Marketplace
To match HyperSphere merchant and service provider’s
requirements to resource providers willing to meet the terms
and deliverables specified in a HyperContract, the HyperSphere
utilizes the HyperSphere Marketplace, a decentralized capitalefficient electronic marketplace.
In operation, the HyperSphere Marketplace solicits resources
and negotiates terms mutually acceptable to all parties.
HyperNodes participating in the contract resolution process
(jurors) are by definition not a party to the HyperContract. After
negotiation is completed, the broker nodes are appended to the
HyperContract for their role in brokering an actionable
agreement. Token compensation is only paid upon successful
execution of the HyperContract.
8) HyperSphere Accounts
HyperSphere accounts refer to the device assets, devices, and
HypWallets owned by a particular parental CA-certificate. In
particular, HyperSphere accounts of a specific owner include
their devices, their registered HyperNodes or HyperNode
cluster, their token perpetual blockchain and their HypWallets.
Any number of intermediary CA-certificates may be used to
digitally sign and verify ownership of these elements.
All HyperNode income earned by a HyperSphere account
owner will reside on their personal token blockchain unless
transferred into one of several HypWallets. Additionally,
HypWallets may hold cryptocurrency other than embedded
tokens including private company tokens using the
HyperSphere as a Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS). Aside from
minting tokens, all asset transfers in and out of a HyperSphere
account occur through OT3 proxy mediator.

Fig.17: RBOS transactional verification facilitates reliable juror consensus
while protecting a payor’s privacy against BC backtracing

10) One-Time Transaction Token (OT3) Proxies
As described previously, all asset transfers in and out of a
HyperSphere account are executed using a special transitory
blockchain referred to as a one-time-transaction token or OT3
proxy. The proxy exists only during a transaction after which
the mediator and its records are irrevocably dissolved. In
particular, to prevent theft or backtracing during sale of tokens
or when using tokens as payment for online or point-of-sale
purchases, no direct blockchain access to the owner’s
blockchain is allowed. Instead, a two-step transfer process is
employed where first the blockchains are moved onto a OneTime Transaction Token mediator or OT 3 proxy then in a
second step the cryptocurrency is transferred from the proxy to
the merchant or buyer in exchange for goods or currency
(crypto or fiat).
During all OT3 proxy mediated transactions, the first step
requires the payor, the token holder, to request moving a
specified number of tokens from their account or HypWallet to
the OT3 proxy. Shown in Figure 18, his process commences by
the requestor opening an OT 3 transfer HyperContract. The
HyperContract then identifies a jury-of-peers and creates a
replicant blockchain observer segment (RBOS) from the
owner’s token blockchain (or HypWallet) of sufficient length
to verify the payor holds adequate assets to execute the
requested transaction.
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Once verified, the requested tokens are debited from the
owner’s perpetual token blockchain and credited onto the
transitory OT3 blockchains. Because the payor cannot see the
cloaked jurors, they are unable to execute a 51%, botnet, or
Sybil attack to engage in double spending because they don't
know the jurors who are checking the RBOS blockchain.
Similarly, the payor cannot subvert or corrupt the RBOS data.
The next step is to confirm the sincerity of the payee, either
the merchant selling goods and services, or the token purchaser.
This can be accomplished in person for POS transactions,
through an escrow agent (for real property) or by time-locking
the OT3 proxy’s release till the transaction settles, e.g. until the
validity of a cryptocurrency payment can be confirmed. After
the transactional integrity is confirmed the OT 3 proxy transfers
the token digital code to the merchant or buyer, and the proxy
is closed. In this manner through the OT 3 proxy neither party
directly interacts and is unable to commit fraud or backtracing.
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Fig.18: OT3 proxy based HyperSpheric e-commerce

The proxy mediator also speeds transactional resolution
because the slower blockchain verification and transfer process
can precede the actual e-commerce transaction. Lastly, the OT 3
proxy limits the total assets at risk for transactional fraud
because the HyperSphere account holder never exposes their
personal token blockchain or HypWallet.
11) SQK, a Sequential Quantum Key
To recover lost root CA-certificate and restore corrupted
account identities, the HyperSphere includes, as a last resort, a
unique cryptographic device introduced herein as a sequential
quantum key or SQK. The SQK, properly decoded, gives its
owner the ability to open and restore their root CA-certificate
to reclaim rightful ownership of corrupted accounts.
Built on the principle of the quantum observer effect, which
states that by very act of watching, an observer affects the
observed reality, in a sequential quantum key, not only must the
contents of the key be faithfully reproduced, the sequence in
which each cell is viewed and entered must be executed in a
precise way (metaphorically as a multidimensional Rubik’s
cube). If the sequence is executed incorrectly, the proper
combination will never appear. The observer effect makes brute
force attacks extremely difficult while allowing users to
separate passphrase archiving and sequencing in unrelated
media content.

D) HyperSphere Technology
The HyperSphere’s technology platform is uniquely without
peer, combining patented and inventive (patent-pending)
communication, network, security, certificate-authority,
blockchain, and cryptocurrency knowhow and capability into a
single unified platform. In broad terms, these topics can be
organized into three broad topics, namely (i) the Secure
Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), (ii) HyperSphere
identity & certificate authority, and (iii) network-native
DyDAG blockchains & cryptocurrency described here below.
1) Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP)
In order to protect data, maintain transactional integrity, and
prevent cryptocurrency theft or fraud, the HyperSphere
employs military-grade ‘hypersecure’ data transport and multitiered security features made in accordance with its patented
and patent pending Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol
(SDNP) [330] [340] [341], Hypersecure Last Mile
Communication [342], and HyperSphere operations [344].
Although encryption is a methodological element of its data
packet transport operations [345] [346] [347] [348], the SDNP
process does not depend exclusively on encryption to achieve
its superior security protection.
Instead, hypersecure communication combines the principles
of fragmented transport of anonymous data packets together
with dynamic routing and concealment. Features of SDNP
communication include:
 Hypersecure cloud communication among HyperNodes
using anonymous fragmented data transport and dynamic
routing over a distributed meshed network [349] [350] for
secure reliable [351] [352] communication; not subject to
packet sniffing and metadata surveillance,
 State-based communication packets [353] [354] [355]
comprising dynamically changing payloads transported over
a stateless [356] meshed network, retaining no record of calls,
packet content, routing, source or destination addresses. As a
stateless network, the network is unable to recall or inspect
information or metadata even one nanosecond after transport
through a communication node has been performed,
 Fully decentralized network operations including hop-by-hop
dynamic security, state-based security credentials and
cryptography and tunnel-protocol [357] data transport (not
SSL/TLS), to prevent packet hijacking, man-in-the-middle
attacks, and network usurpation
 Anonymous nodes having dynamic ad hoc IP addresses and
ports, unrecognized by DNS servers with no fixed correlation
to devices or user identity, to prevent identity tracing and
packet hijacking,
 Tri-channel network communication performing the
communication functions of name servers, signaling servers,
and media servers using metamorphic HyperNodes able to
dynamically transform to match job requirements,
 Network-generation of cryptographic and numeric seeds
used in cryptocurrency minting performed adjunctively with
data transport through the cloud, comprising unfakable
blockchain generation and reward apportionment demanding
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no additional power requirements beyond supporting
network operations.
Unlike SDNP deployments over private networks hosted on
dedicated hardware, decentralized communication over public
networks with no fixed infrastructure requires a different
approach. In SDNP private professional network
communication, network nodes manage data transport and
network traffic by executing single-purpose dedicated functions
of name servers, signaling servers, or media nodes. In the
HyperSphere, however, every device-installed node must be
capable of executing any of the aforementioned communication
functions, and more...
Accordingly, the HyperSphere employs an entirely new class
of multifunctional network application software referred to as
metamorphic HyperNodes– network nodes able to dynamically
adjust their operations on an impromptu basis to execute
required SDNP network functions, manage data storage, control
connected devices, and orchestrate cloud-computing activities.
As shown in Figure 19, metamorphic HyperNodes may
function as either (i) HyperSphere ‘name server’ or NS nodes
for identity management, (ii) HyperSphere ‘authority’ nodes for
signal server, routing, and contract execution, or (iii)
HyperSphere ‘task’ (or service) nodes performing media
transport, distributed computing, and data storage services.
HyperNode interconnectivity occurs multidimensionally
over stratified virtual-network layers dynamically formed by
the nodes operating on that stratum. For example, at any given
moment, the collection of metamorphic HyperNodes
interacting as task nodes forms the HyperSphere’s ‘task layer’
used to carry data packets and execute cloud-computing related
functions. Similarly, an assemblage of metamorphic
HyperNodes interacting as authority nodes forms the cloud’s
‘authority layer’, a virtual-network layer used to instruct task
nodes as to packet routing, to execute network command-andcontrol, and to access the name server layer needed for identity
management and account verification.
By stratifying HyperSpheric operations into distinct virtualnetwork layers following strict rules defining all multidimensional
layer-to-layer
transactions,
metamorphic
HyperNodes achieve the same degree of security on a public
cloud as that realized by SDNP private clouds employing
single-function segregated node types. To prevent any one
HyperNode from concentrating too much information or
decision authority, a HyperNode’s participation in a particular
HyperContract is restricted to operating on a single virtualnetwork layer.

Fig.19: Metamorphic HyperNode operations for task |T|, name server |NS|
and authority |A| functions including data mgmt

In other words, virtual-network layers function
independently on a mutually exclusive basis, limiting a
HyperNode’s participation to only one of the three network
functions for a specific HyperContract. Specifically, during
HyperContract solicitation and negotiation, the cloud’s
decentralized AI-based HyperSphere marketplace evaluates
and assigns each HyperNode its specific role as a task node,
authority node, or name-server node. In response, the
HyperNode transforms, i.e. morphs, into that specific type of
HyperNode, operating only that corresponding virtual network
layer for the duration of the HyperContract.
To confound packet surveillance and prevent network
usurpation, layer-to-layer multidimensional interactions among
the HyperSphere’s virtual network layers are limited in scope
and content. For example, although the authority layer interacts
with the task layer by directing network traffic, the task layer
cannot pass packet content up to the authority layer. While the
authority layer interacts with the name server layer in planning
and directing packet routing among cloud connected nodes, the
task layer carrying data packets has no access to the name server
layer and therefore has no way of knowing who is
communicating.
Another virtual-network layer in the HyperSphere comprises
the disaggregated data layer. The disaggregated data layer holds
data in diffuse form, spreading data over multiple devices in a
redundant array. Only by locating, collecting, assembling, and
decrypting the disaggregated data is it possible to restore
original saved information. Without knowing where various
snippets of information are held and how to reassemble them,
data theft is impossible. Stored
and accessed
multidimensionally, disaggregated data storage is literally
‘hidden in plain sight’, undetectable and unobservable except
to its owners or authors.
Disaggregated data in the HyperSphere comprises two types–
temporarily held cached data used in stateless transactions, and
cloud-based non-volatile data storage or ‘storage drives’,
needed to retain files for extended durations or in perpetuity.
Unlike interactions with task, or name-server virtual-network
layers, HyperNodes cannot access the disaggregated data layer
in its undifferentiated state. Instead, access is gained only after
metamorphic HyperNodes transform into single-function |A|,
|T| and |NS| nodes, limited to their corresponding virtualnetwork layers. As a communication network SDNP operation
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is unique in its approach to protecting metadata and insulating
payload content against surveillance or attack. In accordance
with its protocol, SDNP data transport in the HyperSphere is
secured by (i) limiting the quantity of data traveling through any
single node in the network, (ii) obfuscating the packet’s true
origin and destination, (iii) concealing the content of data
packets, and (iv) dynamically changing packet routing.
In regard to the first point, by splitting content into pieces
(fragmentation), SDNP payloads are by design ‘incomplete’
containing no useful information. Rather than transporting
complete documents or media files in jumbo packets, the
HyperSphere employs the opposite philosophy– sending small
amounts of data over multiple paths.

Fig.20: Meshed data routing using metamorphic HyperNodes.

Through dynamic fragmentation, the many packets’ payloads
each comprise partial content. Examples of partial payloads
include a single pixel of a photo, incomplete ASCII codes,
unintelligible media files (e.g. an audio snippet containing only
a portion of a sound), or software fragments. When transporting
packets over constantly changing routes (dynamic meshed
routing), no single communication node carries successive
packets of related information content.
By preventing the aggregation of data packet identity,
ownership, routing, content and other metadata, SDNP packets
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Fig.21: SDNP data packet construction, features, and protocol stack

evade advanced analytic cyberattack methodologies. Figure 20
illustrates an example of dynamic meshed data routing where
each metamorphic HyperNode performs tasks relegated to a
single virtual-network layer, i.e. |T| nodes on the task layer, |A|
nodes on the authority layer, and |NS| nodes on the name server
layer.
In an example of a data messenger phone call, a caller
initiates a call by contacting node |A| and identifying the phone
number of the person to be called. The |A| node in turn contacts
the |NS| node to identify the current IP address of the device and
of the |T| nodes to carry the call. The |A| node then instructs the
|T| nodes as to packet routing on a hop-by-hop basis. As a
stateless network, the data packets are discarded immediately
after processing retaining no record of the call or its contents.
As to the second novel feature, obfuscating the SDNP
packet’s true origin and destination, the HyperSphere employs
anonymous data packets– IP datagrams specifying only singlehop source and destination IP addresses but not disclosing a
packet’s point of origination or its ultimate destination. This
feature is depicted in SDNP packet construction and its 7-layer
OSI model [358] in Figure 21.
As represented in Network Layer-3 of the SDNP protocol
stack, not only are SDNP-packet IP-addresses dynamic
(changed frequently), HyperSphere routing does not involve the
Internet’s domain name servers (DNS). Instead the SDNP name
server function linking dynamic IP addresses to a user’s
identity, phone numbers, physical devices, MAC addresses, etc.
is realized in a fully decentralized manner via the SDNP’s
name-server virtual-network layer, accessed through
metamorphic HyperNodes and stored on the disaggregated data
layer.

Without meaningful packet routing addresses, there is no way
for hackers to use sniffing or surveillance to determine which
packets are related to one another. To further confound
metadata surveillance and DOS attacks, SDNP protocol for
Transport Layer-4 employs ad hoc dynamic port addresses
having no particular assigned port number or defined service
(such as email, FTP, etc.) by which an attacker can analyze
packet content contextually [359].
To maximize quality-of-service (QoS), the transport protocol
employs both TCP and UDP transmission methods depending
on the nature of the payload. While the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) is employed for high reliability payload
delivery such as code and content delivery, User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) is employed for realtime (RT) communication
such as voice, live video, and other realtime services. Moreover,
RT datagrams will be routed by authority node’s signal server
function over the network’s shortest propagation delay paths
while TCP routing for high integrity delivery focuses on
maximizing reliability, likely routed over entirely different
meshed routes than UDP packets. And rather than using end-toend SSL [360] or TLS transport security (notoriously
vulnerable to attack), SDNP transport security is preformed by
tunneling protocols such as IPSec and others, executed on a
hop-by-hop basis in the cloud [361].
In so doing, unauthorized reconstruction of disaggregated
digital content, conversations, media, or transactional sessions
is prevented. As described, SDNP network operation confounds
single-point attacks by limiting the content carried by any single
node in the network, both by fragmenting the data and by only
routing single packets through the same task nodes–
quintessentially following the old adage “don’t put all your eggs
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in one basket!”
The third attribute of SDNP network operation, concealing
the content of data packets, employs a dynamic concealment
methodology using state-based security methods and
credentials. State-based security means that the security
methods and credentials used to protect SDNP datagrams
change with its state. A security ‘state’ is a condition existing
at the moment of a data packet’s creation, e.g. network time,
location, security zone, etc. Packet concealment in the
HyperSphere comprises modifying payloads using a variety of
state-based security mechanisms executed as data packets
traverse the spatiotemporal network, including …






Dynamic splitting and mixing,
Dynamic scrambling and unscrambling,
Dynamic encryption and decryption [362] [363]
Dynamic junk data (or packet) insertion and deletion
Time and zone dependent states

As example of state-based dynamic concealment is illustrated
in Figure 22 where security credentials and payload content
change on a hop-by-hop basis. The states are further subdivided
into zones, geographic regions (subnets) within the
HyperSpheric cloud. Using the foregoing methods means that
no two packets traversing the HyperSphere have the same
construction. So even if in the unlikely event two packets could
be identified as part of the same conversation or session, the
packets won’t have the same state-based security credentials
(keys, seeds, tags, zip) and won’t employ the same
fragmentation, scrambling, encryption [364] [365], or junk data
algorithms. In other words, identifying two related datagrams
does not help improve a hacker’s chance of reconstructing
secure message content.

Fig.22: SDNP dynamic security changes payload concealment algorithms
and credentials on a hop-by-hop basis

Another key feature of the SDNP cloud is its use of ‘dynamic

routing’. In the transport of any SDNP datagram, autonomous
routing functions (as executed by authority nodes) direct
successive packets across multiple changing routes of the
HyperSphere’ meshed network. As depicted in Figure 23,
because no two successive packets traverse the same path,
attacks on a specific server or router are meaningless because
the successive packet will not use the same servers for transport.
As illustrated, an exemplary data packet containing a digital
sample of a single audio word is divided into three subsegments |A|, |B|, and |C|. The related packets are then sent in
succession across the HyperSphere’s network of ‘task’ nodes
using multiple paths, each different than its predecessor. The
benefit of dynamic routing is multi-fold. First, because an
attacker cannot identify which nodes will carry sequential
packets, there is no means for them to gather the data or recover
the original voice.
Secondly, because the packets are dynamically routed, the
authority nodes can employ the most recently available
propagation delay data from the network to choose the fastest
routes, thereby minimizing the system’s average propagation
delay and improving audio QoS. Lastly, high value or critical
messages can be sent redundantly in multiple instances
(copies), each competing to arrive at the destination first. Aptly
called ‘race routing’ the first packets to arrive are used and
redundant latecomers are discarded. In the case of audio or live
video, segments arriving out of order, i.e. too late to use, can be
skipped and the sound or image reconstructed without their
inclusion. Another unique feature of the HyperSphere is its
ability to support identity and privacy as an integral part of
SDNP operation. Referring again to Figure 21, security of the
upper layers 5, 6 and 7 in the SDNP protocol stack relies on
identity-trust-chains using the HyperSphere’s network-native
CA-certificates.
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certificates are further elaborated in the following section.
In summary, the combination of the foregoing features makes
the SDNP packet communication unique in networking and
telecommunication, especially considering its novel operating
characteristics of:
 State-based security credentials and packet concealment
operating over a stateless meshed network,
 Anonymous data packet transport of transactions linked to
identity-trust-chain based CA certificates,
 The ability to realize sandboxed private networks within a
public cloud.
In this manner security and privacy are maintained without
sacrificing provable identity or verifiable asset ownership.

Fig.23: SDNP dynamic meshed routing of datagrams autonomously changes
paths to minimize propagation delays and confound tracking

In SDNP Session Layer-5, communication sessions prevent
fraud with AAA (authentication, authorization, administration)
and validation of HyperNode identity. SDNP Presentation
Layer-6 employs HyperNode CA-certificates to support end-toend encryption. SDNP concealment methods, however, are
state dependent and are agnostic to account and user identity.
Application Layer-7 security is application specific using CAcertificates to establish DyDAG blockchain ownership,
HypWallet ownership, and various software apps.
As a final point, because of its unique implementation of
dynamic security methods and novel network-native identity
trust chains, the installation of HyperNodes onto any device is
symmetrically sandboxed, meaning the device cannot see inside
the application to determine what tasks the HyperNode is
performing, and the HyperNode cannot access any user data
within the device. Attempts to install fraudulent HyperNodes
will not match the user’s HyperSpheric identity, preventing
access to the device or the HyperSphere.
The concept of sandboxing extends to more than one device,
where a group of HyperNodes can be clustered with common
ownership. By installing HyperNodes onto a community of
devices, e.g. on employee’s personal devices in a BYOD
friendly company, an ad hoc private network can be deployed
on top of the HyperSphere to facilitate a public-private network.
The many roles of HyperSphere’s enterprise grade CA-

2) HyperSphere Identity & Certificate Authority
As described previously in this manuscript, the HyperSphere
acts as its own network-native certificate authority in
generating identity-trust-chains for its users and their devices
[366] [367]. During account setup, the HyperSphere first
establishes a parental “identity” certificate as either a verified
‘true identity’ owner or alternatively using a pseudonym. For
the purpose of banking, asset management, legal and business
transactions, a user’s true identity [368] must be established
through
a
know-your-client
anti-money-laundering
(KYC/AML) identity [369] [370] confirmation procedure.
The account creation process shown previously in Figure 12,
establishes an irrevocable link between a person’s identity and
their personal identity-trust-chain of CA-certificates.
Regardless of whether an account is established using verifiable
true identity or pseudonymously, the account and its trust chain
digitally signs (and therefore is connected to) all hardware on
which HyperNodes reside [371] [372].
In true identity accounts, the topmost personal CAcertificate, the ‘parent’ CA-certificate is linked to identity
documents, e.g. passport, driver’s license, social security
number, etc. as evidenced by image scans, biometrics,
signatures, etc. When executed by a bank, qualified merchant,
or by a trusted third-party agency during account setup, the
independent confirmation procedure confirms and corroborates
the legal identity of the person or corporation using multiple
sources of ID validation. Once a trusted legal identity is
established, the account owner is able to obtain a HyperSphereissued ‘root’ certificate.
The approved root certificate enables its owner to make
prodigy and subordinate certificates useful for signing specific
transactions or authenticating specific devices. In this manner a
person or their devices can engage in commerce without
revealing their personal identity or risk identity theft. As shown
in Figure 24, the account holder’s identity certificate– their
parental CA-certificate, is used to generate a personal root
certificate. The identity certificate then signs the account
holder’s root certificate [373] [374], which in turn is used to
sign and authorize one or more intermediate certificates (IM
CA-certificates) [375] and ultimately leaf (end entity)
certificates. Both the identity certificate and its root CAcertificate, once used to sign subordinate certificates, can be
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placed in cold storage (i.e. offline) as a backup in case its
antecedent CA-certificates become corrupted.

criminal investigation will invariably discover and expose the
conspiratorial relationships through the irrevocable identitytrust-chain [377] [378].
As such, HyperSphere identity protects account security,
transactional integrity, and personal privacy while thwarting
criminality. In the HyperSphere, users are able to access
identity-trust-chains to execute AAA verified [379] [380]
transactions without added cost or delays. The term AAA refers
to a process of ‘Authentication, Authorization, and
Administration’ where (i) the certificate is first checked for a
valid signature, (ii) the corresponding transaction process is
approved for the confirmed user, and finally (iii) all relevant
records are updated including, as applicable, appending new
blocks onto a blockchain.
Together, the unique combination of network-generated CAcertificates, identity-validation, and digital signing using a
hypersecure realization of public-key-infrastructure (PKI)
cryptography [381] [382] [383] [384], establishes the
HyperSphere as the pioneer of enterprise-grade CA-certificates
deployed natively over a public cloud. In contrast, enterpriselevel CA-certification over the Internet is both vulnerable and
expensive, with costs of hundreds of dollars per certificate not
uncommon. And because the Internet is unable to confirm the
true origin of a CA-certificate, undetected Internet fraud is
rampant with malware infections at epidemic levels. With its
pioneering deployment as a hypersecure ‘privacy’ network, the
HyperSphere protects personal identity and privacy by
combining identity-trust-chains and verified CA-certificate
lineage with digitally signed authentication of devices,
HyperNodes, accounts, blockchains [385], transactions, and
wallets. The privacy network’s protection provisions operate in
a myriad of ways, including:

Fig.24: HyperSphere CA-certificate digitally signed trust-chain

 Pseudonymous identity of user HyperNodes based on a
disaggregated
HyperSphere
name-server
function,
dynamically assigned to cryptographic identities via dynamic
IP addresses and dynamic port numbers, to prevent account
mapping,
 Personal network-generated CA-certificates for trusted
dynamic signing of transactions for devices, HyperNodes,
and HypWallets, thwarting imposter attacks, certificate
fraud, and cryptocurrency theft,
 Session based certificate exchange using personal CAcertificate to secure session dialog and prevent
eavesdropping,
 End-to-end encryption with identity-based private key
exchange capability combined with decentralized sessionbased certificates [386] [387] to ensure personal privacy
independent of SDNP cloud operations,
 Stateless HyperNodes not containing a record of calls, files,
communiqués, or cryptocurrency transactions on the device
or HyperNodes (cloud portals) to prevent forensic attacks and
content reconstruction,
 A distributed network with fully decentralized control, where
all transactions and data routing use private keys with no
master key or system authority, preventing usurpation of the
network electronically or through offline attacks of sysops or

A CA-certificate confirms ownership of a public key by the
named subject of the certificate [376]. In the signing process,
each certificate passes its public key to a subordinate, i.e. a
would-be issuer, which in turn encrypts confidential info using
the public key and returns it to the signing authority. Using its
private key, the signing authority is able to decrypt the file,
proving it alone is the owner of the public key.
The authority then signs the issuer’s identity information
with an encrypted version of its private key and passes it back
to the issuer. The certificate issuer can in turn digitally sign
subordinate certificates creating a chain-of-trust tracing back to
the root and parent CA-certificates. In the HyperSphere, while
the controlling certificates involve the identity of the account
holder’s identity, the IM and leaf certificates may use
pseudonymous identities to further protect user privacy.
In addition to protecting personal privacy, CA-certificates
also prevent fraud. All derivative CA-certificates sharing a
common lineage from a parental certificate are useful only to
the parent certificate owner’s accounts and devices. Even if an
account’s login information is stolen, a thief will not be able to
match the pedigree of the account holder’s personal CAcertificate to their devices and accounts. In the case where the
account owner and its signer cooperatively commit fraud,
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other personnel,
 Individually owned multi-tree blockchains with limited
access for cryptocurrency transactions and record keeping
comprising dynamic directed acyclic graphs (DyDAGs)
eliminating the risk of privacy leakage through observer
backtracing a master blockchain,
 Transaction validation of replicant blockchain observer
segments (RBOS), through a decentralized cloaked
(unidentifiable) jury-of-peers with limited blockchain
provenance access to prevent backtracing, fraud, blockchain
attacks while insuring blockchain transactional integrity.
 Root recovery capability using a newly disclosed device, the
sequential quantum key or (SQK) facilitating account
restoration without exposing the identity-trust-chain to a
malefactor’s usurpation by online cyberattack.
To prevent illicit attempts to generate fraudulent certificates
outside the HyperSphere, the network also facilitates system
level certificate authority linking each user account to a group
using digital signature credentials impossible to imitate, as they
are network-native, generated and signed through system
operations.
As depicted in Figure 25, for added privacy protections,
intermediate CA-certificates can utilize multi-factor
authentication using dual signatures, one from the owner’s root
certificate, and a second certificate from the system generated
group certificate. In addition to preventing fraud, the second
authentication
facilitates
added
protection
against
conspiratorial malfeasance in business transactions.
In any event, the HyperSphere is not a good platform for
criminals to practice their trade. Account information remains
indefinitely discoverable by law enforcement vis-à-vis
authorized jurisdictions under court order or by subpoena.

Fig.25: Multi-factor digitally signed HyperSphere CA-certificates

Likewise, while pseudonymous accounts are useful for
engaging in legal confidential business, because of identity
based ownership, in the HyperSphere they do not offer a
conduit by which to subvert law or evade its agents.
In the HyperSphere all transfers from pseudonymous
accounts to true identity accounts needed for banking are
recorded on the blockchains [388] [389]. Another element of
the HyperSphere is its novel use of topological trust networks.
Although the foregoing methods rely on strong cryptographic
defense using network-generated CA-certificates and identitytrust-chains not subject to fraud and theft, no system is immune
to every attack. As such, the HyperSphere’s architecture
employs topological trust networks, or ‘trust layering’, to limit
the potential damage of a successful intrusion into a person’s
accounts or devices– a security feature operating much the same
way that fire doors prevent the rapid spread of fire to limit
damage.
Figure 26 illustrates a hierarchical structure of the
HyperSphere’s topological trust network. The most secure
portion, the security core, contains an account holder’s identity
based ‘root certificate’. After it is used to generate
‘intermediate’ CA-certificates (not shown), the root certificate
is stored offline in ‘cold storage’ such as a bank vault to prevent
account usurpation. As a downside to its superior identity-based
privacy protection, damaged or lost root CA-certificates may
become permanently unrecoverable. To protect root CAcertificate privacy while insuring their recoverability, the
HyperSphere employs a new cryptographic key, the sequential
quantum key or (SQK), introduced herein for the first time.
SQK employs methods adapted from quantum physics,
namely the quantum observer effect [390] [391], the process
whereby observing a system changes its state. This effect
includes quantum entanglement, the pairing of states where
anything affecting one particle’s state also impacts its entangled
pair too. Although an SQK may eventually be realized using
quantum electron devices, in the HyperSphere its quantum
behavior can be emulated using multidimensional software
realized across the HyperSphere’s stratified virtual-network
layers. For example, in one embodiment an SQK key’s
implementation comprises a number of key segments (cells),
each of which contains an ASCII alphanumeric character. The
SQK, comprising an encrypted version of a certificate access
passcode includes both user-selected and system-generated
components.
SQK decryption requires knowing an owner’s passphrase and
executing a read-write process in a precise order, i.e. reading,
selecting and entering data into each segment in the proper
sequence. Only when all the segments are viewed and modified
in the proper read-write sequence will access to the root
certificate recovery process be unlocked. Committing a single
sequence misstep or entry error will result in a cascade of dead
ends and meaningless challenge-response dialogs without
revealing the entry has already failed. In this manner the
misdirection consumes a hacker’s CPU cycles wasting time,
energy, and money. Without the proper read-write sequence,
even knowing the passphrase is useless because the QSK is
multidimensional, appearing at the HyperSphere user level as a
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cryptographic password having a different length than the
passphrase.

Fig.26: Topologically hierarchical trust networks in the HyperSphere

The missing pieces of the passphrase exist on at least three
different virtual-network layers, appearing only if the proper
sequence is entered. As such, the length of the SQK segment
field length is variable, its appearance changing as entries are
made or viewed. This variable key length feature makes it
impossible for a cyber-attacker to guess how long of a
passphrase they are looking for.
For example, if the entry field has a constant length of 16
segments and each segment may constitute one of 37
alphanumeric characters (26 letters, 10 ten numbers, 1 null
entry), the odds against a successful single-dimension bruteforce incursion skyrocket well beyond 10 25-to-one per virtualnetwork dimension used. If the passcode entry segment-length
varies, however, the odds against discovering a successful
passphrase using brute force attacks increase exponentially.

Operation of the SQK will be described in greater detail in a
separate publication and in various patent applications pending
and in preparation.
Returning to Figure 26, beyond offline storage (also known
as air gap or DMZ security), the HyperSphere partitions its
topological trust networks into three zones, namely trusted
networks, protected networks, and untrusted networks. In
trusted networks, the HyperSphere’s network-native leaf CAcertificates are used to sign all network- connected devices and
all installed HyperNodes. Even though the same devices may
interact with untrusted networks such as company networks,
university clouds, cybercafé subnets, or the Internet, the
HyperSphere’s symmetric sandboxing of HyperNodes prevents
incursion or surveillance of the HyperContract execution.
A separate leaf certificate is also used to sign an account
owner’s trusted HypWallet holding cryptocurrency and other
digital assets. This trusted asset does not, however, interact
directly with the unprotected network of online and POS
transactions, mobile and other applications, users or
independent digital currency exchanges. Instead, all
transactions are processed through a protected network
comprising a temporary wallet separate from the user’s
personal trusted HypWallet. The temporary wallet in turn
executes transactions with the one-time transaction token, the
OT3 proxy, preventing any access of vendors or users to a
HyperSphere account holder’s HypWallet or their blockchains.
As such, the HyperSphere’s built-in topological trust network
protects both parties in a transaction from fraud and theft
against third parties and also against one another.
3) Dynamic Directed Acyclic Graphs (DyDAGs)
Aside from the Internet’s fundamental security flaws,
cryptocurrency transactions over the Web are made vulnerable
by reliance on a single communal blockchain accessible by
everyone and anyone. In contrast, the HyperSphere eliminates
the use of a common public blockchain altogether [392] [393],
instead adapting multiple connected blockchains having
personal identity-based ownership. To ensure transactional
integrity through peer consensus, blockchain interconnectivity
is facilitated using a multi-tree data structure best described as
a directed acyclic graph or DAG, or ‘digraph’ [394].
The HyperSphere employs a novel variant of this DAG data
structure used not only in its cryptocurrency generation,
payments, and transfers, but also in its network operations,
fragmented data transport, disaggregated data storage, and
identity-trust-chains. To better understand how the DAG
applies to HyperSpheric operations, we should first consider
graph theory– the topological theory of the properties and
applications of graphs. While in mathematics the term graph
has several interpretations, in the broadest sense a graph is a
collection of vertices and edges that join pairs of vertices.
Applicable to a diverse range of disciplines including physics,
biology, chemistry, electronics, computer science, topography,
communications, commerce, and more, graphs provide
topological insight into connectivity, relationship, hierarchy,
and processes. One class of topologies, ‘directed’ graphs, is
particularly well suited in describing processes, flows, and
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algorithms containing sequence information. Shown in various
forms in Figure 27, directed graphs comprise graphs with
vertices connected by edges employing vectors (arrows)
signifying directionality [395] [396] [397] [398]. As depicted,
a graph containing at least one graph cycle (a path of edges and
vertices wherein a vertex is reachable from itself, i.e. a loop) is
referred to a cyclic graph. In theoretical physics, an example of
a cyclic process is a Carnot engine, a reversible isothermal gas
expansion process (used to model the upper limit on the
efficiency of thermodynamic engines converting heat into
work). In each Carnot cycle temperature and entropy repeat the
same loop, returning the system to its original state unchanged
from the last cycle. In e-commerce, cyclic processes are
problematic because they provide a means to change the past
with no record of the change, affording the opportunity to
commit undetected fraud and theft. For this reason, in
accounting erroneous ledger entries cannot be changed, but
instead must be amended as a new entry comprising a debitcredit pair recorded the date of the change.
Like traditional accounting ledgers, blockchains and DAGs
comprise sequential records containing no ‘cycles’, meaning
transactions proceed unidirectionally, never returning to the
same vertex. Other examples of DAGs include ancestral family
trees, epidemiological graphs of infectious disease spread from
a single origin or index case, and computer malware diffusion,
where each generation’s antecedents are followed by their own
progeny, and so on.
While it has been suggested on the Web that a blockchain and
a DAG are distinct concepts– that a DAG is a new construct
intrinsically superior to blockchains, a more accurate
description is that a blockchain is a one-dimensional DAG
comprising a single tree. In other words, a blockchain is the
degenerate form of a DAG, a chain evolving in one dimension.
DAGs can also exist in two dimensions: a blockchain with a
single sidechain is the trivial case of a 2D DAG comprising a
single common tree.
In graph vernacular, a tree comprises vertices connected to a
common ancestor (indicated in the illustration by red colored
vertices and edges). It follows that a 2D multi-tree DAG is
simply a DAG containing multiple independent trees containing
both common and distinct vertices. Conceptually, the advantage
of multi-tree DAGs over a single-chain (1D DAG) blockchain
is ‘parallelism’– the ability to divide content and spread
transactions across multiple ‘interconnected’ blockchains.

Fig.27: Various types of directed graphs (a) cyclic (b) 1D blockchain

(c) 2-D blockchain & sidechain (d) 2D multi-tree DAG
Compared to conventional blockchains, parallel processing
offers the potential for improved transactional efficiency,
shorter chain lengths, lower storage demands, and faster
transaction processing. Converting a single communal
blockchain into multiple interconnected blockchains, albeit a
step in the right direction, does not alone fix today’s
cryptocurrency issues of blockchain technology.
Cryptocurrency’s slavish reliance on nonce-hash puzzle
solving remains fundamentally energy and time inefficient,
irrespective
of
transactional
processing
efficiency
improvements offered by DAGs. Furthermore, all
cryptocurrency transactions over the Internet remain vulnerable
to security and trust attacks including blockchain consensus
exploits, privacy invasions, fraud, and cryptocurrency theft.
Alone, converting cryptocurrency to DAGs cannot (and will
not) prevent crypto-wallet theft and blockchain attacks. Only a
holistic approach to security, privacy, and cryptoeconomic
transactional integrity can possibly hope to overcome the
Internet’s ongoing epidemic of cyber-theft and fraud.
As described previously, the HyperSphere is based on statebased communication made in accordance with Secure
Dynamic Network & Protocol technology, methods, and
apparatus. In graph theory, this means that each time a
HyperNode performs a task or executes a transaction the
vertex’s state at that moment is distinct in space and time. As
such, the HyperSphere uniquely comprises a spatiotemporal
network [399] [400] [401]. Accordingly, all transactions in the
HyperSphere are dynamic and state-dependent, constantly
changing in accordance with time and location.
In order to adapt the features of multi-tree DAGs to operate
on a SDNP based dynamic spatiotemporal network, the
HyperSphere employs a new graph topology, the dynamic
directed acyclic graph or DyDAG, introduced here for the first
time. In a DyDAG topology, vertices are defined by two
characteristics– identity (vertex name or number), and state,
symbolically as vertex vx and state sy. A state is the condition
defining the rules by which the vertex operates and interacts
with other vertices. In the HyperSphere, a vertex’s state
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includes time, its resident security zone, and other location
information. As such, revisiting the same vertex does not
constitute a cyclic loop so long that the state is different.
For example, in the Carnot cycle each repeated loop is cyclic
because whenever the system returns to a vertex, the state of the
vertex is exactly the same as the prior cycle. In contrast, time
travel in the sci-fi blockbuster “Back to the Future– Part II” is
an example of acyclic spatiotemporal behavior. In the story, the
characters Doc Brown and Marty McFly travel to the future in
their DeLorean time machine [402] fully expecting nothing to
change during their travels. Upon their return to their time and
place of origin, to their chagrin they discover everything to be
horrifically unfamiliar. Metaphorically, even though the vertex
vx was the same as before, the state sy had changed
unexpectedly. In this sense, the HyperSphere intentionally
changes states constantly and in unexpected ways, confusing
and confounding any cyber-hacker trying to discern a pattern.
As graphically represented in Figure 28, a DyDAG sequence
comprising a transaction from (v1, s1) to (v2, s2) to (v1, s2) does
not constitute a cyclic graph so long that the states s1 ≠ s2.
Although in a two-dimensional planar projection of a threedimensional DyDAG the graph appears cyclic, in 3D the graph
illustrated as a helix or spiral clearly shows the state-space is
not cyclic or closed loop. In essence, the network autonomously
exhibits a sequence of irrevocable changes with such rapidity it
defies analysis. By including a state variable, a 2D multi-tree
DAG becomes a 3D DyDAG blockchain of superior
performance, integrity, and security. The HyperSphere applies
this DyDAG principle is a number of ways in the HyperSphere
including:
 Hypersecure SDNP communication using state-based
security credential and algorithms.
 Data transport over a distributed network of active and
redundant HyperNodes minimizing propagation delay while
improving network resiliency (described below).
 Personal CA-certificate based identity-trust-chains used to
chronicle the inclusion or revocation of HyperSphere
connected devices and HyperNodes, thereby controlling
access and privileges.
 Personal CA-certificate based identity-trust-chains used to
sign and manage perpetual DyDAG blockchain transactions,
RBOS observers, and OT3 proxy payment processors.
 Personal CA-certificate based identity-trust-chains used to
sign and manage perpetual DyDAG data in HypWallets.
 Transitory DyDAG blockchains (‘tBC’) used in
HyperContract job execution of contract pledges, task
execution, juror consensus, and token generation through
minting or by melting and recycling (re-minting).
In regard to the use of a DyDAGs in network operation, the
SDNP cloud intrinsically forms a dynamic DAG comprising
four tiers of HyperNode resource providers. Nodes are added to
the network based on the number of prospective minters
wishing to earn cryptocurrency and by automatic node
instantiation in the event of local network congestion or DoS
attacks. In each instance, the more HyperNodes joining the

network the more redundancy the cloud exhibits and the more
efficient the network becomes in finding and using the shortest
propagation delay paths for data routing.

Fig.28: Dynamic directed acyclic graph (DyDAG) properties

In graph theory vernacular, SDNP network operation
represents ‘spatiotemporal destination-oriented dynamic
directed acyclic graphs for meshed and multipath routing’ [403]
[404] [405] [406] [407]. Another benefit scaling with nodal
density is resiliency, the ability of the network to maintain an
acceptable level of QoS (quality of service) while surviving
misconfigurations, faults, power failures, natural disasters, and
attacks. The resilience of a network scales non-linearly with the
number of participating nodes [408] [409] [410] [411] [412].
While theoretically the total number of combinational
connections scales with the number of nodes n by the relation
n•(n-1)/2 approaching n2 for a large number of nodes, many of
the connections are excluded as cyclic.
Although in a DyDAG reusing a node isn’t truly cyclic
(because the states differ), in realtime networks only short hopcounts are valuable in delivering low propagation delays [413]
[414] [415] [416] [417] [418] and are also beneficial in
achieving low routing power [419] [420] [421] [422] [423]
[424] [425], especially important in mobile Last Mile
connections. A representative model of a DAG describes the
number of combinations “a” by a recurrence equation
comprising k outflows (exiting edges) over ‘n’ nodes.
𝑛
𝑛
a n = ∑k=1 𝑛(– 1)𝑘–1 ( ) 2(𝑛–𝑘) a n−k
k
In the binomial expression shown [396] [408], the number of
available paths rises proportionally with the population of
participating nodes in the network. Although the expression is
more realistic than the idealized permutation population n•(n1)/2, it does not embody certain features of dynamic DAGs. For
example, cyclic loops excluded in a DAG may not be cyclic in
a DyDAG because of state changes. Conversely, in nodes
executing transactions at extremely high transaction rates, some
nodes may (at least for brief intervals) behave as elements of a
static DAG, whereby a number of possible loops (outflows)
should be excluded from the tree population as cyclic. And
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although while mathematically speaking distant remote nodes
comprise valid DyDAG trees, in realtime networks they must
be excluded for their unacceptably long propagation delays
(meaning they are so far away from the callers their
participation in the network doesn’t help transport at all). In
other words, in a spatiotemporal DyDAG graph, the trees must
be excluded.
4) Network-Native DyDAG Blockchains
To prevent the fraudulent generation and falsified validation
of cryptocurrency, the HyperSphere does not employ mining to
generate new coins. Instead of trusting an unknown miner and
a potentially corruptible jury-of-peers to validate Proof-ofWork solutions of numerical and cryptographic puzzles, the
HyperSphere synthesizes cryptocurrency through a reliable
internal process executed by its network of HyperNodes. This
generation method is not observable to outside observers or
subject to packet sniffing and is unrelated to PoW nonce-hash
puzzle solving. In its unique implementation, cryptocurrency
generation occurs adjunctively as an intrinsic part of network
operation during data transport in execution of HyperContracts
without requiring additional energy or effort.
In operation, the HyperSphere utilizes multi-tree DyDAG
blockchains to generate cryptocurrency and to record
ownership. The DyDAGs may comprise ‘perpetual’ or
‘transitory’ blockchains depending on their purpose and
application. Perpetual blockchains (BC) establish ownership
by linking extant cryptocurrency to personal CA-certificates
using an identity-trust-chain lineage derived from a
corresponding parental certificate.
Transitory blockchains or ‘tBC’ are, in contrast, temporary
distributed ledgers used to execute HyperContracts, synthesize
cryptocurrency, and ratably apportion compensation to
participating resource providers. Unlike the permanence of a
perpetual blockchain, once the task of a transitory blockchain is
completed its blockchain is destroyed. In this manner perpetual
blockchains do not get burdened carrying unnecessary and
irrelevant blocks of minutiae.
All cryptocurrency synthesis in the HyperSphere starts with
a HyperContract, a business agreement between resource
providers and their clients– service providers and merchants.
Each HyperContract comprises a job specification and a reward
pledge describing the compensation reserved for resource
providers participating in the contract’s successful execution.
The process of job execution contol is shown in Figure 29.
As shown, vertical lines represent perpetual blockchain held by
a HyperNode owner and signed by the owner’s corresponding
CA-certificate based identity-trust-chain. The roles of
participating HyperNodes are represented by their metamorphic
function performed, either as name server |NS|, authority |A|, or
task |T| nodes for job execution, or authority |A| nodes
participating as observers in jury-of-peer consensus.
Each participating node has DyDAG perpetual blockchain,
shown as vertical lines to illustrate pledging and minting
mechanisms. In the DyDAG matrix shown new blocks are
appended onto these perpetual blockchain, in sequence ordered
from top to bottom and time stamped accordingly. In the same

illustration, horizontal arrows represent transitory blockchains
tBC. Transitory blockchains are impermanent– executed
sequentially, they modify perpetual blockchains and are
subsequently discarded.
As depicted, the minting process of token generation occurs
sequentially from top to bottom with tasks executed left to right.
As listed in the order shown in the HyperContract, these
processes involve the following milestones:





HyperContract pledging at time tmp
HyperContract task execution over the duration Δtt
HyperContract consensus at time tc
Token minting at time tg

In HyperContract pledging at time t mp, the decentralized
HyperSphere Marketplace successively concludes contract
negotiation, at which time the merchant sponsor distributes the
token pledges to the committed contract participants recording
the pledge onto their blockchain as a pending transaction
without actually transferring the tokens.

Fig.29: Job execution control

In this manner the pledge acts as a blockchain version of an
escrow by locking the currency to prevent double spending
[426]. HyperContract execution occurs over a period of time,
i.e. during the interval Δtt when the HyperNodes execute a
series of tasks (or subtasks) in accordance with the
HyperContract’s job specification. During data transit and
micro-task execution, each HyperNode is delivered a
cryptographic receipt, a transitory blockchain containing a
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series of hashed blocks [427] [428] [429] [430] [431] [432]
[433] [434] [435] containing HyperNode hop codes or HHCs of
the HyperNodes before it.
As shown in Figure 30, HyperNodes autonomously generate
these cryptographic codes as part of a data packet’s SDNP
based routing instructions. Upon completion of their work each
HyperNode adds its own cryptographic block to the transitory
blockchain. The HyperNode then forwards the new longer
blockchain onward to the next node, which in turn repeats the
process. In this manner, each HyperNode has irrefutable
evidence of its participation. For example, task node |T| receives
transitory blockchain tBC2, the hash of HHC2 then forwards the
revised transitory blockchain tBC3 onto the next HyperNode.
As such each HyperNode knows the plaintext value of its HHC
but only the hash of the incoming tBC. In this manner, a string
of unfakable self-consistent blocks is generated excluding the
possibility of imposters.

automatically converted, i.e. minted, and recorded into the
HyperNode owner’s perpetual blockchain.
Cryptocurrency synthesis where participating nodes prove
their contribution in performing real tasks is referred to as
Proof-of-Performance or PoP. Upon proving a HyperNode’s
performance at time tg the tokes are unlocked and a new code is
generated containing a hash of the tokens pledge and the
transitory blockchain proving a valid peer-reviewed
origination. Graphically the minting process is depicted as an
unlocking and a debit from the left vertical line and a credit onto
the right one. Tokens, once minted, may be converted to
international fiat currency or used in the HyperSphere to solicit
resources, a process equivalent to recycling.

Fig.30: HyperContract transitory DyDAG blockchain and HyperNode hop
code (HHC) generation

Expressed algebraically in terms of SDNP network generated
HyperNode hop codes HHCj and cryptographic hash function
h (HHCj) then:
tBC𝑗 = ℎ(HHC𝑗 ) + tBC𝑗−1
In this process, the HyperContract itself forms the initial
block of a transitory blockchain used in HyperContract
execution, or tBC0 = h (HC'). As data packets pass through
HyperNodes in succession, a copy of the transient blockchain
tBCj is deposited, i.e. written onto the HyperNode’s token
blockchain with the transient blockchain growing in length as
the job is executed. Upon reaching the terminus node, the final
full-length transitory blockchain tBCf is returned to the
HyperContract initiator to confirm task completion. The fulllength tBCf blockchain is concurrently forwarded to the jury-of
peers specified in the HyperContract for checking.
At time tc, consensus by a jury-of-peers confirms contract
execution using a RBOS (replicant blockchain observer
segment) to facilitate inspection without the possibility of
backtracing. Upon confirmation of HyperContract completion,
peer review, and consensus, every participating HyperNode
owner is awarded compensation according to their contribution
using a copy of the transitory blockchain establishing, i.e.
‘proving’ their performance. Once confirmed, the tokens are

Fig.31: Token melting and recycling (re-minting)

In mechanics shown in Figure 31, a HyperContract makes
melt and recycling simultaneously. The pledge is recorded on
the HyperNode’s perpetual blockchain as a pending transaction
(without actually transferring the tokens). Locking the tokens
into a digital escrow at the time of contract negotiation is
important to prevent double spending, especially since the
tokens are fungible and tradable as a liquid asset.
Task execution and juror consensus for recycling contract
execution occurs in the same manner as a minting contract,
except at the time of contract completion t g when new tokens
are generated. In the recycling process, the cryptographic
identities of the original pledged tokens are destroyed, in
HyperSphere taxonomy “melted” then re-minted as new tokens
with new digital identities (depicted as a debit and concurrent
credit on the perpetual blockchain).
Like newly minted cryptocurrency, recycled tokens employ
a digital identity based on a cryptographic hash values h (x)
derived from a transient tBC of HyperNode hop codes HHCj
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and the original HyperContract tokens. The HyperSphere’s
recycling process is entropic (lossy), not conservative, as the
quantity of generated tokens re-minted by HyperNodes is less
than the number of tokens pledged in the HyperContract,
#Tokensnew < #Tokenspledge, naturally reducing the number of
tokens in circulation by reuse attrition.
5) Other HyperSphere Uniquities
Unlike in cryptocurrency mining, which only pays miners
lucky enough to solve an arduous puzzle before others can, in
Proof-of-Performance all HyperNodes participating in a
successful HyperContract execution receive a contractually
guaranteed return as minters. And because it occurs
adjunctively with SDNP network operation, minting and
recycling tokens essentially consumes no more electrical
energy than performing communication or e-commerce itself.
In essence, HyperSpheric cryptocurrency synthesis wastes
virtually no energy at all. To fully appreciate cryptocurrency
generation and transactional processing in the HyperSphere and
how these processes differ from Bitcoin, Ethereum, and
conventional blockchain applications, it is insightful to consider
a device’s system architecture.
As shown in Figure 32, a computer or communication device
supports software applications using an ‘operating system’
(OS) such as Windows, MacOS, Linux, Android or iOS. The
operating system is hosted on a platform comprising hardware
and drivers typically including multiple CPUs, memory, and
device connections [436] [437]. An operating ‘kernel’ provides
resource scheduling and task management for the OS acting an
interface [438], i.e. a liaison [439] between the hardware and an
applications environment (referred to here as an ‘application
habitat’ to avoid ambiguity). The application habitat hosts a
variety of software including APIs, UI/UX, database, business,
email, VoIP-messengers, remote access gateways, IoT, Web
apps, and more. Most apps today are network enabled,
facilitating Internet-of-Everything (IoE) connectivity [440]
[441]. As depicted, the operating kernel interacts directly with
both the application habitat and the underlying hardware
platform. The kernel also interacts with the communication
protocol stack, especially via Application Layer-7, and at layer
1.5 (the interfacial quasi-layer existing between PHY Layer-1
and Data Link Layer-2).

Fig.32: Device architecture illustrating interconnects among host operating
system, apps, SDNP protocol stack, HyperNodes, and connectivity via a
SDNP enabled router (optional)

In operation, signals received by PHY Layer-1 are passed up
to Layer-2 and concurrently transferred to the OS kernel for job
scheduling. In turn, the kernel schedules tasks through its
interaction with Application Layer-7 to support software
running atop the device OS (in the application habitat). In this
mechanistic explanation, it is insightful to distinguish the
primary communication role of Application Layer-7 (in the
SDNP or TCP/IP protocol stack) from the functions of
computer application programs (running within the OS’s
application environs). Specifically, Application Layer-7 data
packets provide high-level network connectivity to specific
applications but are incapable of operating independently from
the OS-hosted applications.
In that sense the application habitat sits atop the OSI protocol
stack immediately above Application Layer-7. In the parlance
of layers of abstraction, Application Layer-7 supports software
running in the application habitat above it and the software
relies on Layer-7 supplied information for support. To function,
the software and the data packet payloads must match in type,
syntax, version, etc. For example, without database software
installed on a device, SQL instructions received on Layer-7 will
go unrecognized and unanswered.
Data packets carrying Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
content for distributed, collaborative, and hypermedia
information over the Web is completely useless without a
browser application able to interpret HTML or XML. Similarly,
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in conventional cryptocurrency blockchain transactions
received as Layer-7 payloads cannot modify or append new
blocks onto an existing blockchain without corresponding
application support. All conventional blockchain and
cryptocurrency transactions occur entirely within the app
habitat of the host OS, not part of the protocol stack.
As a network portal to the HyperSphere, HyperNodes span
the SDNP protocol stack and OS app habitat, communicating
directly with the Network & Transport Layers-3 and -4, with
SDNP Application Layer-7, and with its API and UI/UX in the
OS apps habitat. In blockchain processing, the HyperSphere is
wholly unique, generating HHC cryptographic HyperNode hop
codes as part of Network Layer-3 and using this information in
a blockchain processor or ‘BCP’, a network-connected software
engine used in blockchain generation and transactional
processes. The BCP then supports blockchain apps including
BaaS (Blockchain as a Service) and various blockchain apps.
Although BCP, BaaS, and BC apps are used to facilitate token
transactions, the processing engines can also be employed as a
service to HyperSphere users creating custom cryptocurrencies
or tokenization of service provider businesses.
The HyperSphere’s multi-layer cryptocurrency generation is
entirely unique and easily distinguished by conventional
blockchains processed entirely as an application running in the
OS app-habitat above Layer-7 in the OSI protocol stack. For
this (and innumerable other reasons), it is more accurate to refer
to such conventional blockchain processors as “apps” rather
than ‘protocols’ or ‘networks’ [442] [443] [444] [445]. The
HyperSphere’s BCP blockchain processor, in contrast, can truly
be considered a protocol because it exists as part of the SDNP
protocol stack, i.e. operating as a network-native operation both
in minting new cryptocurrencies or when conducting ecommerce transactions.
Semantics aside, because BCP operation is HyperSphere
network-native, blockchain processing is rapid– limited only by
the speed of peer consensus rates for transactional validation.
Despite its rapid process capabilities, the HyperSphere’s
cryptocurrencies are difficult to counterfeit because they
employ cryptographic hop codes unique to SDNP network
operation not observable from the OSI Session, Presentation, or
Application Layers 5, 6 and 7. These codes include a
combination of HyperContract information (including the hash
of the pledge and a timestamp) and their own unique sequence
of HyperNode hop codes.
Moreover, because of its purely internal coin generation and
a cloaked (undisclosed) jury-of-peers, cryptocurrency
counterfeiters are unable to match or predict network-generated
blockchain content. Aside from its network-native blockchain
processing and short-length DyDAG blockchains, another
method to improve transactional speed involves the unique use
of blockchain defragmentation. In a manner similar to
defragging a hard disk drive (HDD), in the process of
blockchain defragmentation available cryptocurrency is copied
to the end of the blockchain at some regular schedule, e.g. at the
end of every transaction or every day. By re-locating liquid
currency near the bottom of the DyDAG blockchain,
subsequent transactional verification requires only very short

RBOS segments for confirmation, speeding validation and
preventing backtracing altogether.
As depicted in Figure 33, during blockchain processing new
blockchains are appended only to the end of the chain regardless
as to whether they constitute a credit or a debit of assets.
Blockchain assets are processed using a Last Iin First Out
(LIFO) process, where the last acquired coins are used first to
minimize transaction time. As shown, at time t2 currency added
at time t1 is consumed. At time t3 an even earlier deposit must
be found and confirmed to facilitate a current debit. At time t6,
the asset needed to fund a current liability could involve
identifying a deposit from far in the past, i.e. comprising a
fragmented transaction resulting in a long RBOS and slow
transaction resolution.

Fig.33: Defragmentation of blockchain speeds transaction rates by
eliminating stranded assets via appending a credit-debit pair to BC end.

The solution to this conundrum is to clean up the blockchain
“as you go” meaning to remove defragmented assets at a
convenient time when other transactions are not occurring, and
speed is not critical. The defrag process shown in the sequence
from times t4 to t6 involves identifying stranded assets and
relocating these assets to the end of the blockchain. Since added
blocks are permanent, there is no means by which to change an
earlier entry.
Instead, the BC defrag process involves adding “zero” to the
blockchain, by recording a debit-credit pair as shown at time t4.
During validation the new debit will cancel the earlier deposit
resulting a new asset relocated to the end of the chain as shown
at time t2. Then when a payment is made at time t6, the asset is
already located at the end of the blockchain and a compact rapid
transaction can occur. Another element of blockchain
management is the use of auxiliary blockchains. While in
communal blockchain arbitrary files are appended onto the
main blockchain, with the HyperSphere’s use of DyDAG
blockchains as shown in Figure 34, content can be
implemented as an auxiliary sidechain without disturbing the
integrity of the main blockchain.
Without the ability to write arbitrary blocks onto the main
blockchain, users are prevented from contaminating
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transactional blockchains with objectionable or illegal content.
Instead the main blockchain records only a pointer linking it to
an auxiliary blockchain, supporting entries other than
cryptocurrency transactions useful for documentation purposes.
If the documentation supports a transaction, such content can
be included in an RBOS validation check by independent
jurors.
Once the sidechain is complete, it terminates and records a
second entry on the main blockchain establishing a firm
chronology of events without recording the actual content.
Because the second entry occurs at a different dynamic state,
the DyDAG sidechain does not form a cyclic loop. The same
auxiliary sidechain mechanism can be used for documentation
unrelated to cryptographic transactions and can even be used to
invoke subroutine calls of executable code via BC apps.

Fig.34: Auxiliary DyDAG blockchains for transactional documentation and
sub-routine calls including RBOS juror validation

These processes may optionally record updates as to a
subroutine’s process status on the main blockchain while
perpetually maintaining processes in parallel to the
spatiotemporal state of the blockchain, thereby enabling the
prospect of executing a Turing complete process (see Glossary).
Another unique feature of the HyperSphere is its ability to
establish ad hoc tunneling communication, i.e. dynamic singlehop VPNs, between a HyperNode source portal and a remote
portal. The purpose of these private tunnels is to divert traffic
away from subnets suffering QoS degradation from congestion
and to avert cyberattacks on the network [446] [447] or on
blockchain transactions such as DoS or Sybil attacks. The
method can also be used to ensure hypersecure communication
over uncontrolled Last Mile links.
As shown in Figure 35, once a HyperNode inter-portal tunnel
is established data can flow using direct routing to the remote
portal unprocessed by intermediate nodes, much like an express
train passes through local train stops without stopping (or even
slowing down). Application of HyperNode tunnel
communication is especially valuable in repelling cyberassaults. For example, in the event of a rapid rise in localized
network congestion where a denial-of-service-attack is
suspected, the node under attack can temporarily suspend

incoming packet support (or optionally open a queue buffer),
establish a tunnel beyond the reach of attacked device or subnet,
then reestablish all ongoing sessions redirecting traffic to and
from the remote portal.
While this response methodology won’t prevent DoS from
delaying the establishment of new incoming calls and sessions,
it allows the surrounded node to establish open new links to
safety on a priority basis, even when the source is surrounded
by botnets. Because botnets lack the dynamic security
credential to interpret the SDNP protocol, they cannot trace the
location of a remote HyperNode portal. HyperNode tunneling
is especially valuable in protecting cryptocurrency transactions
to avoid blockchain attacks such as Sybil, 51%, and DoS
methods.
By specifying cloaked jurors in a HyperContract, the
transacting parties are unaware of which HyperNodes are
performing asset and transaction consensus validation.
Moreover, by connecting to cloaked jurors through a
HyperNode tunnel, their inter-portal communication is
privileged and not subject to metadata surveillance and hacking
by other network nodes. HyperNode tunneling is automatically
executed by any HyperNode seeking exceptional transactional
security or upon detecting a DoS assault. Once an attack is
detected, tunnel traffic is assigned priority over all local traffic.
Ongoing sessions are reinitiated through the remote node
without any knowledge of the botnet attackers
The HyperSphere also supports tunneling executed on an
end-to-end basis. Unlike inter-portal tunneling, in end-to-end
tunneling the communicating parties exchange cryptographic
keys prior to and unrelated to the opening of a session or placing
a call. Ideally, the keys can be exchanged between two devices
in person without ever employing an intervening network. The
application of end-to-end encryption facilitates personal
privacy in the HyperSphere independently from the SDNP’s
security protocols.

Fig.35: SDNP inter-portal HyperNode tunneling to avert network congestion
and repel DoS and BC consensus attacks

6) HyperSphere Development Support
Users can address the HyperSphere in several ways, namely:
 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) – APIs are
developed by merchants and service providers in order to
support their clients with products and services. APIs operate
on SDNP protocol Application Layer-7 and in a host device’s
OS application domain.
 HyperNode portals – HyperNodes are preconfigured portals
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used by resource providers to earn embedded tokens by
delivering services to merchants and service providers.
HyperNodes operate at multiple levels of the SDNP protocol
stack raging from the Network Layer-3 to Application Layer7 and in a host device’s OS application domain.
 HyperSpots – HyperSpots are hardware platforms
specifically designed as HyperSphere network hosts for
HyperNodes, generally optimized for embedded tokens
minting by providing resources for cloud-based
communication nodes, cloud-based computing nodes, and
disaggregated data storage nodes. HyperSpots operate
primarily on PHY Layer-1 and Data Link Layer-2, but
support HyperNodes operating from Network Layer-3 and
up.
In order to support open source development of the
foregoing, the HyperSphere offers SDKs (source development
kits) and a variety of pre-coded software service routines and
utilities. Such system software, certified by the HyperSphere
Development Corporation and signed by system-native CAcertificates, perform a variety of services and functions.
HyperSphere utility library programs may include the following
functions:













HyperNode installation and signing service
API starter template
Device registration and signing service
Account creation utility with CA-certificate generation
Wallet creation utility and signing service
Consensus validation service
RBOS transaction validation service
OTP3 one-time transaction token proxy service
HyperNode tunnel protocol service
SQK sequential quantum key registration service
Auxiliary sidechain editor utility
Blockchain defrag utility

As detailed, HyperSpheric services are not simply software
programs, but include network connectivity without which the
functions will not be authorized or executed. In other words,
stealing a device may give a criminal access to program code,
but does not give them access to confidential security
credentials needed to access records and activate programs.
Cloning a device also will fail to penetrate the HyperSphere’s
network privacy provision.
7) HyperSphere Global Intellectual Property
The HyperSphere’s technology contains a considerable
portfolio of intellectual property including utility patent
applications, use trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets.
Patents are divided into several sets of multi-invention
application filings (including US, PCT, Taiwan, and foreign
counterparts), comprising the following:
 Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, US patent app
US14/803869, filed 20 Jul 2015, priority date 26 Jan 2015,
377 pages as issued, US patent number 9,998,434 on 12 Jun
2018 [330]

 Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, 584 pages as filed,
Taiwan application 105102426, filed 23 May 2015, priority
date 26 Jan 2015 [448]
 Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, 584 pages, PCT
application PCT/US16/14643, WPO foreign counterparts
filed in Australia, Brazil, Canada, Europe, India, Indonesia,
Israel, Japan, Korea, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, and
Ukraine [449]
 Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, continuation patent
15/946863, filed 6 Apr 2018, priority date 26 Jan 2015 [340]
 Methods and Apparatus for HyperSecure Last Mile
Communication, 584 pages, US patent app 15/943418, filed
2 Apr 2018, priority date 3 Apr 2017 [342]
 System For Open Source Decentralized Electronic
Communication and E-Commerce, US provisional
application 62625220, filed 1 Feb 2018, patent application in
preparation [343]
 The HyperSphere– a Real-time Cybersecure Privacy
Network with Embedded DyDAG Dual Cryptocurrency for
Global e-commerce, US prov patent app 62/696160, filed 10
Jul 2018, patent application in preparation [344]
Figure 36 illustrates the HyperSphere’s first issued patent,
the Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, US patent number
9,998,434, issued 12 Jun 2018 with 35 granted claims. Created
under contractual IP engineering and development agreements,
all relevant patents are irrevocably licensed to the HyperSphere
IPBank for unrestricted use by HyperSphere service providers,
merchants and resource providers exclusively within the
HyperSphere (“HyperSphere IP”).
Except by special license made available to professional
communication private networks, unlicensed use of
HyperSphere IP outside of the HyperSphere is strictly
prohibited. No license shall be granted for deployment of
HyperSphere IP as public networks or systems competing with
the HyperSphere and its services.
8) Innovation’s Impact on Network Vulnerability
Since the advent of modern physics, disruptive innovations
[450] [451] have occurred at a rapid and ever-accelerating pace.
In little more than a century, human technological innovation
has witnessed the discovery and the development of radio
communication [452], the transistor [453] [454], the integrated
circuit [455], the microprocessor [456] and the personal
computer [457], the Internet [458], the Web [459], and more
recently the blockchain and cryptocurrency [460]. In the case
of such disruptive innovations, the driver of technological
innovation is not purely academic nor is it solely economic.
Instead, as characterized by repeated cycles of invention,
adoption, adaptation, and re-investment, each discovery drives
a cycle of engineering development and subsequent
commercialization, resulting in economic expansion
(commercial and market adaptation), and ultimately funding a
new phase of research, discovery, and invention. During
economic expansion of any burgeoning new tech industry,
opportunity attracts participation across the entire socioeconomic spectrum including those motivated by commercial,
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altruistic, as well as nefarious purposes. New technology
invariably, however, creates opportunity for mischief, villainy,
and malefaction.

Fig.36: Cover sheet of 12 Jun 2018 issued SDNP patent 9,998,434

Aside from banking, no industry has been subjected to
criminality, fraud, and theft to the degree that the network
communications and computing industry experiences. Almost
as quickly as a new network technology goes live, hackers start
finding ways to attack and subvert it [461] [462] [463] [464]
[465] [466] [467]. In self-preservation, network operators
necessarily turned to cryptography [468] [469] [470] [471]
[472] in an attempt to secure transactions, and developed
cybersecurity mechanics to recognize and detect threats, to
mitigate attacks, and as a last resort, to at least contain or limit
cyber-attack damages [473] [474] [475] [476] [477]. Recently,
the cybersecurity industry has been further pressured to protect
against both criminal and unethical ‘commercial’ personal
privacy invasions [478] [479] [480] [481].
Unfortunately, an overreliance on cryptography has proven
to be the Internet’s proverbial Achilles heel, allowing hackers
to pool resources to devise new attack stratagems. Moreover,
privacy protection on the Internet has been especially
problematic given the nearly total absence of identity and
privacy provisions built into the TCP/IP protocol stack (aside
from SSL/TLS). Given these pre-existing risks, the advent of

new technologies and innovations can profoundly impact
Internet security, privacy, and transactional integrity.
The potential impact of quantum communication and
quantum computing on security and privacy is especially
profound. For example, in cryptography (on which today’s
Internet’s security wholly depends), the impact of quantum
computing [482] [483] has uncertain implications– massive
increases in compute-power should enable cryptographers to
deploy more sophisticated cyphers (enhancing security) but
likewise provide hackers with the computational prowess to
launch equally sophisticated brute force attacks (degrading
security).
The future of quantum communication is equally compelling
[484] [485] [486] [487] [488] including the prospect of
enhancing security by harnessing quantum-based deterministic
properties [489] [490] [491]. But like quantum cryptography,
new communications methods may engender new means by
which to hack the PHY physical connection or its
corresponding data link. In short, there is no way to project the
impact of quantum technology on cryptography, computing,
and communication.
And despite beliefs to the contrary [492] [493] [494], simply
converting Internet-based blockchain transactions from a
shared public communal blockchain to multiple parallel DAGs
will not inoculate cryptocurrency transactions from attack.
Although potentially beneficial in improving transaction
performance rates [495] [496] from parallel processing, a multitree DAG implemented over the Internet is not (as purported)
an entirely new topological concept in distributed ledgers [497]
[498], but simply the interconnection of multiple, albeit shorter,
blockchains in a parallel structure.
If static cryptography is unable to prevent exploits against a
single blockchain, the same vulnerabilities will persist when
paralleling multiple blockchains. In essence, a DAG processed
over a static network is not sufficient to prevent blockchain
attacks because the Internet’s underlying communication
technology used to process the transactions online is
fundamentally vulnerable. In general, the development of any
new technological innovation such as quantum computing
[499] creates parallel opportunities both to enhance but also to
disrupt cybersecurity reliant on the same technology.
In contrast, the HyperSphere employs multidimensional
security offering greater resilience to vulnerabilities arising
from technological innovation simply because it doesn’t rely on
a single technology or a predictable channel of communication
for transactional and task execution. Multidimensional
properties include the following:
 Using quantum computing for brute force code breaking of a
data packet is rendered meaningless by the incomplete data
contained within the packet lacking of metadata useful in
identifying related datagrams in a sea of network traffic.
 Using quantum computing for brute force code breaking of a
data packet doesn’t help in decrypting other data packets
since security credentials and concealment algorithms are
dynamic, changing faster than they can be broken.
 The HyperSphere’s metamorphic HyperNode’s are stateless,
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meaning they forget what they have done immediately after
they execute any task leaving no record to inspect.
Data transport occurs over a meshed network, secured on a
hop-by-hop basis using dynamic concealment methods,
meaning there are no master keys able to inspect data traffic,
content, or even metadata.
Since routing is dynamic, traveling through the network at
near the speed of light, a hacker’s intervention (also traveling
at the same speed) can never catch the packet it is chasing.
By the time the hacker’s packet arrives at a HyperNode, the
state of the DyDAG meshed routing has changed,
metaphorically it’s like reading yesterday’s weather report.
The application of DyDAG transitory blockchains (tBC) in
HyperContract execution are stateless– destroyed after each
task is completed, so supercomputing cannot be used to break
a record that has already been destroyed.
DyDAG perpetual blockchains (BC) are privacy protected by
a multi-tree identity-trust-chain using pseudonymous
identities, meaning no means exists to link the pseudonymous
owner to their true identity CA-certificate.

In general, the HyperSphere employs time and state-based
dynamic changes in its network operations, packet transport,
and security credentials to greatly reduce the probability of a
successful intrusion into the SDNP spatiotemporal meshed
network or against HyperSpheric transactional processing. This
does not mean that any given datagram might not be codebroken, but that the damage of the attack is limited because of
the packet’s limited content, short lifespan, and lack of
contextual metadata.
IV. HYPERSPHERE MARKETS & APPLICATIONS
As a global network and cloud-based computing platform,
the HyperSphere supports a wide range of services and
functions creating economic value and enabling e-commerce.
Markets, applications, and e-commerce supported by the
HyperSphere include:







Realtime communication,
Distributed computing,
Disaggregated data & cloud storage,
Secure cloud-connected devices (IoT, V2X),
e-Services, and
Artificial intelligence (AI)

A) HyperSphere Realtime Cloud Communication
The dynamic routing capability of the Secure Dynamic
Network & Protocol enables the HyperSphere to support the
full range of electronic communication including telephony,
VoIP, text messaging, live video, conference calls, audio and
video content streaming, email, professional communication,
Professional Mobile Radio connectivity, security networks, and
control grids. Benefits include hypersecure communication,
identity-trust-chain based privacy, low-propagation delay
routing, low latency, redundant connectivity, and costperformance optimization capability.
Unlike conventional networks, data traffic routing over the
HyperSphere dynamically adapts for local network congestion

and outages. Comprising a hybrid heterogeneous network of
fixed backhaul (using 1st Tier resources), on-demand dark fiber,
third-party ISPs, and dynamic peer-to-peer connectivity,
network performance actually improves (rather than degrades)
with the number of HyperSphere users– more HyperNodes
improves the number of connections and DyDAG network
resiliency.
Another benefit of the HyperSphere in communication is its
embedded cryptoeconomics. HyperNode owners earning
tokens can use it to pay service providers for delivering
communication services such as Internet access, telephony,
private business networks, cable TV, audio streaming, video
streaming, and other benefits, thereby reducing personal
telecommunication expense in proportion to the HyperNode’s
activity in HyperSphere. To support HyperSphere e-commerce
in its communication products and services, a range of service
providers have already committed to develop and use
HyperSphere communication services. Examples follow:

StealthTalk is a cybersecure personal messenger developed
exclusively for the HyperSphere featuring realtime hypersecure
cloud communication including text, voice, group calls, live
video, and large attachments (including videos, pictures, PDFs,
files, etc.). StealthTalk differs from conventional Internet based
messengers in a variety of ways to ensure privacy and security.
For one, StealthTalk operates as a private communication
network over the HyperSphere public cloud. Upon installing the
app onto any Android or iOS device, StealthTalk pairs itself to
its host using a network authentication procedure unique to each
device.
The application is sandboxed, not sharing its cryptographic
keys or call history with the host, except through its UI/UX
dialog during an active network connection. As such, cloning
the device will not facilitate access to call logs, chats,
attachments, or security credentials. Furthermore, no record of
calls or callers appears on the phone’s call log history thereby
preventing metadata tracking or inspection.
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Fig.37: StealthTalk identity validation for end-to-end personal privacy

Other features include self-destructing messages and a
unique privacy mode limiting access of “private” communiqués
or incoming calls to users only upon completing multi-factor
identity authentication. In addition to its hypersecure
communication data packet routing, StealthTalk offers users the
opportunity to exchange private end-to-end encryption keys,
separate from the network’s security credentials.
As illustrated in Figure 37, in StealthTalk private end-to-end
crypto-key exchange can be executed over the network based
on personal confirmation by phone call, or preferably by
exchanging keys in person, i.e. face-to-face, without using any
network for the personal key exchange. StealthTalk may be
used out of the box (i.e. as downloaded) or may be customized
as a white-label communicator product for private corporations
and BYOD friendly solution for secure enterprise
communications. StealthTalk is a certified Microsoft co-sale
partner. URL: www.stealthtalk.com

UPROTEL (Unified Professional Communications) is a
professional communication developer and network support
provider offering system solutions for business and government
including municipalities, armed services, emergency services
(police, paramedics, fire), and port authority services [326].
UPROTEL is a pioneering adopter of early SDNP technology
hosted over a private cloud for TETRA Professional Mobile
Radio devices [327] supporting dispatcher-based professional
communication.
Dating back to the 2000s, UPROTEL has supported a wide
range of professional communication clients through Europe,
Middle East, and USA, including the US Army. Product
features include professional mobile radio (PMR) functions
over IP networks (Wi-Fi, LTE); secure communication on
unsecured lines; communication between different networks
types (radio, GSM, VoIP, 3G/LTE); communication among
incompatible devices (radios, smartphones, PCs); and mobile

command centers. UPROTEL data and traffic management
features include: advanced dispatching; monitoring and
recording; indoor/outdoor positioning; regroup user by
location; auto vehicle location (AVL); location-based tasks;
object-oriented tasks; task sequences and queues. UPROTEL
intends to expand its professional services onto the
HyperSphere network. URL: www.uprotel.com

StealthMail is a Microsoft sponsored hypersecure email
system especially developed for the HyperSphere to facilitate
reliable, private and secure email communication not possible
over the Internet. In addition to its SDNP-based fragmented
data transport, StealthMail leverages the HyperSphere’s
identity-trust-chain and enterprise-grade CA-certificate
authority to identify and quarantine imposters and to facilitate
intelligent spam filtering. StealthMail offers a variety of
features not available by Internet based emails. These features
include:
 Stealth– email traffic is invisible to hackers, interlopers, and
third parties, rending a company’s emails secure and immune
from surveillance or cyberattacks, obfuscating both content
and packet metadata from sniffing, man-in-the-middle, and
man-in-the-email attacks.
 Control– StealthMail gives exclusive control and ownership
of end-to-end encryption keys and data to company client
devices. User security features exist in addition to the
network security features enabled by the SDNP protocol
stack and the HyperSphere’s dynamic routing over a meshed
network.
 Email Encryption– StealthMail encrypts individually on the
user’s side and separately stores an email body and its
attachments in a protected cloud via disaggregated data
storage. The email itself contains only a secure crypto-link
containing no user information whatsoever. All email content
is instead transported using nested encryption comprising
private key end-to-end user encryption and SDNP network
hop-by-hop tunnel-protocol based encryption and state-based
dynamic concealment.
 Email Revocation– StealthMail offers a company the ability
to revoke historical email or data at any time including
communiqués of both staff and third parties.
 Blockchain– StealthMail employs the HyperSphere’s
network native blockchain capability to identify and prohibit
phishing attacks.
 Legal Compliance– StealthMail is flexible, adjustable to
meet local legal regulations including its ability to comply
with EU’s GDPR (European Union’s ‘General Data
Protection Regulation’), the United States Department Health
and Human Service’s ‘Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act’ of 1996 (HIPAA) and others.
StealthMail employs a multidimensional approach to security
using the most advanced encryption mechanisms currently
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available, easily upgradable as new methods arise.

Fig.38: Simplified StealthTalk email process flow chart

Methods include ECC 512+ bit elliptic curve encryption
keys, 512-bit HMAC key for messaging, AES 256-bit
encryption for data storage, TWOFISH 256-bit encryption for
data transfer, RSA 812-bit encryption for signature and
authority and SHA-3 512-bit hash for passwords. Algorithms as
described are subject to change without notice. The
aforementioned encryption characteristics exist atop the
HyperSpheric cloud’s dynamic security provisions and unique
mail process (shown in Figure 38) facilitating nested security
not corruptible by any party or network operator. Considering
91% of all intrusions are committed via email, Internet based
email remains the weakest link in communication today,
especially given its reliance on TLS/SSL transport security and
session-based HTTPS, methods proven to be vulnerable to a
variety of attack vectors. StealthMail, in contrast does not rely
on these cryptographically weak protections to secure and
privacy protect email communication, making it an ideal email
platform for global email communication. StealthMail
seamlessly integrates into Microsoft Outlook as an Add-In,
thereby enhancing the familiar interface with advanced security
features. StealthMail is a certified Microsoft co-sale partner.
URL: www.stealthmail.com

Adventive Communications, a division of Adventive

International, is a global developer of secure high-bandwidth
microwave radios for industrial/enterprise applications and for
communication network backhaul.
With numerous patents issued [500] [501], Adventive is
pioneering a new generation of high-performance full-duplex
radios for applications including transportation systems,
security cameras and systems, corporate and university campus
networks, factories, mining, refineries, power grids, and more.
Adventive Communications intends to enable its microwave
radios with SDNP capability through pre-loaded HyperNodes.
It also has plans to develop HyperSpot routers with Data Link
Layer-2 SDNP protocols enabling superior Last Mile security.
Such routers can be optimized for tokens minting with emphasis
on communication, computing, or storage HyperNode
functionality. A longer-term development involves a
revolutionary new class of microwave radio capable of long
distance high-bandwidth communication competing with
optical fiber-based distribution.

As a pioneering developer of SDNP network technology,
Listat Software Development Corporation offers contract
development of cloud communication and computing software
to enterprises wishing to expedite their adoption of the
HyperSphere’s capability and services. Listat provides high
quality development of critical systems (be it dependable,
security-critical, realtime, or performance-critical systems).
Listat develops realtime systems that manage tasks which are
time critical, such as processing data in realtime (encoding,
packing, transferring data) with control of accuracy up to 1 ms.
Listat provides the most extensive range of solutions for
professional communication market, supporting TETRA, PMR,
DMR, VoIP, PABX, PSTN, ISDN, etc. and more. URL: Listat
was also a major developer of SDNP technology for UPROTEL
and the HyperSphere. URL: www.listatsoftware.com
B) HyperSphere Distributed Cloud Computing
Computing over the HyperSphere is executed in a distributed
manner where HyperNode enabled servers, desktop PCs, and
underutilized Bitcoin mining engines form a peer-to-peer
network able to divide tasks and share workloads operating as
a multi-node global computing environment. Subtasks may also
be allocated to HyperNode connected notebooks, gaming
consoles, mobile phones, tablets, and Internet appliances when
on-line.
Universities and research institutes can also bridge
computing networks using HyperNode clusters, thereby
avoiding the need for deploying complex customized
networking tools. Because HyperNodes operate across multiple
protocol layers spanning the range from Network Layer-3 to
Application Layer-7, HyperSphere interconnected computers
are able to maintain perpetual session identity with user-defined
encryption of content, facilitating a virtual meshed computer
network with the potential to access billions of computers
facilitating a shared virtual machine. Since HyperNode portals
operate as symmetrically sandboxed applications, separating
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host content and device owner activities from HyperSpheric
distributed computing tasks, complex projects can be executed
without risk of data leakage.
When combined with the HyperSphere’s disaggregated cloud
storage capability, distributed computing is well suited to
support big data projects. For perpetual computing needs such
as weather analysis, monitoring of NEOs (near earth objects),
and the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI), the
HyperSphere facilitates the use of 3rd Tier and 4th Tier
resources to lower costs and improve timely analysis of data.
Another benefit of the HyperSphere in distributed computing is
its ability to support tokenization of the computing
environment. Tokens generated by the HyperSphere on behalf
of the computing cloud may be used to control access, reward
sharing, provide payment, or facilitate future discounts.
C) HyperSphere Disaggregated Data & Cloud Storage
With its network-native disaggregated data storage
capability, the HyperSphere offers the perfect platform for
supporting big data projects and for protecting the privacy of
personal information in files containing credit history, financial
information, medical records and more. Using its unique
distributed storage methods, data breeches and cyber attacks on
storage farms are neutralized by incomplete access to correlated
files. Since drive mapping and security credentials are dynamic,
the location and cryptographic identities of files and databases
are available only to a file’s owner signed by a valid CAcertificate at the time the data files are created. Subsequent
network attacks are worthless as file content is distributed
across the cloud using unique cryptographic keys not
discoverable by conventional database attack stratagems.
Benefits of the HyperSphere in disaggregated data cloud
storage is its intrinsic ability to maintain globally distributed
data backup files for disaster recovery circumventing regional
risks of terrorism, power outages, fire, extreme weather,
earthquakes, or acts of God.
Applications of the HyperSphere’s disaggregated data files
range from medical and insurance records to global corporate
databases supporting CRM, ERP, RDB, and others.
Disaggregated cloud storage may also be used in storing private
blockchain record management useful in certification processes
and in clinical trials.

AraLight Life Sciences is an example of a startup directing
their efforts toward creating a new generation platform for
clinical trial management systems (CTMS) and Electronic Data
Capture (EDC) including an extensive use of private
blockchains for chronicling and preserving clinical trial test
results using indelible time stamps, thereby preventing fraud in
trial results. Unlike present day systems employing the transfer
of data from one database to another throughout the trial and
FDA product approval process, the AraLight solution employs
a common database for all records, uniquely customizing record
reporting for each target, e.g. content specifically for product
developers, sponsors, hospitals, physicians, and the FDA.

D) HyperSphere Secure (IoT) Cloud-Connected Devices
The IoT application of the HyperSphere in cloud-connected
devices (Internet-of-Things) offers several unique features not
possible using the Internet. Firstly, hypersecure communication
using the SDNP protocol over the cloud and in Last Mile
communication facilitates a security shell containing the
connected devices.
This quasi-unidirectional security shell enables control of IoT
devices without providing access or network mapping attack
vulnerabilities through low-level IoT devices. And although
command and control instruction are unidirectional, sensor and
feedback data can be transferred upstream to an IoT subnet
controller without providing unfettered access to the cloud or
risking network security.
Other benefits of the HyperSphere in cloud-connected device
operation include the ability to capture and record sensor data
onto a blockchain to ensure data integrity. Dynamic
blockchains enable legally binding realtime reporting of the
operating parameters of system critical applications like power
grid management, nuclear power plant operation, chemical
processing, transportation systems, airbag operation, or any
other hardware device where an operator or manufacturer might
be motivated to conceal fault conditions to avoid liability and
culpability.
Still another benefit of the HyperSphere for cloud-connected
device operation involves tokens payment for subscription
based IoT devices. In this e-commerce model, consumers
earning tokens by hosting HyperNodes can exchange their
earned cryptocurrency to activate a device or to upgrade its
performance level (see Applied BioPhotonics example).

Applied BioPhotonics or ABP is the developer and global
manufacturer of biophotonic apparatus including PBT
therapeutic devices. PBT, an acronym for photobiomodulation
therapy, is a revolutionary form of physical medicine
employing red and near infrared light to stimulate tissue healing
and maintain healthy cellular metabolism by energizing the
intracellular organelle, mitochondria [502].
During treatment, photons absorbed by the mitochondria
generate adenosine triphosphate or ATP, the primary source of
energy powering living cells. Illuminated tissue or organs also
beneficially release nitrous oxide, causing vasodilation,
enhanced circulation, tissue oxygenation, pH normalization,
reduction of pain and inflammation [503], and expedited
healing of injuries. The professional version of the PBT device
used by hospitals, physicians, and professional athletes has
completed independent safety certifications in accordance with
ISO, IEC, and the FCC. The device has FDA approval in the
United States [504], Dubai, the UAE, and Taiwan. The
company is now seeking FDA approval in Korea and China.
Based on numerous issued and pending [505] [506], the next
professional version of the device will employ network
connectivity offering both Internet and HyperSphere cloud
capability.
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Fig.39: Subscription based photobiomodulation therapy app

In a consumer version of the PBT device shown in Figure 39
(under development), the HyperSphere’s cryptoeconomics is
especially attractive for subscription-based use models where a
smartphone app drives WiFi-enabled 3D-bendable LED pads
dynamically controlling photobiomodulation of treated tissue.
Conveniently, monthly subscription fees can be paid in tokens,
possibly earned by a HyperNode hosted on the same
smartphone. URL: www.appliedbiophotonics.com
E) HyperSpheric e-services
With its cybersecurity and privacy provisions, the
HyperSphere is especially well suited to support a variety of eservices to its clients. The potential for HyperSpheric e-services
is essentially limitless. A few examples include:
1. Online banking / Fintech
2. Wire transfer services
3. Point-of-sale (POS) purchases
4. ATM tellers
5. Online shopping
6. Estate & trust management
7. Insurance
8. Intellectual property
9. Business services
10. Transportation services
11. Online content distribution
12. Travel and tourism
13. Entertainment
14. Home and business security

For financially related products and services, the
HyperSphere ensures transactional integrity through SDNP
based hypersecure communication and network native CAcertificate based identity-trust-chains. By abandoning
traditional communal blockchains vulnerable to fraud for
private DyDAG blockchains, the proceeds of all financial
transactions are indelibly recorded on private blockchains with
defined identity-based ownership, protecting assets from theft
while discouraging criminality through fund traceability.
Several provisions of the HyperSphere are especially
valuable in offering financial services while protecting account
privacy. These include the replicant blockchain observer
segment (RBOS) based method for confirming blockchain
transactions (that prevents transactional backtracing and
privacy attacks) and blockchain defragmentation, a process that
limits the RBOS length to very end portion of a DyDAG
blockchain.
Another valuable financial transaction provision is the OT 3
proxy, the one-time-transactional token that supports POS and
online payments from cryptocurrency without giving the payee
access to the payor’s blockchain records. That feature along
with the CA-certificate signed HypWallet renders unauthorized
withdrawals and fraudulent spending plaguing conventional
credit cards ineffective in the HyperSphere.
The HyperSphere also enables banks, financial institutions,
and businesses to execute international money transfers as an
exchange medium vastly superior to SWIFT wires in security
and efficiency. For example, a payment in United States dollars
(USDs), transferred over the HyperSphere in the form of
tokens, can be redeemed in Indian rupees without the need for
currency exchange, improving financial efficiency, eliminating
middle-men, and reducing transactional costs and service fees.
In the field of asset management, e.g. trusts, estates, annuities,
and insurance policies, the use of the HyperSphere auxiliary
DyDAG blockchain supports the recording of legal documents,
immutably chronicled as time-stamped blocks entered onto the
auxiliary blockchain.

LifeSite was created to inspire and empower people by
connecting their head and their heart - providing personal peace
of mind today, and for family and loved ones tomorrow.
LifeSite’s ultra-secure, cloud-based, digital safe deposit box
helps individuals and families, along with their advisors to
organize, manage and share all of life’s information and
documents – for any stage of life. With security as a first
priority, LifeSite combines secure file access and controlled,
permission-based sharing with high-level document encryption
and security, to provide safe and smart digital storage solutions.
Features of LifeSite include:
 Pre-defined categories and fields – All privilege controlled,
for entering and encrypting information in different
categories such as personal, medical, people, pets, online
accounts, career, finances, property, insurance and legal –
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and provides convenient features to enter, attach and share
information and documents. LifeSite is also PCI, GDPR,
HIPAA and PIPEDA compliant.
Secure file sharing – The LifeSite file vault eliminates the
risk of emailing attachments through unsecure, unencrypted
servers common in Internet communication and routing.
Dynamic meshed transport over the HyperSphere’s SDNP
cloud facilitates an added degree of security by preventing
packet tracking and metadata surveillance.
LifeSite checklists – Checklists facilitate controlled
collaboration with family members and advisors for a variety
of life events and processes such as: preparing for a disaster
or an accident, estate planning, saving for college or a home,
planning for travel, having a child, preparing for death,
caregiving, settling an estate, etc.
Asset & transactional tracking (planned) – Transactional
tracking using private blockchains immutably records assets,
events, personal data, and account information using timestamped secure blocks of hashed data– information critical to
establishing
proof-of-ownership
and
transactional
chronology, especially as related to disputes over wills,
estates, trusts, and other long-term and multi-generational
assets.
Encrypted Messaging– Secure, realtime message exchange
with collaborators regarding additions, changes, or deletions
for life information or documents.
LifeSite also has companion apps available on iOS, Android
and Amazon’s Alexa.

is the only person who can read it; LifeSite (and the
HyperSphere) never has access to it.

In addition to network and data transport security offered by
the HyperSphere, LifeSite employs its own end-to-end data
protection, encryption, and security mechanisms (depicted in
Figure 40) to ensure the ultimate in user privacy provisions.
Features include:
 Strong Passwords and multi-factor authentication –
Passwords alone aren’t enough to protect accounts. While
access to LifeSite requires a password that must meet
stringent length and character strength requirements, twofactor authentication provides an extra degree of security.
Additionally, the LifeSite mobile app uses biometric
identification with fingerprint access.
 Layered encryption – LifeSite encrypts every single piece of
information and all documents, during transmission and
storage. SHA-256 and military-grade AES-256 encryptions
are utilized and each user has a unique encryption key that’s
frequently rotated to guard against unauthorized access.
Moreover, cryptographic key exchanges over the
HyperSphere are fragmented preventing network attacks
from detecting and reconstructing cryptographic credentials.
 Zero-trust network – LifeSite faithfully employs an
architectural and operational philosophy of ‘zero-trust’. This
philosophy states “not to implicitly trust any network and to
build security mechanisms in every layer to reduce the threat
radius.
 LifeSite is a zero-knowledge system – Information is
encrypted from end-to-end so that the LifeSite account holder

Fig.40: LifeSite’s hypersecure, encrypted end-to-end information flow
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 Fragmented data – Additionally, passwords, user data and
the unique user encryption key are split into pieces and stored
separately, ensuring that they’re unreadable while in storage.
Finally, LifeSite never transmits or stores files, encryption
keys and user passwords in unencrypted form, ensuring data
is never compromised even if devices are lost or stolen.
 Ransomware immunity – The rise of ransomware has caused
countless people to lose important information, with millions
more still vulnerable and without a solution. LifeSite's
hypersecure File Vault provides the answer to this problem.
With data securely stored in a LifeSite File Vault, an infected
user can refresh the lost files after a system restore on the
device. Furthermore, optional file change history allows
restoration of a file to a previously known-good state.
 Realtime, secure document collaboration – An essential
component of LifeSite is to enable secure sharing and
collaboration with family, friends, and trusted advisors. In a
matter of seconds, users can provide, or revoke, access to any
category of life information or files. It's also vital to track
access and usage, hence a full audit trail is available in
realtime at all times, even after collaboration has been
revoked. The patented (US 9,369,445) [507] LifeSite object
encryption ensures data is secure and controlled at all times.
 Enhanced data transport atop HyperSphere (planned) –
Encrypted LifeSite information transport security is
enhanced through the HyperSphere SDNP network;
leveraging the hop-by-hop tunnel-protocol and dynamic
routing and packet concealment.
 Document signing (planned) – LifeSite signing server
generates a digital signature constructed from your device
specific public key and a unique fingerprint of the file
contents, which it then signs with your private key. The
digital signature is published utilizing HyperSphere BaaS
decentralized ledger, in the form of a dated transaction,
leaving the original document untouched. Once a digital
signature has been authenticated by the HyperSphere and
appended onto the blockchain, it cannot be corrupted and will
remain unaltered in perpetuity, allowing anyone in the future
to verify the document's authenticity and integrity.
 Offline Mode (planned) – Ideal for disaster preparedness
scenarios, offline mode for mobile devices provides fast and
secure access to life information and files even when a data
connection isn't available. Using state-of-the-art data storage
and encryption techniques for mobile platforms, LifeSite is
able to provide critical information when it matters most
without impacting data security or privacy.
LifeSite was built to help families share information while
still maintaining the highest level of security. With LifeSite
users need not choose between convenience and security.
URL: www.lifesite.co

Adventive IPBank is a contract IP development company
helping businesses, startups, and would-be inventors to define
and develop an IP strategy, to expand its IP portfolio, to write
and file patent application, and to manage IP prosecution to a
successful fruition. Unlike a patent lawyer, Adventive IPBank
comprises engineers and technical experts able to understand a
client’s intent and to make inventions on their behalf, either
improving upon their invention disclosures or developing the
new IP outright. Along with Listat Software Development
services, Adventive IPBank was a major contributor and
architect of the SDNP and HyperSecure Last Mile
Communication patent applications, as well as a co-developer
of HyperSphere specific inventive matter and work product.
In the future, Adventive IPBank intends to adapt the
HyperSphere’s DyDAG blockchain structure to record and
track an idea’s development and prosecution including content
contributions, US and foreign filings for Taiwan, PCT and
WPO, as well as filings for provisional, continuation,
divisional, and continuation in part applications. The multi-tree
structure is especially valuable in tracking IP development
lineage and evolution.
Other e-services enabled by the HyperSphere include
business services. Such services include web-based accounting,
financial records, distributed CRM and contact management
hosting, database management, medical and insurance records
management, enterprise resource planning (ERP) distributed
system hosting, and more. The HyperSphere is also able to
support online cryptocurrency payment of monthly
subscription-based services such as TV, movie, and audio
streaming services, and as payment for on-demand services like
ride sharing, hotels, dining, cruises, and tourism.
F) Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
With its distributed cloud computing capability and native
cryptoeconomics, the HyperSphere provides unique
opportunities in artificial intelligence and machine learning. For
one, the decentralized HyperSphere Marketplace employs
artificial intelligence in negotiating HyperContracts among
resource providers and a merchant or service provider.
Secondly, with its enormous compute power, limitless
disaggregated storage capacity, and data privacy protective
provisions, personal information can be used to make
personalized recommendations to users pseudonymously, using
personal shopping or behavior-based data to predict interest or
suitability of a product or service to individuals without needing
to know their personal identity.
Once such AI-based recommendation service planning to golive over the HyperSphere is a startup entitled AVATARZ.
With nearly two decades of behavioral modeling experience,
the company plans to deliver AI based product
recommendations to consumers on behalf of its clients, and to
tokenize their business to incentivize participation using BaaS
support offered by the HyperSphere.
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G) HyperSphere BaaS and Tokenization Services
With network-native DyDAG blockchain processing and
adjunctive cryptocurrency generation through HyperNode Hop
Codes (HHCs), the HyperSphere is capable of generating
cryptocurrency, digital tokens, e-coupons, and other unfakable
digital assets for HyperSphere users. It is able to facilitate
Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) functionality for merchants
and service providers wishing to offer or employ custom digital
wallets, transactions processes, record keeping, or customized
functionality as part of their business model.
V. HYPERSPHERE FOUNDATION
Functioning as a non-profit foundation and decentralized
trust, the HyperSphere Foundation has no employees, owners,
shareholders, or executive officers. Structurally, activities are
outsourced to independent contractors performing services for
the HyperSphere in accordance with their respective roles and
duties including governance and oversight, engineering
development of applications and infrastructure, and invention
and intellectual property prosecution. Operationally, the
HyperSphere is fully decentralized comprising an autonomous
dynamic meshed network of HyperNodes hosted by user
devices– corporate, professional clouds, and individuals alike.
In this sense, the HyperSphere can be referred to as the people’s
network, or metaphorically as the Internet of People, a
decentralized global cloud everyone owns but no one controls.
Use of proceeds derived from the sale of tokens in any future
offering, public or private, shall be used to fund infrastructure
development, IP creation, and to sponsor merchant and service
provider adoption, and market development. As an open source
platform for global cybersecure communication and cloud
computing, the HyperSphere will seek to establish alliances
with all industry consortiums, major corporations, industries,
consortiums, professional societies, and universities to
maximize the beneficial impact of the HyperSphere platform
across the globe.
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Appendix A
HyperSphere Countermeasures & Features
The following tables describe the HyperSphere’s countermeasures and features designed to mitigate or ameliorate vulnerabilities
and deficiencies of the Internet, third-party certificate authorities, unitary-communal blockchains, and conventional PoW
cryptocurrencies. Although any one defensive mechanism may be subverted, the HyperSphere employs a multi-dimensional
approach to deliver security, privacy, and transactional integrity, minimizing attack causalities by (i) limiting the scope or extent
of the damage through access containment, (ii) limiting the duration by which an exploit remains effective using state-based
dynamic security and credentials (iii) providing ownership traceability to recover assets and to trace perpetrators, (iv) using hopby-hop autonomous security lacking any master key or control provision, i.e. fully decentralized operation, and (v) supporting
user-owned security features (such as end-to-end encryption or client specific AAA) of which, HyperSpheric network operations
has no knowledge or involvement. To maximize performance, transactional efficiency and network QoS, the HyperSphere executes
operations using network-native processes including (i) adjunctive cryptocurrency synthesis using Layer-1.5 (Network & Transport
Layers) generated HyperNode Hop Codes (HHCs); (ii) network generated CA-certificates for signing, devices, HyperNodes,
HyperContracts, and various transactional processes; and (iii) DyDAG based routing of fragmented data packet network traffic for
minimizing propagation delays and maximizing cloud throughput. An abridged list of HyperSphere features includes the following:
 De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt) – The HyperSphere operates as a fully decentralized network with no central control or
authority using distributed HyperNodes for communication, disaggregated storage, and cloud computing; a decentralized juryof-peers for consensus and HyperContract resolution, and an artificial intelligence (AI) based marketplace for HyperContract
negotiation (matching merchant/service providers to HyperNode/resource providers).
 Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr – The HyperSphere employs stateless HyperNodes performing nodal functions as
‘resource providers’ without retaining any transactional data or record after the task is performed, i.e. HyperNodes operate as
stateless DyDAG vertices. HyperNodes are classified into four tiers based on nodal capability (transaction rates, capacity, etc.)
and QoS performance history in HyperContract execution. Compensation of resource providers depends on a HyperNode’s tier
level and on its ratable participation in successful HyperContract execution.
 SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the HyperSphere
employs dynamic fragmentation to parse payloads using system ‘state variables’ and state-based algorithms to realize a
spatiotemporal network and transport datagrams therein. Data storage in the HyperSphere, both cached and non-volatile content
is realized using disaggregated data spread across the HyperSpheric cloud.
 SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the HyperSphere
employs dynamic meshed routing whereby fragmented data packets are routed over a collection of DyDAG trees in accordance
with minimizing propagation delay of realtime packets and minimizing local congestion in the spatiotemporal network.
 SDNP anonymous packets, single hop – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the HyperSphere
employs anonymous data packets whereby each datagram uses dynamic IP and port addresses of incoming and outgoing packets
with no knowledge as to the originating source (point of origin) or ultimate destination of the packet. Anonymous data transport
prevents meaningful surveillance or meta-data analysis of HyperSpheric network traffic.
 SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the
HyperSphere employs state-based dynamic concealment methods of datagram payloads, i.e. Application Layer-7 data. Executed
on a hop-by-hop basis, dynamic concealment includes varying combinations and sequences of scrambling, encryption, junkdata, junk-packets, and splitting, and the inverse processes thereof. The algorithms and security credentials (including numeric
seeds, encryption keys, etc.) are state-specific, varying with time, location, cloud, subnets, etc. with no master keys and no central
point of control.
 SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the
HyperSphere employs tri-channel communication, where device identities; transactional scheduling (or packet routing); and task
execution (or data transport) are executed respectively by metamorphic HyperNodes operating as name server nodes, authority
nodes, or task nodes. During HyperContract negotiation, each metamorphic HyperNode is selected to perform only one-of-three
dedicated functions for a given HyperContract. This multi-dimensional approach to security thereby avoids the concentration of
information within any single HyperNode for a specific contract. Because the network is dynamic, DyDAG routing of datagrams
carrying transactional data of unrelated HyperContracts involves new security credentials independent of other contracts, thereby
enabling metamorphic HyperNodes to service more than one HyperContract at a time.
 SDNP dyn transport security, VPN tunnels – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP), the
HyperSphere employs single-hop Transport Layer-4 security operating as node-to-node ad hoc VPN connections with no master
keys, i.e. employing peer-to-peer dynamic tunnel protocols.
 Network native CA-certs, multi-factor – HyperSphere transactions, assets, and devices support network-native generated CAcertificates with the option of multi-factor authorization including identity (owner), group, or system authentication.
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 Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership – HyperSphere transactions, assets, and devices employ CA-certificate based trust chains
linked to true-identity based accounts to ensure ownership and recovery. Multi-tiered CA-certificates including, system, group,
identity, root, intermediate, and leaf certificates deliver privacy protections while enabling account recovery mechanisms. A
sequential quantum key (SQK), held offline in cold storage facilitates account recovery of corrupted trust chains and root
certificates.
 Digitally signed assets, trust zones – HyperSphere assets including HyperNodes, devices, DyDAG blockchains, and HypWallets,
employ CA-certificate based digital signatures to prevent imposter access, where privacy provisions and access rights are
arranged into ‘trust zone’ security shells.
 Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA – The HyperSphere combines identity-based accounts to ensure proof-of ownership with
pseudonymous CA-certificates for transactions to prevent identity theft and profiling. The use of AAA (authentication,
authorization, and administration) combined with multifactor authentication prevents imposter exploits, account usurpation, and
profiling. Through CA-certificates and identity-trust-chains, account-based ownership of personal DyDAG blockchains protects
token blockchains from backtracing and theft common in unitary communal blockchains.
 Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy – The HyperSphere’s use of HypWallets as digitally-signed security vaults to safely protect
cryptocurrency and other private assets combined with the use of temporary wallets and one-time-transaction-token (OT3)
proxies facilitates online and point-of-sale (POS) transactions using fiat currency or cryptocurrency without risking unauthorized
access of personal account information or blockchain backtracing.
 Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag – In addition its privacy and security benefits, the HyperSphere’s application of multitree dynamic DAGs limits the length and size of token, auxiliary, and BaaS blockchains, facilitating high transaction rates, rapid
resolution, and minimal data storage requirements.
 Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco – The HyperSphere’s use of embedded network-native blockchain generation and adjunctive
cryptocurrency synthesis using HyperNode Hop Codes (HHCs) facilitates an energy efficient, ecologically responsible
(sustainable) method of cryptocurrency generation based on performing useful work (rather than puzzle solving). Energy
consumption is one-trillionth (10–12) that of conventional PoW cryptocurrencies. Rather than utilizing a separate application
program, cryptocurrency synthesis and BaaS blockchain generation occur in the HyperSphere using a HyperNode embedded
blockchain processor (BCP).
 HyperContract, transitory tBC – The HyperSphere’s use of HyperContracts prescribes transactions between merchants/serviceproviders and HyperNodes/resource-provides articulating the contract’s deliverables. HyperContracts also specify
cryptocurrency compensation (as a secured pledge) for active participation in the HyperContracts. Contract execution is
documented by network-native HyperNode Hop Codes (HHCs) chronicled in a transitory DyDAG blockchain (tBC) recording
each HyperNode’s Proof of Performance (PoP). Because the HHCs are generated adjunctively from data transport and indelibly
recorded on the tBC, imposters are unable to fake participation, or fraudulently claim their ratable right to mint new tokens.
 Cloaked jurors, RBOS, HN tunnels – The HyperSphere ameliorates blockchain and network attacks by preventing backtracing,
minimizing the impact of denial of service attacks, and subverting cyberbots by employing cloaked jurors, replicant blockchain
observer segments (RBOS), and ad hoc HyperNode tunnels to remote nodes.
 DyDAG aux sidechains – The HyperSphere supports DyDAG auxiliary sidechains for documentation, able to document timestamped records on multiple sidechains without contaminating a main blockchain. In this manner, status updates depicting noncryptocurrency transactions can be enshrined onto a main blockchain without interrupting cryptocurrency transactions.
 User implemented features, other – The HyperSphere supports user APIs on Application Layer-7 using open source services
such a digital signatures of executable code, HHC code generation, blockchain processing and more. Merchants and service
providers may also implement proprietary functions and security features such as end-to-end encryption, private multi-factor
authentication methods, and more.
The following tables list common vulnerabilities of the Internet, certificate authorities (trust chains), conventional blockchains,
and cryptocurrency-based transactions, identifying HyperSpheric countermeasures to the described vulnerabilities and
deficiencies. The defensive provisions are grouped into four (color coded) broad remedies, namely: decentralization (yellow),
security (blue), identity and trust (red), transactional integrity (green). Exemplary user implementable features are also described.
Tables are topically arranged into the same groups as section II of the technical whitepaper including §A – Identity Fraud and Trust
Attacks, §B – Network Attacks, §C – Data Breaches, §D – Blockchain Attacks, and Other (including §E – New Technology, §F –
IoE, and §G – Web 3.0, Internet of Blockchains).
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3-D Secure

POS transactional fraud

PCU DSS skimming

POS transactional fraud

PCU DSS data intercept

CA cert, SSL-3.0 fraud

POODLE, downgrades

CA-cert, TLS fraud

Heartbleed

CA-cert, UNIX TLS bugs

Shellshock, Bashbug

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (login)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (rootkit)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (eavesdrop)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (datascraper)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (phishing)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (MIM exploit)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Spyware (key logger)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Scareware

CA-cert fraud, malware

Zero-day expl, Stuxnet

CA-cert fraud, malware

Trojan (Zeus, etc.)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Duqu 2.0

CA-cert fraud, malware

Crypto key theft

CA-cert fraud, malware

DoS (L4/L7)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Econ (imposter fraud)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Cyber espionage

CA-cert fraud, malware

Cyber warfare

CA-cert fraud, malware

Fake code signing cert

CA-cert fraud, malware

Fake antivirus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Worm

CA-cert fraud, malware

Backdoor

CA-cert fraud, malware

Email virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Web, HTTP virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

FTP virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Ad-blocker virus
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Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco

Bank accounts

Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag

Account theft

Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy

SWIFT / Internet

Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA

Unrecovered wire cancel

Digitally signed assets, trust zones

SWIFT / Internet

Network native CA-certs, multi-factor
auth
Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership

Money wire fraud

SDNP dyn transport sec, VPN tunnels

SWIFT / Internet

SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D

SWIFT / Internet

Accidental wire routing

SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless

Money wire reroute/hijack

SDNP anonymous packets, single hop

Target/Vector

SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop

Deficiency/Vulnerability

SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data

Identity Fraud
& Trust Attacks

Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr

Part II
§A

De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt)

Legend
Decentralized, no oper cntrl
HyperSecure, SDNP
Identity (CA-cert), privacy
Transactional integrity

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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CA-cert fraud, malware

Anti-virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

System cleanup virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Software install/updat

CA-cert fraud, malware

Java script virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

PDF reader virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Media player virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Messenger malware

CA-cert fraud, malware

Malicious URL

CA-cert fraud, malware

Adware virus/exploits

CA-cert fraud, malware

Typosquatting

CA-cert fraud, malware

Fork bombs

CA-cert fraud, malware

Live (zero-day) bombs

CA-cert fraud, malware

Time bombs

CA-cert fraud, malware

Logic bombs

CA-cert fraud, malware

Frankenstein, binaries

CA-cert fraud, malware

Computer OS virus

CA-cert fraud, malware

Mobile virus (iOS)

CA-cert fraud, malware

Mobile virus (Android)

OEM malware

Preloaded virus
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Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco

Embedded tokens, recycling

HyperContract, transitory tBC

Cloaked jurors, RBOS. HN tunnels

DyDAG aux sidechains

User implemented features, other



Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag



Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy



Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA



Digitally signed assets, trust zones
















Network native CA-certs, multi-factor
auth
Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership
















SDNP dyn transport sec, VPN tunnels



SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D

SDNP anonymous packets, single hop




SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless

SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop
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Deficiency/Vulnerability

Target/Vector, Desc

Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr

SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data

End-to-end encryption, custom authentication
Custom authentication
Smartcard chip
IPSec tunnel protocol replaces TLS/SSL
Malware detection/virus checker, optional 2nd device authentication
Online database/blockchain of reported malware, banned sites, and bogons

De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            

Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

PBI– Bluetooth, Zigbee





Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

Bus– USB, PCI, HDMI





Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

L1 Ethernet cable (Cat)



Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

L1 cable (coax, fiber)



Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

L1 radio/microwave

Surveillance, Signal Intrcept

Wireless receivers



 
 

Denial of Service (DoS)

L1 PHY interface



Surveillance, Packet Intrcept

Bluetooth decrypt





Surveillance, Packet Intrcept
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Surveillance, Packet Intrcept

L2 Ethernet MAC addr
L2 DOCSIS-3 MAC
addr
L2 WiFi sniffer, MAC



Surveillance, Packet Intrcept

L2 WEP/WPA KRACK



Surveillance, Packet Intrcept

L2 3GLTE/4G/5G sniff



Packet Hijacking

L2 MIM, data corrupt



Wireless Packet Hijacking

Faux cell towr, corrupt



Last Mile Spying

L2 MAC radio monitor










Part II
§B
Network Attacks

Surveillance, Packet Intrcept
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OS System Function Calls

L5/L7 library Trojan































Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L5 authenticate fraud





















 

L6 fake CA-certs

























Crypto Key Exchange Theft

L3/L6 packet hijacking



    







Doc/Media Player Malware











 

Crypto Key Exchange Theft

L6 fake CA-certs



























Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L6 worm infestations



























Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L7 comm app malware
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Spyware

L7 comm app malware

























Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L7 sec app malware























Spyware

L7 sec app malware



















Browser

L7 app malware



















Crypto theft

L7 BC malware

















Usurpation of System

L7 OS malware

Usurpation of System

Network operator

     
     



































L5 fraud or spyware





















SSH Downgrade Exploit









































L5 fake CA-certs































      
      

L2 evil twin hotspot

LAN Fake MAC Msg

L2/L3 ARP spoof MIM

Denial of Service, DoS/DDoS

L2 MAC flood attack

Datagram hijacking

L3 IP spoofing

Datagram hijacking

L3 MIM, data corruptn

Wireless Datagrm Intercept

Authen relay attack

Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L3 cyberbot subnet

Bogon Black Hole IP Routng

IP address ruse

Port Interrogation

L4 port profiling

Denial of Service DoS/DDoS

L4 port attack

HTTP Daemon Port Attacks

L4/L7 port 80 attack

BGP Peer-to-Peer State Var.

L4/L7 routing exploits

RIR WHOIS Combo Attack

L4 TLS zombie blocks

TCP Handshaking Exploit

L4 Telnet/FTP fraud

Fraudulent Session Authen

L5 CA-cert theft/fraud

Malicious Session, Malware
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Embedded tokens, recycling

WiFi Packet Hijack, Fraud



Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco

Firesheep (Facebook)

Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag

Sidejacking (cookies)

Public WiFi Session Hijack

Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy

Packet Sequence Sniffing
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Personal information






















User implemented features, other

Data Breach










DyDAG aux sidechains

Client lists & accounts



Cloaked jurors, RBOS. HN tunnels

Data Breach








HyperContract, transitory tBC

Trade secrets, IP theft



Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA

Data Breach




Digitally signed assets, trust zones

Credit info








Network native CA-certs, multi-factor
auth
Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership

Data Breach



SDNP dyn transport sec, VPN tunnels

Business transactions

SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D

Financial records

Data Breach

SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless

Data Breach

SDNP anonymous packets, single hop

Target/Vector, Desc

SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop

Deficiency/Vulnerability

SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data

Data Breaches

Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr

Part II
§C

De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt)

1. HyperNode SDNP enabled router
2. Authenticated cookie (single, multifactor), AAA
3. Online database/blockchain of reported malware

1
1
1
1
1
1

Gov records (tax, SS#)

Data Breach

Health records

Data Breach

Military recds, vet/act

Data Breach

Personal files, media

Data Breach

Identity theft

Data Breach

Intelligence agencies

Database ID Usurpation

DB login overwrites

Transactional Record Attack

DB process interfere

SQL Injection

Login exploit, passwrd

SQL Injection

Inject worms, malware

SQL Injection

Access data

SQL Injection

Steal passwords

































































Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA

Data Breach

Digitally signed assets, trust zones
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1
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1
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2

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Fake cryptocurrency

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

51% attack

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Denial-of-Service attck

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Race attack

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Sybil attack

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Finney attack

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Segmentation

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Security vulnerability

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Timejacking

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Record hacking

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Tragedy of commons

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Spam attack

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Double spending

BC Fraud, Consensus Attack

Spyware

Cryptocurrency Theft

Crypto wallet theft

Cryptocurrency Theft

Password/CA theft

Cryptocurrency Theft

Private key security

Cryptocurrency Theft

Clock skew attack

Cryptocurrency Theft

Weak cryptography

Cryptocurrency Theft

Security vulnerability

Cryptocurrency Theft

Ransomware

Cryptocurrency Theft

Endpoint vulnerability

Cryptocurrency Theft

WiFi packet sniffing

Cryptocurrency Theft

Address redirect

Cryptocurrency Theft

DoS repudiation attack

Cryptocurrency Theft

Implementation bugs

































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
    


 













 












 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

User implemented features, other

DyDAG aux sidechains

Cloaked jurors, RBOS. HN tunnels

HyperContract, transitory tBC

Embedded tokens, recycling

Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco

Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag

Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy

Network native CA-certs, multi-factor
auth
Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership

SDNP dyn transport sec, VPN tunnels

SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D

SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless

SDNP anonymous packets, single hop

Target/Vector, Desc

SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop

Deficiency/Vulnerability

SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data

Blockchain Attacks

Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr

Part II
§D

De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt)

1. Custom database access control, user authorization, access control
2. Multifactor authorization

1

2

Malware Attacks

BC transfer Trojans

Malware Attacks

BC viral infection

Malware Attacks

Zero day exploits

Malware Attacks

Miner attack

Privacy Leakage

Identity extraction

Privacy Leakage

BC backtracing

Privacy Leakage

Deanonymisation

Blockchain Illegality

Copyright violations

Blockchain Illegality

Stolen IP

Blockchain Illegality

Business material

Blockchain Illegality

Banned material

Blockchain Illegality

Illegal content

Blockchain Illegality

Illicit transactions

Blockchain Illegality

Cyberhygiene

Blockchain Illegality

Infection alerts

Smart Contract Fraud

Ponzi schemes

Smart Contract Fraud

Security vulnerability

Smart Contract Fraud

Privacy leakage

Smart Contract Fraud

Implementation bugs















































































































 



















 

Accts, pseudonymous trans, AAA

Spyware

SDNP dyn conceal, state-based, keyless

Test transaction attack

Cryptocurrency Theft

SDNP anonymous packets, single hop

Cryptocurrency Theft

Digitally signed assets, trust zones
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Centralized Operation

Network ops control

Administrator Intervention

Network ops control

3rd Party Cert Authorities

Fraud, theft

Centralized Operation

Financial transactions

Blockchain Mining

Mining time

Blockchain Mining

Mining energy

Blockchain Mining

Mining cost

Blockchain Mining

BC size/weight

Blockchain Validation

Peer consensus

Cryptocurrency transaction

Online payment speed

Cryptocurrency transaction

Point-of-Sales speed

Cryptocurrency transaction

Asset transfer speed

Cryptocurrency transaction

Online pmnt integrity

Cryptocurrency transaction

POS integrity

Cryptocurrency transaction

Asset xfr integrity

Device Security Risk

IoT, V2X

 



























 
 
 
 








 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  

User implemented features, other

DyDAG aux sidechains

Cloaked jurors, RBOS. HN tunnels

HyperContract, transitory tBC

Embedded tokens, recycling

Adjunctive crypto synth, HHCs, eco

Lightweight multi-tree DyDAGs, defrag

Private & temp wallets, OT3 proxy

Network native CA-certs, multi-factor
auth
Identity trust chain, SQK, ownership

SDNP dyn transport sec, VPN tunnels

SDNP tri-ch, metamorphic HNs, multi-D

Limitation/Risk
Data & net oligopolies

SDNP dyn meshed routing, min prop

Deficiency/Vulnerability
Network Sequestration

SDNP dyn frag, state-based, disag data

Other Deficiencies
& Vulnerabilities

Stateless HyperNodes, 4-tier res pvdr

Part II
§E, F, G

De-centralized (node, juror, AI mrkt)

1. Adjunctive synthesis via HHCs
2. Code debug protocols
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Device Privacy Risk

IoT, V2X

Quantum Security Risk

Code breaking

1. HyperNode SDNP enabled router
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Glossary
The following terms define terms of art used in the technical whitepaper (including lexicons specific to the HyperSphere, its
technology, and its inventive matter). Terms in square brackets [-] identify the source of the definition.
7-layer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model [networking, communications] – A multi-layer abstraction model used to
describe communication and computer networks where each layer provides services to the layer above it and relies on resources
delivered from its underlying layer. The Internet’s TCP/IP protocol and the HyperSphere’s SDNP protocol both conform to the 7layer OSI model.
51% attack [cryptography, economics] – A peer consensus attack where the majority of a jury-of-peers used to validate or
repudiate blockchain or cryptocurrency transactions are controlled by a single entity or an oligopoly;
AAA [networking, communications] – An acronym for ‘Authentication, Authorization, and Administration’, the process used to
determine computer and network access and set privileges granted to users;
Ad hoc [Latin] – Formed, arranged, or executed for a particular purpose; In the HyperSphere, the heterogeneous network of
HyperNode resource providers comprises a mix of cloud-as-a-service providers, fixed network and ad hoc peer-to-peer
communication nodes; HyperNode participation in the network is stipulated in HyperContracts between resource providers and
merchants/service providers.
Anonymous data transport [HyperSphere] – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol, payload transport
through the HyperSphere employs anonymous datagrams containing only source and destination IP addresses on a hop-by-hop
basis without revealing the identity of the communicating devices, i.e. the end points;
Applications habitat [computing] – The operating environment, i.e. the app environs of a host OS used to execute application
programs under control of system’s operating kernel;
Authority |A| node [HyperSphere] – HyperNode operation involving the administration of tasks and the routing of datagrams
through the SDNP dynamic meshed network;
Blockchain [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – A linear database of time-stamped plaintext and cryptographic blocks
immutably recorded as a one-dimensional DAG; Conventional blockchains generally comprise unitary communal digital ledgers
with sidechains (called forks) for new lineages. The HyperSphere utilizes multiple blockchains topologically arranged as a multitree dynamic DAG.
Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) [cryptography, economics] – The application of blockchain synthesis and transactional
processing for user applications, generally involving market specific solutions (e.g. medical, fin-tech, IoT, etc.);
Blockchain processor (BCP) [HyperSphere] – HyperNode functionality used to synthesize and process blockchains and their
applications including transitory blockchains, perpetual blockchains, and HyperSphere embedded cryptocurrency. Blockchain
synthesis in the HyperSphere is ‘network native’, generated adjunctively using HHCs (HyperNode Hop Codes) synthesized during
data transport through the network;
Blockchain protocol [cryptography, economics] – A misnomer describing operation of ‘application software’ in blockchain
processing (sometimes inaccurately described as a communication protocol competing with TCP/IP);
Bogon [networks, communication, Technopedia] – “A bogon is an bogus IP address from the bogon space, which is a set of IP
addresses not yet officially assigned to any entity by the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) or a regional Internet
registration institute. Bogon IP addresses are legitimate addresses.”
Botnet [networks, cryptocurrency, HyperSphere, Wikipedia] – “A network of private computers infected with malicious software
and controlled as a group” with or without the owners' knowledge, e.g., to send spam messages, launch DDoS attacks, prevent
blockchain transactions or repudiation, etc.
CA-certificate [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – A digital certificate certified by a ’certificate authority’ used to insure
authenticity of software, devices, processes, and blockchains. In the HyperSphere, CA-certificates are network native, comprising
an indelible trust-chain of system and identity based certificates;
Certificate authority [cryptography, economics] – The issuer of CA-certificates used for digital signing of devices, processes,
transactions, and assets. In Internet based transactions, certificate authorities comprise trusted third-party sources subject to fraud
and theft; In HyperSpheric transactions, CA-certificates are network-native comprising verifiable system-generated credentials
able to detect and rescind fraudulent certificates.
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Cloaked juror [HyperSphere] – In decentralized processes for transaction validation and repudiation by peer consensus, cloaked
jurors specified by HyperContracts are unknown to the transacting parties and thereby not subject to peer surround attacks (e.g.
Sybil attacks, 51% attacks, cyberbot attacks, etc.);
Cold storage [computing, cryptography, HyperSphere] – In cryptography, the storage of digital memory in a secure offline
location (such as a vault or safe deposit box) containing root CA-certificates and other security credentials; In the HyperSphere, a
sequential quantum key (SQK), a digital key providing a uniquely beneficial cryptographic recovery mechanism for root certificate
corruption, is also securely held offline in cold storage.
Consensus [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – In decentralized processes for cryptocurrency transaction validation and
repudiation by peer consensus, a jury-of-peers ascertains the integrity of a blockchain transaction; Conventional consensus
validation is known to be susceptible to a wide variety of attack stratagems such as consensus attacks, denial of service attacks,
and other exploits. In contrast, the HyperSphere uniquely employs ‘cloaked jurors’ to deflect consensus attacks.
Consensus attack [cryptography, economics] – A consensus attack is an exploit designed to corrupt, impede, or prevent an
accurate assessment of blockchain or cryptocurrency transactions by an independent jury-of-peers; Consensus attacks include 51%
attacks, Sybil attacks, and cyberbot DOS attacks among others.
Cryptocurrency [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – A cryptographic token used in e-commerce to procure resources,
execute purchases, compensate resource providers, or otherwise act as a fungible financial instrument for business, investment, or
access privileges; Cryptocurrency may be tradable, i.e. able to be bought and sold on digital currency exchanges, or conversely
may be limited in its use to a specific ecosphere or market. Tradable cryptocurrency is notorious for rapid and unpredictable
fluctuations in price, discouraging its widespread adoption in e-commerce. Compared to fiat currency, the legal definition of
cryptocurrency as a utility token, a security token, or a commodity is complex and evolving, varying by country and with each
particular cryptocurrency’s use.
Cryptocurrency Mining [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – A common method by which conventional cryptocurrency
is created through an intentionally costly or difficult effort with no certainty of economic return (hence the mining metaphor). Most
cryptocurrency is generated using energy-intensive Proof-of-Work puzzle solving to cause artificial scarcity. HyperSphere
cryptocurrency, in contrast is not generated using an energy-wasting PoW mining processes, but through Proof-of-Performance
(PoP) based cryptocurrency minting, executed adjunctively with data transport through the HyperSphere.
Cryptocurrency Minting [HyperSphere] – The HyperSphere’s uniquely energy-efficient method of synthesizing cryptocurrency
adjunctively during data transport of HyperSphere network traffic; HyperNodes mint tokens as compensation for participation in
the successful completion of HyperContracts. The number of tokens minted depends on the market-negotiated cost of a
HyperContract (the contract’s pledge) and each HyperNode’s ratable contribution in a HyperContract’s successful execution, i.e.
through its verifiable Proof-of-Performance. During token minting, a HyperContract’s pledge is ratably distributed, either by
melting or recycling tokens, permanently retiring the cryptocurrency pledge from circulation. Energy consumption in PoP-based
cryptocurrency minting is approximately one trillionth (10-12) that of PoW mining methods.
Cryptoeconomics [cryptography, economics] – The economics of e-commerce involving the use of cryptocurrency;
Cybersecurity [cryptography, networks, computing, communications, HyperSphere] – The ability of an electronic device or
interconnected group of devices to repel unauthorized access and prevent external interference affecting normal operation.
Conventionally, cybersecurity is achieved using encryption of data messaging and in virtual machines (such as smartphones and
computers) by password protection restricting access to the operating system (OS) kernel. In the HyperSphere, security is dynamic
and multi-dimensional, i.e. hypersecure including its reliance on Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP) network stack and
on-network native CA-certificate, blockchain processing, and cryptocurrency synthesis and transactional validation.
Decentralization [networks, communication, economics, HyperSphere] – The realization of a system, network, or commercial
ecosphere lacking any central point of control; Transactional validation by peer consensus or autonomous routing of SDNP
datagrams over dynamic meshed network represent examples of decentralized systems;
Defragmentation [computing, HyperSphere] – In computing and data storage, defragmentation is the process of compressing
digital data in sequential storage files (such as hard disk drives of flash memory) by removing unused addresses, i.e. eliminating
wasted address space. In the HyperSphere, blockchain defrag processing is a method to eliminate stranded blocks of assets
(cryptocurrency) on a blockchain by introducing a credit-debit pair thereby canceling the stranded asset and introducing a new
asset at the end of the blockchain, shortening the ‘live’ portion of the blockchain and accelerating transaction speeds;
Denial-of-Service (DoS / DDoS) attack [networking, computing] – A large class of cyberattacks intended to temporarily disable
a computer or network by creating artificial network congestion to prevent validate communiqués or transactions from being
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processed. DoS attacks can be performed on any of the seven OSI layers. A distributed DoS attack or ‘DDoS’ is a generally a
cyberbot attack from a large number of infected servers controlled by the DDoS perpetrator.
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [communications, mathematics] – A directed acyclic graph is a graph having vertices connected
by edges with direction, i.e. arrows indicating flow vectors. A blockchain is an example of a one-dimensional DAG. A blockchain
with a sidechain fork is an example of 2-D DAG. In conventional graph theory, DAG vertices are ‘stateless’ maintaining consistent
properties over time.
Disaggregated data storage [computing, HyperSphere] – The method of storing data in a distributed manner across a network of
storage devices where no usable data is concentrated in any one device or address field. The HyperSphere employs disaggregated
data storage for both cache and non-volatile data.
Dynamic Directed Acyclic Graph (DyDAG) [HyperSphere] – A directed acyclic graph whose vertices are state dependent where
time is one of the state variables. DyDAGs are used extensively throughout the HyperSphere to realize a spatiotemporal network
including their application in SDNP datagram routing over a dynamic meshed network, in transitory and perpetual blockchains,
and in HyperNode Hop Code generation.
Dynamic concealment [HyperSphere] – Made in accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol, dynamic
concealment comprises the use of state-dependent security algorithms and credentials involving the sequential combinational
application of encryption/decryption, scrambling/unscrambling, splitting/mixing, junk data insertion/deletion, and junk data
packets, along with the use of spatiotemporal cryptographic keys and numeric seeds.
Dynamic meshed network [networking, communications, HyperSphere] – Made in accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network
& Protocol, a dynamic meshed network is a spatiotemporal communication network comprising DyDAG routing of datagrams
over a perpetually changing mesh of HyperNodes in order to minimize propagation delay, provide fragmented transport security,
and facilitate redundancy;
Dynamic routing [communications] – Made in accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol, dynamic routing of
datagrams over the HyperSphere’s spatiotemporal communication network involves DyDAG routing of datagrams to minimize
propagation delay, provide fragmented transport security, and facilitate redundancy;
Dynamic security [cryptography, communications] – Dynamic security comprises methods whereby security mechanisms change
over time. Made in accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol, dynamic security in the HyperSphere includes
dynamic concealment, dynamic routing, and spatiotemporal security credentials.
Encryption / decryption [cryptography, networking, communications] – Encryption is the process of converting information or
data into a code, especially to prevent unauthorized access. Decryption, the inverse function of encryption, is the process used to
recover unencrypted content (referred to as ‘plaintext’) from encrypted ‘ciphertext’ files;
Fintech [technology, HyperSphere] – A portmanteau meaning ‘financial technology’, the application of technology supporting
the services sector including banking, investment, business consulting, enterprise consulting, accounting, auditing, taxation,
enterprise secretarial services, human resources, and corporate governance; In the HyperSphere, fintech is a use case for deploying
custom services atop the HyperSpheric network and the enhanced security and privacy it offers.
Fragmentation [communication] – The process whereby a data file or media content is parsed and divided into sub-packet
fragments or “snippets,” un-interpretable in the absence of their corresponding fragmented counterparts;
Fragmented data transport [HyperSphere] – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol, data and content
(including voice, pictures, files and live video) are fragmented into sub-packets then transported across the HyperSphere’s meshed
network using multiple anonymous datagrams;
Hash function [cryptography, communication] – A unidirectional process whereby source data of arbitrary size is mapped into a
fixed-size hash code (“hash”) using an irreversible process, generally employing cryptographic methods. Cryptographic hashing
essentially comprises file encryption sans a corresponding decryption key. Given the high degree of non-linearity in the hashing
process, beyond some minimal length hash string it is statistically highly improbable that two different source files can produce
the same hash result. As such, the identical matching of two hash codes is considered as proof their source files are of identical
content. Cryptographic hash functions are used extensively in blockchain and cryptocurrency transactional processing to confer
ownership, providing a mechanism for establishing trust in a trustless system;
Heterogeneous peer network [HyperSphere] – A dynamic communication network comprising a heterogeneous mix of disparate
peers; HyperSphere resource providers comprise global computing clouds, infrastructure (IaaS) and platform (PaaS) providers,
local ISPs, fixed cellular networks, dark fiber, and HyperSphere users hosting HyperNodes including cryptocurrency miners and
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farms, personal computers, gamers, notebooks, tablets, and smartphones, i.e. “the people’s network”. The HyperSphere is not,
however, a conventional TCP/IP based peer-to-peer (P2P) network utilizing either unstructured and structured overlay
architectures. Instead, the SDNP protocol operates as a DyDAG spatiotemporal network employing dynamic routing algorithms
minimizing propagation delays;
HypWallet [HyperSphere] – A digitally signed HyperSecure cryptocurrency wallet in the HyperSphere; In the HyperSphere,
cryptocurrency transactions occur through temporary wallets preventing unauthorized access to user assets.
HyperContracts [HyperSphere] – A digital contract used to execute transactions in the HyperSphere, to acquire resources, to
prescribe job tasks and deliverables, and to specify compensation pledges therefor. During operation, HyperContracts are used to
generate transitory blockchains (tBC) to track contract execution progress and confirm contract completion.
HyperNode Hop Codes (HHCs) [HyperSphere] – Network native cryptographic codes used in HyperSpheric blockchain
processing, executing hypersecure BaaS services, and network-native generation of cryptocurrency;
HyperNode tunnel [HyperSphere] – A single-hop ad hoc VPN tunnel temporarily created between two HyperNodes to thwart
DoS and consensus attacks, or to protect user privacy;
HyperSphere accounts [HyperSphere] – A HyperSphere network-native digital CA-certificate created from user identity
information and used to generate account root CA-certificates;
HyperSphere Application Programming Interface (API) [HyperSphere] – Application Programming Interface for merchants
and service providers to create HyperContracts and to utilize the HyperSphere in e-commerce;
HyperSphere marketplace [HyperSphere] – An artificial intelligence (AI) induced marketplace for negotiating HyperContract
terms and conditions between service provider/merchants and HyperNode/resource providers;
HyperSphere merchants & service providers [HyperSphere] – The users of the HyperSphere; Merchants and service providers
offering products and services to their clients utilize the HyperSphere as a platform to identity, engage, and pay resource providers
through the execution of HyperContracts. As an e-commerce platform and business ecosphere, the HyperSphere is not a party to
HyperContracts or a beneficiary thereof.
HyperSphere resource providers / HyperNodes [HyperSphere] – The computing, communication, and storage nodes used to
provide resources to and perform tasks for merchant and service providers in the HyperSphere; Device owners install HyperNodes
and engage in HyperContract execution, providing resources to merchants and service providers in exchange for minting a
prescribed quantity of tokens. Collectively, HyperNode owners (rather than network oligopolies) form the HyperSphere’s cloud
and meshed communication network.
HyperSphere services [HyperSphere] – HyperSphere network-based functions and utilities used to facilitate and execute common
tasks in the HyperSphere, in HyperContracts, and in APIs, e.g. digitally signing a device, synthesizing a blockchain, soliciting
jurors, etc.
Identity CA-certificate [HyperSphere] – A private CA-certificate based on a user’s personal or corporate identity used to assign
and confirm ownership of assets, transactions, wallets, and devices in order to protect user privacy and prevent fraud, theft, or
misrepresentation. Identity CA-certificates containing hashed personal or corporate information are used to generate root certificate
then held in cold storage for safekeeping.
Identity theft [economics, security] – An illicit act where a perpetrator steals personal (or corporate) information of a victim then
uses the information as an imposter to steal assets, criminally engage in fraudulent transactions, or other misrepresent their identity
for nefarious purposes.
Imposter [economics, security] – In communication, networking, and e-commerce, a person or device that hides or misrepresents
their true identity to commit illicit acts; Imposter exploits include packet hijacking, Man-in-the-Middle attacks, Man-in-the-Email
attacks, CA-certificate fraud, and others.
Internet-of-Everything (IoE) [networking] – The concept or belief that eventually every electronic device, vehicle, person,
company, and business process will (at some time in the future) be connected or executed over the Internet or the Web, including
IoT, B2B, B2C, V2X, etc.
Internet-of-Things (IoT) [networking] – Network connectivity of autonomous electronic devices such as machines, robots,
vehicles, sensors and monitors, or any device where human intervention is not required to control or maintain device operation.
Because of automatic joining of IoT devices to local area networks (LANs) using autonomous protocols such as Alljoyn (an open
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connectivity foundation protocol), security experts are concerned that cybercriminals will be able to invade networks and launch
exploits by first hacking dumb IoT devices unable to detect or repel intrusion.
Juror, jury-of-peers [cryptography, economics] – In decentralized systems and in cryptocurrency based e-commerce, a group of
independent devices or network nodes used to determine the authenticity, validity, and integrity of a transaction (including the
transfer of assets or cryptocurrency) through the process of juror consensus. In Internet based e-commerce, consensus attacks
involve surrounding a transacting device with insincere or corrupted devices. The HyperSphere employs numerous defensive
mechanisms against consensus attacks including the use of cloaked jurors and digitally signed HyperContracts and HyperNodes.
Man-in-the-Email (MiE) attack [computing, communications] – A cyberattack where an undetected imposter, acting under the
pretense of being a valid intermediary, monitors or modifies the content of an email communication exchange;
Man-in-the-Middle (MIM) attack [networking, communications] – A cyberattack where an undetected imposter, acting under
the pretense of being a valid intermediary, monitors or modifies the content of datagram traffic between communicating devices
during network transport;
Merchants and service providers – See HyperSphere merchants and service providers;
Meshed network [networking, communications, HyperSphere] – A computing or communication network comprising a mesh of
communicating nodes, where data traffic does not follow a prescribed or preferred path; In the HyperSphere, meshed data routing
is executed in accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol as a multi-tree DyDAG dynamically seeking minimum
propagation delay paths.
Melting [HyperSphere] – The process of retiring a tokens from circulation and disabling its use; Melting occurs during recycling
when a token pledge is released at HyperContract completion, whereby the pledged tokens are melted and new tokens are minted
by all participating HyperNodes. Because the number of newly generated tokens are less than those newly minted, the process of
recycling and melting represent cryptoeconomic negative feedback, reducing the number of tokens in circulation and stabilizing
the HyperSphere’s economy and currency value (especially important during economic recessions)
Metamorphic HyperNode [HyperSphere] – The feature whereby a HyperNode morphs into one-of-three possible node types –
an authority node, task node, or name server node, in order to perform jobs and provide resources for a particular HyperContract;
Although a HyperNode may only perform one of the three functions for a particular HyperContract, a metamorphic HyperNode
can concurrently perform other functions to concurrently support different HyperContracts.
Mining – See Cryptocurrency Mining
Minting – See Cryptocurrency Minting
Name Server |NS| node [HyperSphere] – HyperNode operation involving the conversion, i.e. dynamic mapping, of phone
numbers, URLs, and IP addresses to dynamic IP addresses and dynamic port numbers required to execute DyDAG routing of
datagrams through the SDNP dynamic meshed network;
Negative feedback [electronics, control theory, economics, HyperSphere] – A self-regulating mechanism in any economic,
electronic, or control system where a portion of the system’s output is subtracted from its input. Negative feedback tends to stabilize
system response by suppressing rapid transients in its state variable and in the value (or quantity) of the system’s output. In the
HyperSphere, recycling and melting regulates the number of tokens in circulation, especially during recessionary cycles (financial
contraction) when new fiat currency entering the HyperSphere declines, forcing merchants to consume existing cryptocurrency to
support ongoing business.
Network native [networking, communication, HyperSphere] – An intrinsic part of the network, i.e. operating as an integral
component of a network and not as a separate system; In the HyperSphere, CA-certificate, blockchains, and cryptocurrency are
network native, embedded into the system’s autonomous decentralized operation.
Network sequestration [networks, economics] – The domination of access or control of network operations, infrastructure, traffic
content, or metadata by a monopoly or an oligopoly. Critics claim that Web 2.0 is dominated by a limited number of vendors
monopolizing network operations and usurping personal information of clients for sale to advertisers.
One-Time Transaction Token (OT3) proxies [HyperSphere] – A transactional mechanism in the HyperSphere preventing
unauthorized access to a user’s private blockchains and wallets through a single-use token valid for purchase payment or other
transactions, loaded prior to transaction execution.
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Operating kernel [computing] – The function of a computer or smartphone used to schedule and assign device resources to
execute supervisory tasks, host applications, and to transmit or receive data packets through the OSI protocol stack; Metaphorically,
an operating kernel functions as an orchestra’s conductor.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network [computing, communication] – A distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or
workloads among equally privileged peers as equipotent participants in an application; Although supporting some P2P network
features, the HyperSphere is not a true peer-to-peer network as its authority nodes dispatch tasks and administer privileges
preferentially in accordance with the required specifications of a HyperContract and a particular HyperNode’s ability to service
such task requests.
Perpetual blockchains (BC) [HyperSphere] – DyDAG blockchains indefinitely maintained to chronicle a sequence of
transactions; Blockchains containing hashed content may be safely published on multiple websites to provide an immutable and
irrefutable record so as to facilitate trust in a trustless environment. Transactionally, perpetual blockchains are used to record tokens
credits and debits. The HyperSphere’s perpetual blockchains are digitally signed by leaf CA-certificates to substantiate identitybased ownership of assets through a trust-chain, even when transactions are executed pseudonymously. Perpetual blockchain
transactions are validated using replicant block chain observer segments (RBOS) to prevent blockchain attacks and backtracing.
Privacy [ethics, networks, computing, communications, HyperSphere] ¬– Privacy is the ability of an individual or group to
selectively seclude themselves, or information about themselves from others without prior authorization. In communication and
networking, privacy refers to a user’s right to control access to data, devices, and assets. While the meaning of privacy overlaps
that of security, in general security refers to freedom from or resilience against potential harm (or other unwanted coercive change)
exerted from external forces or malevolent parties. In contrast, privacy is the controlled access to personal and confidential
information. So while security is necessary to ensure privacy, security is logically insufficient to protect privacy. In the
HyperSphere, privacy protection is achieved through the use of identity trust-chains and network-native enterprise grade CAcertificates to control access to personal information and assets. Privacy and identity protection, like cybersecurity, is a fundamental
premise and intrinsically beneficial feature of the HyperSphere.
Protocol [networks, computing, communications] – A formalized description or specification of digital message formats and rules
required for exchanging information or commands among electronic devices and computers; According to Wikipedia “In
computing, a protocol or communication protocol is a set of rules in which computers communicate with each other. The protocol
says what part of the conversation comes at which time. It also says how to end the communication.” As defined, a protocol
describes a sequence of actions. As such, a passive file, database, blockchain, or application source code does not constitute a
protocol.
Proof-of-Performance (PoP) [HyperSphere] – A method of proof used by HyperNode resource providers to establish its
contribution to the successful completion of a HyperContract; In token minting, proof-of-performance is ‘network-native’ as
recorded through the distribution of HyperNode Hop Codes (HHCs) generated adjunctively as data traverses the network. Each
HyperNode’s HHCs are appended sequentially in hashed form onto a transitory blockchain (tBC) used to substantiate the
HyperNode’s contribution and determine its ratable share of a HyperContract’s pledge.
Proof-of-Work (PoW) [networking, cryptography, economics] – An energy intensive method used to mine conventional
cryptocurrency through the solving of puzzles or mathematical problems, such as a nonce-hash challenges, prime number
sequences, irrational number calculations, etc. Because each new block appended onto a unitary communal blockchain changes
the conditions of the puzzle, miners compete for each new block. Those who are late in discovering a solution do not earn any
compensation, whereby all the energy consumed and money spent on calculating the last challenge is lost, i.e. wasted. As such,
environmentalists consider PoW challenges as ecologically irresponsible endeavors.
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [Wikipedia, HyperSphere] – “Roles, policies, and procedures needed to create, manage,
distribute, use, store, and revoke digital certificates and manage public-key encryption; The purpose of a PKI is to facilitate the
secure electronic transfer of information for a range of network activities such as e-commerce, Internet banking and confidential
email. It is required for activities where simple passwords are an inadequate authentication method and more rigorous proof is
required to confirm the identity of the parties involved in the communication and to validate the information being transferred.” In
the HyperSphere, PKIs are employed in the exchange of network-native CA-certificates and HyperSphere specific trust chains
comprising true identity and pseudonymous certificates.
Recycling [HyperSphere] – Negative cryptoeconomic feedback in the HyperSphere whereby tokens in circulation are pledged and
consumed (melted) in the process of HyperNodes minting new cryptocurrency at the fruition of successful HyperContract
execution;
Replicant Blockchain Observer Segments (RBOS) [HyperSphere] – A transitory blockchain (tBC) comprising a limited length
replicant (copy) of a perpetual blockchain of sufficient extent to execute a decentralized juror-based consensus validation of a
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transaction; Analogous in function to that of messenger RNA (mRNA) in cellular metabolism, an RBOS comprises a short copy
or “snippet” of a perpetual blockchain of sufficient length to verify viable blockchain cryptocurrency assets required to execute a
transaction or commit to a pledge, but of insufficient length for hackers to perform backtracing or blockchain attacks. When
combined with blockchain defragmentation, RBOS validation minimizes the length of blockchains used in consensus validation,
thereby expediting validation and increasing cryptocurrency transaction rates.
Quantum computing [physics, electronics, HyperSphere] – The engineering application of quantum mechanics to computing,
data storage, and communication; Quantum mechanics, a branch of physics, statistically predicts the behavior of the atomic and
subatomic particles and forces not governed by deterministic classical physics. Quantum physics, the foundation of semiconductor
devices and solid-state physics, describes a number of unique (and non-intuitive) quantum-mechanical phenomena such as quantum
entanglement, superposition, the quantum observer effect, quantum-mechanical tunneling, the Pauli exclusion principle, waveparticle duality, the Schrödinger wave equation, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the photoelectric effect, superconductivity,
blackbody radiation, the ubiquity of Planck’s constant, and more. Quantum computing is anticipated to revolutionize the field of
cryptography and security but has equally profound implications in empowering brute-force attacks on PKIs, CA-certificates,
encrypted files, and on communication. Unlike the Internet, the HyperSphere’s hypersecurity does not rely solely on encryption,
but utilizes data fragmentation, decentralization, dynamic concealment and routing to minimize any reliance on cryptography,
thereby offering enhanced resilience to network attacks employing brute-force cryptographic attack strategies and methodologies.
Resource providers – See HyperSphere resource providers
Root CA-certificate [computing, communication] – A private CA-certificate based on a user’s identity certificate employed to
confer and validate ownership of assets, transactions, wallets, and devices, and thereby protect user privacy preventing fraud, theft,
or misrepresentation. Root CA-certificates containing hashed personal or corporate information are used to generate intermediate
and user or ‘leaf’ certificates. After use, root CA-certificates are generally held in cold storage for safekeeping.
Secure Dynamic Network & Protocol (SDNP) [communication, HyperSphere] – A patented realtime dispatcher-based multilevel
communication protocol and cybersecure alternative to the Internet’s insecure TCP/IP protocol suite; The SDNP protocol forms
the communication platform on which the HyperSphere operates.
Security – See cybersecurity;
Sidechain [cryptography, economics, HyperSphere] – An alternative branch to a main blockchain. In the HyperSphere, sidechains
may be used for auxiliary documentation chains or contain subroutines for DyDAG network routing or other functions.
State based security [HyperSphere] – In accordance with the Secure Dynamic Network and Protocol, a method for dynamic
datagram construction whereby the methods of dynamic encryption, dynamic concealment, and dynamic security credentials are
state dependent, relying on both network time and location to control hypersecure transport through the HyperSphere’s meshed
network.
Stateless network operation [networks, communications, HyperSphere] – A network of computing and communication nodes
that retain no record or history of its activity; In the HyperSphere, metamorphic HyperNodes exhibit collective amnesia, forgetting
all tasks and jobs they execute immediately after the task is completed. HyperNodes, however, collect (and temporarily hold)
HHCs, appending the codes onto a tBC to confirm their contribution to the successful completion of a HyperContract and to earn
their ratable share of the contract’s pledge. After HyperContract resolution, payment is disbursed and the tBC is destroyed.
Smart contract [cryptography, communications, HyperSphere] – A digital contract specifying tasks and functions to be performed
in order for a resource to receive compensation; In conventional smart contracts, numerous resources compete to execute the
contract, thereby wasting energy by having multiple suppliers doing the same job. Because contract execution is not complete until
all the participating resources complete the same task, the “slowest” participant determines a smart contract’s transaction time. In
contrast, HyperContract completion is verified the distribution of HHCs, not by redundant execution. The number of resource
providers required to execute a job is stipulated by the HyperContract’s job description, not as part of the job’s validation procedure.
SQK, a sequential quantum key [HyperSphere] – A sequential cryptographic key having millions of combinations not
susceptible to brute force attacks or quantum computing analysis; SQK backup is preferably stored offline in cold storage to be
invoked only as a ‘last resort’ emergency asset recovery procedure;
Sybil attack [security, networks, cryptocurrency, Wikipedia] – A network and blockchain consensus attack wherein “a reputation
system is subverted by forging identities in peer-to-peer networks” named after Sybil, a book and case study on a dissociative
identity disorder;
Task |T| node [HyperSphere] – HyperNode operation involving the execution of tasks and datagram routing through the SDNP
dynamic meshed network; Task nodes are unaware of the identity of callers or of the routing paths used in an ongoing session.
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Token [HyperSphere] – A utility token and tradable cryptocurrency of the HyperSphere; Tokens are minted by HyperNodes as
ratable compensation for participation in the successful completion of HyperContracts. Merchants and service providers may also
use tokens as a pledge in HyperContracts. The commercial and fungible value of a token is determined by supply and demand
market dynamics (including cryptocurrency trading).
Token blockchain [HyperSphere] – A privately owned DyDAG blockchain used to record transactions, pledges, and minting of
tokens;
Tokenomics [cryptography, economics] – The economics of a private or public cryptocurrency offering including token pricing,
funds raised, payments accepted, founder rewards, air drops; The tokenomics of an token offering should not be confused with
cryptoeconomics, the economic considerations of cryptocurrency use and its application.
Topological Trust Network [HyperSphere] – The controlled access to assets, processes, transactions, and blockchains in the
HyperSphere through multi-tiered security shells having privileges determined by a user’s identity and CA certificate;
Transitory blockchains or tBC [HyperSphere] – Temporary, i.e. transitory DyDAG blockchains used to conduct or execute a
sequence of transactions; Unlike perpetual DyDAG blockchains, transient blockchains are discarded after use with no record of
the tBC except for entries made onto perpetual blockchains during tBC processing and execution. A tBC may be passive, containing
only hashed and plaintext data blocks, or may include executable code thereby functioning like a subroutine call.
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) [network, computing, communications] – The Internet protocol
suite including rules and procedures for data communication and packet construction; TCP/IP, often referred to as a protocol stack
or network protocol, is generally represented as abstraction layers in a 7-layer OSI stack.
Trust [ethics, computing, communication] – Firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something; In
communication and networking, trust refers to the honesty and integrity of a device to represent their true identity and to perform
tasks in accordance with the rules established for the system. Trust in networking and e-commerce is established digitally through
identity trust chains and CA-certificates. Trusted computing refers to computer operation consistently behaving in expected ways
as enforced by computer hardware and software. Trust in decentralized systems refers to a process of consensus, using an objective
jury-of-peers to determine the validity and integrity of a transaction or of asset ownership.
Trust chain [cryptography, networking] – The lineage and pedigree of CA-certificates utilized in identity based trust chains for
signing devices, assets, software, assets, etc.
Turing complete [computing, Wikipedia] – A computer able to emulate a ‘Turing machine’ or a “programming language that is
theoretically capable of expressing all tasks accomplishable by computers; Nearly all programming languages are Turing complete
if the limitations of finite memory are ignored.” Because, however access to unlimited memory on-demand (i.e. sufficient memory
to execute any arbitrary task and for an unspecifiable duration without warning), present day computers are not Turing Complete,
especially given the unpredictability of new computing platforms such as quantum technology. In contrast, because the
HyperSphere comprises a heterogeneous peer network (cloud), the extendibility of the network to access limitless data storage and
cloud computing capacity combined with immutable transactional records (data certified by indestructible blockchain records),
renders the future realization of a truly Turing complete system plausible.
User CA-certificate [computing, communication] – A public leaf CA-certificate generated from a user’s identity, system
information, and intermediate certificates used to digitally sign devices, assets, code,
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) [networking] – Network connectivity of ubiquitous electronic devices; Because of the diversity of
autonomous protocols used in network connectivity, security experts are perpetually concerned with the Internet’s ability to repel
a wide range of cyberattacks.
Virtual-Private-Network (VPN) [networking] – A cryptographic tunnel used to securely communicate between devices or
HyperNodes.

